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Abstract  

This research study discusses the role of South Asian Association for 

Regional Cooperation (SAARC) in the realm of conflict management in 

South Asia. When SAARC was established in 1985, its role was limited to 

the socio-economic and cultural activities because its charter prohibits the 

discussions of bilateral and political issues among the South Asian 

countries. At times, it was a common view that SAARC will remain a deaf 

and dumb Association due to the absence of any conflict management or 

conflict resolution mechanism. But history reveals that the successive 

SAARC summits played a highly significant role in ameliorating the tense 

bilateral relationships among the SAARC members, especially between 

India and Pakistan. There are various occasions when SAARC forum 

converted the hostile attitudes into the feelings of friendship and fraternity 

and aggressive behaviours were transformed to the passions of peace and 

amity enough for the betterment of South Asian region. The study explores 

thoroughly various SAARC summits with a special focus on the sideline 

meetings of the South Asian leaders.  

The sideline diplomacy comes at the forefront of the organization 

due to its overall positive impact on the socio-political atmosphere of South 

Asia. The demand for the inclusion of political issues has been raised, at 

time and again, by the SAARC members. But India was not in favour of 

amending the SAARC charter for this purpose. At last at the ninth SAARC 
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summit at Male in 1997, the South Asian leaders unanimously decided to 

hold and initiate sideline meetings of the South Asian heads and added 

that provision in the SAARC Charter. Since that time SAARC appeared to 

be a vibrant and viable forum to bring the South Asian countries close 

together by mitigating their mutual mistrusts and bilateral contentions 

which has long been proved to be an obstacle in the way of South Asian 

peace and prosperity.  

The study also focuses on the role of SAARC in bringing about the 

peace process between Indian and Pakistan. Although the peace process 

faced a large number of turmoil yet both the countries could not deny its 

efficacy in diluting and minimizing the threat of a nuclear war in South 

Asia. The terrorist attack on Indian parliament and Kabul embassy halted 

the process but gradually both the countries resorted again to holding the 

peace talks. It could happen only when both the premiers of India and 

Pakistan came closer at the SAARC forum during their sideline meetings 

following the summits. The study also finds out the relationship between 

conflict management and development in trade relations. How far the 

trade between the countries of South Asia promotes and enhances the 

people to people contacts in the region, is also discussed in this study. 

Precisely this research work will give a detailed analysis of the transition 

when South Asia gradually converts itself into an attractive region for the 

outside world.  
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Introduction 

 South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) was 

created on December 8, 1985 in Dhaka. The founding members of the 

Association are Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri 

Lanka. Afghanistan joined the organization as its eighth member in 2007. 

Moreover, China, Iran, United States, Japan, South Korea, Mauritius, 

Myanmar, Australia and the European Union are having affiliation with the 

SAARC as observer states.  

 The SAARC Charter emphasizes the desire of South Asian States to 

promote stability, peace and progress in the region. The highest authority of 

the Association lies with the Heads of State or government. They are 

supposed to meet at least once a year or more if considered necessary by the 

member countries. SAARC has completed its silver jubilee in 2010, and during 

its 29 years of existence it could hold only seventeen Summits of the South 

Asian leaders. Organizationally, the council of Ministers is responsible for the 

formulation of policy matters, reviewing progress and deciding on new areas 

of cooperation. The SAARC was meant to eradicate poverty from South Asia 

and bring prosperity and sustainable development to a region with one fifth of 

humanity. Despite a variety of commonalities and strengths, the States of 
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South Asia remain fragile socially, weak economically and unstable politically. 

They have still to overcome their most challenging socioeconomic disparities.  

 Despite its stated objectives and intentions, SAARC as an 

organizational body has for long grappled with intra-state, interstate and 

regional conflicts. SAARC has always been criticized for its inability to forge 

an efficient regional identity. The interstate conflicts and contentions have a 

negative influence on the working and achievements of SAARC. Since its 

inception, SAARC has become a forum to address a variety of issues relating 

to the region. But the political and bilateral contentious issues do not come 

under its framework. The Charter of the Association prohibits the discussion 

of such issues formally under the umbrella of SAARC. Apart from the 

existence of conflicts among the member states, there is also a disagreement 

among them on the need for a conflict resolution procedure and mechanism to 

look into bilateral disputes. India, Sri Lanka and Nepal are not favouring the 

inclusion of conflict resolution mechanisms in the SAARC process. However, 

SAARC has often shown its potential to emerge as a forum for negotiations, 

dialogue, preventive diplomacy and confidence-building among the states of 

South Asia.  

 The principal focus of this study is to explore the mechanisms and 

procedural activities of the SAARC organization to find out how much the 

organization has played its role in managing and mitigating the tensions, 
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disputes and conflicts in the existing atmosphere of South Asia. A detailed 

and concerted analysis of the SAARC Summits would be made to elicit 

conclusion of the formal and informal dialogue between the leaders of South 

Asian States. The sideline meetings of the Heads of South Asian countries 

during the annual SAARC Summits would be given an extra attention with a 

view to finding out their impact on the overall environment of South Asia 

especially on the relations between the two nuclear powers of the region - 

India and Pakistan.  

 As far as the more specific objectives of the study are concerned, 

answers to certain questions are needed which will lead the reader to the clue 

for the proper comprehension of the enquiry.  

a) How South Asian countries can accelerate their socio-economic 

development in the ensuing years?  

b) How far does SAARC fit into the general framework of the United 

Nations and the Non-Aligned Movement?  

c) What is the level of commitment of the member nations to the 

objectives of peace, cooperation, progress, prosperity and stability of 

the region?  

d) How far the ‘big two’ of SAARC are responsible for the poor 

functioning of SAARC.  
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e) Do the member countries of SAARC have a clear perception of their 

role in the organization?  

f) What will be the overall impact of the inclusion of Afghanistan as a 

formal member of the organization.  

g) How can India and Pakistan come close together and what efforts have 

been made through government channels and Track-II diplomacy.  

 Moreover, the composite dialogue process, which is often initiated 

between the two neighbouring countries of South Asia, would also be 

discussed in details. The reciprocity of the sideline diplomacy of SAARC and 

the continuation of the peace process will also be discussed to analyze its role 

in the conflict management in South Asia. The prospects of transforming 

conflict management process into a conflict resolution mechanism would also 

be given due attention keeping in view the restricted agenda of the SAARC 

process. In addition to this, the role of SAARC in the emergence of 

Confidence-Building Measures (CBMs) in South Asia will also come under the 

focus of this study.  

 Over the years, various books and articles on the SAARC have 

appeared. A look at some of the perspective publications would give an idea 

about the nature of studies on SAARC or South Asia undertaken so far.  
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 “Government and Politics in South Asia”,1 by Craig Baxter is a remarkable 

effort in depicting the real picture of the problems and prospects of 

development in South Asian region. The contributors of this book have given 

due importance to culture and religion, the customs and habits, the social and 

economic fabric of the society. The role of political leadership, the political 

process and the government institutions are the subjects which have been 

discussed elaborately for each country of South Asia. The book explicitly 

describes that each of the states of South Asia faces five critical areas of 

political development: nation building, state building, participation, economy 

building and distribution. Although India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka inherited 

fairly effective state apparatus, they are facing difficult challenges in the 

process of building unified nations.  

 “SAARC at Cross Roads: The Fate of Regional Cooperation in South Asia”2, 

by Anasua Basu Ray Chaudhary, is also an appreciable effort in elaborating 

the foundations of the SAARC on the basis of different theoretical approaches 

of multilateral cooperation. The author has successfully enquired into the 

dynamics of SAARC in terms of insights and knowledge provided by major 

theories of regional integration. It also helps to answer the questions like how 

and to what extent the SAARC seeks to ensure cooperation in the 

                                                
1 Craig Baxter et.al., Government and Politics in South Asia (Oxford: Westview Press, 1993). 
2 Anasua Basu Ray Chaudhary, SAARC at Crossroads: The Fate of Regional Cooperation in South Asia 

(Lahore: People’s Publishing House, 2006).  
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infrastructural field and what are the major obstacles in the way toward 

cooperation within the SAARC. The author seeks to establish a linkage 

between theoretical assumptions, as provided by the literature on regional 

integration, and empirical evidences as reflected in the changing dynamics of 

the SAARC.  

 The author argues that one of the major objectives of the SAARC is to 

ensure peaceful and friendly relationship among its member states and 

establish ultimate cooperation among them in various issues – areas. But such 

an initiative would create a constant tension between state sovereignty and 

supra-nationality. Therefore, the author has examined how and to what extent 

such a contradiction affected the working of SAARC. To understand the 

nature and functioning, an assessment has been made about the operational 

aspects of the SAARC. The author has also successfully made a comparison of 

SAARC with European Union (EU), the most successful regional organization 

so far.  

 “SAARC: Origin, Growth and Future”,3 by E. Sudhakar is an invaluable 

study about the genesis and evolution of SAARC. The writer takes the 

international system as a community of states dominated by the developed 

countries and the major powers of the international system. Their destinies are 

sought to be influenced by the dominant powers of the global system. This 

                                                
3 E. Sudhakar, SAARC: Origin, Growth and Future (Lahore: Book Traders, 1994).  
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study also observes that the concept of ‘power’ plays a definite role in 

international relations both for political and economic considerations. It is 

mainly intended to deal with the political dynamics of the SAARC, its 

existence and problems. It also undertakes to analyze the commitment and 

resolve of the member states to its major goals and objectives.  

 The writer makes his observation that SAARC is a right step towards 

achieving peace, prosperity and harmony in South Asia. The very survival 

and existence of SAARC during the past three decades is itself a positive 

indication. He further says that it is also a fact that SAARC remained only a 

white elephant and its achievements were rather insignificant. SAARC has 

been used only as a platform to promote the identity of the smaller states of 

the region. The member states of SAARC need a political will to promote 

SAARC as a true vehicle of regional cooperation. The writer also shows his 

concern about the principle of unanimity in decision making as it will cause 

irritants in the organization. This problem may be talked with a requirement 

of definite quota of votes in favour and the right of veto may also be given to 

all the member states. This practice will ensure a check on hasty and 

controversial decisions. Now it is only left to the political sagacity of the 

member states to make regional cooperation a reality.  
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 “South Asia Approaches the Millenium: Re-examining National Security”,4 

edited by Marvin G. Weinbaum and Chetan Kumar, is basically a compilation 

of essays by eminent scholars and historians. The book is a lucid example of 

thoughtful and thought provoking combination of ideas presented by 

different authors. The main points of discussion include security regimes in 

South Asia and regional security during the British Raj and independent 

India. The Indo-Pak nuclear relations have also been discussed especially after 

the end of cold war politics. The security threats emerged from narcotic drugs, 

environmental degradation and regional politics and ethnicity have been 

discussed elaborately in a scholarly manner.  

 Some contributors to the book pointed out that regional cooperation on 

a common security agenda might generate structures and processes that could 

spill over into arenas where longstanding bilateral disputes like the Kashmir 

issue, are being contested. Such spill over effects could mitigate these disputes 

to the point where they would fade away, even as they remain unsolved at the 

official level. Some participants pointed out that the trans boundary nature of 

emerging security concerns in South Asia could lead to an understanding of 

security as being more than a zero-sum game. Most of the South Asian States 

have tended to see an increase in their security as taking place at the expense 

of others. However the existence of common trans boundary problems leads 
                                                
4 Marvin G. Weinbaum, Chetan Kumar eds, South Asia Approaches the Millennium (Lahore: Vanguard, 

1996).  
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to the awareness that a solution of such problems would enhance the security 

of individual states along with all other states of the South Asian region.  

 “Pakistan’s Foreign Policy 1947 – 2005: A Concise History”,5 by Abdul 

Sattar is a scholarly work based on indigenous as well as foreign sources. The 

author has been in association with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for over 

forty years. His assignments at the Foreign office of Pakistan and in Missions 

abroad provided useful opportunities to form perspectives on key foreign 

policy issues. The book provides an authoritative account for students of 

foreign policy, observers and analysts to understand the past and benefit from 

its lessons in formulating effective strategies for the realization of aims and 

objectives of the state.  

 The chapter on the Shimla Conference, with a detailed account of the 

complicated but purposeful negotiations by competent and sophisticated 

diplomats, is of a particular interest for the readers. Also the chapter on post – 

9/11 policies provides insights into the process of planning and preparing a 

realistic policy for optimum results at another crucial juncture in history. The 

author has put together a plain narrative, faithfully recalling the facts and 

constraints of the time when the policy decisions had to be made in the words 

of policy makers. The book is not a critique but provides a factual basis for 

                                                
5  Abdul Sattar, Pakistan’s Foreign Policy 1947-2005: A Concise History (Karachi: Oxford University 

Press, 2007).  
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objective appraisal and proves it helpful in identifying lessons useful to future 

policy makers.  

 “India and SAARC Engagements”6 by O.P. Goel is about the Indian 

policy and approach to regionalism in South Asia in the historical context of 

foreign policy ideas and ideology formulated by the Indian leadership before 

and after India’s independence as a modern state. Role of SAARC in the 

development of South Asia is elaborately described in this book. Details of 

SAARC summits and regional conventions are also described.  

 “SAARC: Challenges Before New Millennium”,7 by K. Bhushan and G. 

Katyal discusses the detailed profile of SAARC, including its origin, evolution 

and development in different areas of cooperation. Special importance is given 

to the declaration of the 11th SAARC Summit, held in Kathmandu (Nepal) 

during January 2002. Political and security factors, such as Pak entry into 

western alliances, Indo-USSR alignment, Indo-China, Pak-China and Pak-

Afghan relations and their impact on the foreign policy perceptions of the 

major states of South Asia, have also been discussed in this book.  

 “Pakistan: Nation, Nationalism and the State”8 edited by Christophe 

Joffrelot focuses on the contrast between the lack of positive national identity 

and the prevalence in Pakistan of a strong nationalism directed against India. 

                                                
6  O.P. Goel,  India and SAARC Engagements (Delhi: Isha Books, 2004).  
7  K. Bhushan, G. Katyal, SAARC: Challenges Before New Millennium (New Delhi: APH Publishing 

Corporation, 2002).  
8  Christophe Jaffrelot, Pakistan: Nation, Nationalism and the State (Lahore: Vanguard Books, 2005). 
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It also discusses the regional dimensions of sectarian conflicts in Pakistan. A 

due place has also been given to different ebbs and flows in Pakistan and 

Indian policies towards Kashmir and nuclear capability. The book also traces 

the influence of Pakistan army in shaping the foreign policy of Pakistan with a 

special reference to Afghanistan and Kashmir during 1988-99. How the 

personalization of power and the bitter conflicts between the government and 

the opposition during 1988-96 diminished the role of politicians for 

independent action, is also discussed in the book.  

 “Regional Cooperation in South Asia”9 by Kishore C. Dash has discussed 

elaborately the growth and development of SAARC Organization and security 

paradigms in South Asia. He has also discussed the sideline meetings of the 

SAARC summits and their role in conflict management in South Asia. 

 The book explores the nature of interstate relationship among five 

major original SAARC members: India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri 

Lanka. It first identifies major characteristics of each state and then examines 

the influence of history to define their diplomacies. The Indo-Pakistan rivalry 

and the implications of security dilemma for the entire region are examined. 

The book also assesses the prospects of deeper regional cooperation in South 

Asia by examining some of the major challenges of the region. It identifies 

several “facilitating conditions” in the literature to explain the growth of 

                                                
9 Kishore C. Dash, Regional Cooperation in South Asia (New York: Routledge, 2008). 
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regional cooperation activities. It also examines the domestic and external 

factors that led to changes in the decisions of India and Pakistan in favour of 

joining the regional organization.   

 “Negotiation and conflict management: Essays on Theory and Practice”,10 by 

I. William Zartman presents a series of essays outlining the evolution of basic 

concepts which play a key role for the study of negotiation and conflict 

management. Negotiation is analyzed as a process and is associated with 

other concepts in political science such as decision, structure,  justice and 

order. It also develops strategies of mediation dealing with such aspects as 

leverage, bias, interest and roles.  

 According to Zartman, negotiation plays its role in three acts. First in 

the “prologue”, when the conflict is just an issue or a problem then to prevent 

it from getting worse and during the conflict to provide possible solutions and 

resolutions. Negotiation is a fascinating topic and a process of combining 

divergent positions through communication into a joint decision. It takes up 

the major part of all international relations and foreign affairs. It has played its 

role in preventing innumerable conflicts from escalating into violence. It has 

been used to resolve important problems and day-to-day issues. It is one of 

the basic modes of social decision making and a crucial element in commerce, 

diplomacy and international life. Hence the work of Zartman is of a great 
                                                
10 I. William Zartman, Negotiation and Conflict Management: Essays on Theory and Practice (New 

York: Routledge, 2008). 
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interest for the students of negotiation, mediation and conflict studies in 

general.  

 In addition to these books various articles in different journals and 

periodicals have appeared with the focus on conflict management in South 

Asia. Shamshad Ahmad in his article “Imperatives of Peace in South Asia” 11 has 

discussed bilateral contentions between India and Pakistan with a special 

focus on Kashmir and Nuclear Issues.  

 Stuart Croft in his article “South Asia’s Arms Control Process: Cricket 

Diplomacy and the Composite Dialogue” 12 has discussed in detail the bilateral 

contentious issues between India and Pakistan including Kashmir, Siachen, Sir 

Creek and Nuclear issues. He has also mentioned the occasions when both the 

regional powers indulged themselves in armed conflicts with special reference 

to 1965 and 1971 wars. He has also highlighted the role of cricket diplomacy in 

ameliorating the bilateral relations between both the countries. He has given a 

special reference to Zia’s visit to watch a cricket match in India in 1987 and its 

aftereffects in defusing the tensions between India and Pakistan which could 

turn out to be an armed conflict in South Asia.  

                                                
11  Shamshad Ahmad, “Imperatives of Peace in South Asia”, Cambridge Review of International 

Affairs, 15:2 (2002) 311-316. 
12  Stuart Croft, “South Asia’s Arms Control Process: Cricket Diplomacy and the Composite Dialogue”, 

International Affairs, Royal Institute of International Affairs, 81:5 (October, 2005) 
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 Rajshree Jetly13 has discussed the conflict management measures and 

strategies in ASEAN. The writer has given the details of different disputes in 

South East Asia and strategies of ASEAN towards their resolution. The writer 

describes that how SAARC can be made effective by using the principles of 

conflict resolution and conflict management of ASEAN. In the same way Peter 

J. Katzenstein14 has also discussed the origin and growth of regionalism in 

Asia with a particular reference to South Asian Region.  

 A.Z. Hilali15 has discussed the Confidence and Security Building 

Measures (CSBMs) with special reference to India and Pakistan. He has 

emphasized the need of evolving a nuclear command and control system in 

South Asia to avoid any nuclear holocaust. He has depicted a clear picture of 

bilateral relations of both the nuclear powers of South Asia.  

 The review of literature shows that different historians and scholars 

have focused on the development and evolutionary feature of SAARC in 

various fields and areas but specific focus on bilateral contentious issues have 

not been given due space. So a thorough research in the phenomena of 

bilateralism and conflict management in South Asia is still needed. This 

research work will explore thoroughly the ways and measures taken by the 

                                                
13  Rajshree Jetly, “Conflict Management Strategies in ASEAN: Perspectives for SAARC”, The Pacific 

Review, 16:1 (2003) 53-76. 
14  Peter J. Katzenstein, “Regionalism and Asia”, New Political Economy, 5:3 (2000) 253-368. 
15  A.Z. Hilali, “Confidence and Security Building for India and Pakistan”, Alternatives: Global, Local, 

Political, 30:2 (April – June, 2005), 191-222.  
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SAARC organization through which the bilateral relations between India and 

Pakistan and other South Asian nations have been kept under a certain limit to 

avoid any conflict situation in South Asia.  

Methodology  

As far as methodology for the research work is concerned, both 

descriptive and analytical means of research have been used to draw a 

justifiable conclusion of the discussion. For this purpose, the applicable 

theories of international relations have been used for greater understanding of 

the reader. Keeping in mind the basic prerequisites of the research, the 

primary sources of the said topic will be given the highest priority during the 

research work. The SAARC charter, provisional rules of procedure, 

proceedings of ministerial meetings, SAARC Regional Conventions and 

Summit Declarations would be considered as most important documents. The 

general format of this research will be to review all related material including 

books and important periodicals of different research societies.  

It has been tried to take care of the chronological order of the events as 

they occurred but there may be some confusion at some places as the events 

overlapped and the effects of different events continued for a long time. The 

research work is handicapped in a way that it does not include the most recent 
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classified record and official documents. However, newspapers and 

statements of the political leadership have been used to fill up this gap. 

 This research work has been divided into four chapters. The first 

chapter focuses on the regionalism in South Asia and the development and 

progress of the idea about the formation of SAARC through different phases. 

The structure and functions of the organizations has also been discussed in 

this chapter. Various organs and associated agencies related to the 

coordinated functioning of the SAARC are also elaborated in detail.  

The second chapter probes into the conflict management under SAARC 

process during 1985 – 1997 with a special focus on the bilateral meetings 

during the sidelines of the SAARC Summits. The importance of bilateral 

relations between India and Pakistan for the peace and security of South Asia 

has also been discussed. Most importantly, the theories of conflict have been 

given a due place to understand the complex situation of conflict ridden 

region like South Asia. The theoretical framework for studying conflict 

management could help the reader to know the factual position of 

longstanding conflicts between India and Pakistan.   

The third chapter discusses the advent of the new millennium and its 

challenges for South Asia in establishing peaceful and friendly relations 

among the states of the region. The success story of 12th SAARC Summit and 

its impact on the forthcoming SAARC activities has also been discussed. The 
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role played by Pakistan in strengthening the bonds of friendship with other 

South Asian Countries has also given due importance. The formal and 

informal dialogues between India and Pakistan and the confidence building 

measures in the aftermath of the SAARC Summit have also been discussed. In 

addition to this, the role of Track II diplomacy and back channel activities of 

the South Asian leaders has been discussed to draw a link between SAARC 

and conflict management in South Asia.  

The fourth chapter discusses the role of SAARC in evolving the 

economic strategies for the development of South Asian region. The 

Integrated Programme of Action under SAARC has been given due 

importance. The agreements for preferential trade and free trade (SAPTA & 

SAFTA) in South Asia have been discussed with their modalities and 

procedural achievements for the development of trade in the South Asian 

region. Role of observers in SAARC for creating a forward looking approach 

has also been mentioned. The Kashmir issue and the Afghan entry into the 

fold of SAARC are also the topics of discussion. An effort has also been made 

to highlight the importance of Regional Trade Agreements (RTAs) and their 

role in conflict management in South Asia with examples from the outside 

world.  
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CHAPTER 1 

SAARC: EVOLUTION & DEVELOPMENT  

 The chapter will discuss the rise of South Asia to keep pace with the 

world community in extracting benefits from regionalism. Efforts of the South 

Asian leaders for the creation of SAARC have been highlighted in detail. The 

role of South Asia in the world politics and the interests of the super powers in 

South Asia are also the topics of discussion in this chapter. Attention has been 

given to the hindrances in the way of normal working of the SAARC and the 

challenges faced by it, with a focus on other regional organization, are also 

discussed in detail.  

 The South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) has 

completed twenty eight years of its existence in December 2013. It came into 

being on December 8, 1985 when its founding members unanimously adopted 

the charter of the Association in Dhaka. Initially, SAARC had seven members 

namely India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka and Maldives. 

Later on, at the 13th SAARC Summit in Dhaka, SAARC was expanded and 

Afghanistan became its eighth member.16 SAARC is a manifestation of the 

determination of the people of South Asia to work together to find solutions to 

their common problems in a spirit of friendship, trust and understanding and 

                                                
16 Mavara Inayat, “The Broadening Horizon of SAARC”, Spotlight on Regional Affairs, XXVI: 7 (July, 

2007), 2.  
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to evolve an order based on mutual respect, equity and shared benefits. The 

primary objective of the Association is to enhance and promote the process of 

economic and social development through joint action in various fields of 

cooperation.17 Its establishment was also an attempt to bring about 

convergence in the region and reverse the conflicting tendencies that arose in 

the post-independence period in the region.18  

 The SAARC countries represent an untapped potential market of over 

one billion people. These are the less developed countries among the world 

community. They account nearly 21 percent of the total population of the 

globe and mere 3.5 percent of the total land mass.19 SAARC is also considered 

the world’s biggest bloc with respect to its population for trade activities. The 

region’s total GDP stands at about 932 billion dollars, which is less than 2% of 

the aggregate GDP of the world.20 The share of SAARC countries, in world 

merchandize trade, ranges near one percent. The per capita GNP of South 

Asian Countries varies from US$ 180 (Nepal) to US$ 1000 (Maldives)21. The 

economic structure of SAARC countries is essentially agrarian. About 75% of 

the total population manages to live on agriculture. The import goods are 

generally composed of manufactured items from the industrial countries. In 

                                                
17 R.S. Kher, SAARC: Political and Economic Aspects (New Delhi: Dominant Publishers, 2004), 11.  
18 Aparna Sawhney, Rajive Kumar, “Rejuvenating SAARC: The Strategic Payoffs for India”, Global 

Economy Journal, VIII: 2 (2008). 
19 S.K. Chaturvedi et.al., Encyclopedia of SAARC,  Vol.1 (New Delhi: Pragun Publications, 2006), 16. 
20 Jalil Ahmad, “SAARC” Challenges Ahead”, Dawn, April 3, 2007.  
21 Chaturvedi, Encyclopedia of SAARC, 16.  
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fact, the present international economic system has been operating against the 

fundamental interests of the poor countries only due to the ever increasing 

protectionists policies among the wealthy countries. Normally the economic 

system of the SAARC countries is very much close to that of mixed economy 

due to their underdevelopment traits and adoption of a system of mechanized 

process of development in a variety of fields. These countries possess a lot of  

economic features in common like large population, poverty, dependence on 

agriculture, income inequalities, low productivity and amassing 

unemployment. 

 The performance of the organization (SAARC) for the last twenty nine 

years has been unexpectedly slow and has come under severe criticism from 

different quarters of society. The achievements of SAARC can best be 

regarded as modest or “more expensive than deep”.22 Its performance can 

well be judged by taking a glance of the developments in the areas of 

economic advancement, social progress, and political cooperation. The 

SAARC has made a reasonable progress towards achieving targets of social 

development but looks weak in terms of implementing the social agenda.23 

SAARC initiated Integrated Programme for Action (IPA) covering all areas of 

                                                
22 John Gooneratne, “Sri Lanka and Regionalism” in Alyson J.K. Bailes, Regionalism and Security 

Building, in “Regionalism in South Asian Diplomacy”, SIPRI, Policy Paper, No. 15 (February, 
2007), 58. 

23 Shaheen Akhtar, “The Rationale of Restructuring SAARC: Issues and Modalities”, in Moonis Ahmar 
ed, The Restructuring of SAARC (Karachi: University of Karachi, 2010), 51. 
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cooperation – Agriculture and forestry; sports and arts, tourism, rural 

development, transport and communication, energy, health, population, child 

welfare, meteorology, the prevention of drug trafficking, science and 

technology and role of women in development. Technical committees for each 

area were set up by the Association to facilitate the collaboration of eminent 

experts from the whole region. The social charter which was signed in 2004 

gave further impetus to the Integrated Programme of Action (IPA). The 

Charter provided a clear visualization in socio-cultural advancement in South 

Asia. However, the transformation of this dream into reality is yet to take 

place because of the absence of any commitment and resolve from the member 

countries towards taking action in this regard.24 

 SAARC’s first two decades can be considered as teething stages where 

it faced “traditional mindsets, fears, deep-seated prejudices and acrimonious 

bilateral relations” that underlined the history of some member countries. 

Although bilateral issues or conflicts are still there, it would be fare to mention 

that the regional members have moderated their conflicting position.25 A 

major complaint of the smaller member states has been that the rivalry 

between the “two bigs” – India and Pakistan – has averted SAARC from 

                                                
24 Ibid, 52 
25 Ahmad, “SAARC Challenges Ahead”,  
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exploiting its true potential.26 While this may be true to some extent but 

Pakistan alone cannot be blamed rather India’s ambitions and its hegemonic 

designs in South Asia are a great hindrance in the way of efficient working of 

SAARC. This is not only a stance taken by a traditional rival Pakistan, but 

suspicions in this regard can be traced in Colombo and Dhaka.27 It is 

important that India and Pakistan comprehend their role in making SAARC 

an effective body but by allowing their animosities against each other to be 

reflected in the functioning of SAARC they have done a great damage to the 

regional body.28 

 South Asian region needs an extraordinary impulse to keep pace with 

the changing circumstances. SAARC’s faults can be eliminated through re-

enactment of its Charter, redefining its objectives and goals, reshaping of its 

priorities and plan of actions and by restructuring its Secretariat. The absence 

of conflict resolution mechanism within SAARC has also gravely limited the 

capacity of the organization to contribute to the regional peace, safety, security 

and development. Like the ASEAN,29 this region is also in need of establishing 

a regional forum which will go a long way to reinforce an intra-regional 

                                                
26 Editorial, The News, April 5, 2007.  
27 Ibid.  
28 Editorial, Dawn, April 27, 2010. 
29 ASEAN (Association of South East Asian Nations) was established in 1967 and Currently has ten 

members: Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, Singapore, Myanmar, Vietnam, Brunei, 
Cambodia and Laos.  
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process of confidence building, preventive diplomacy and settlement of 

chronic disputes among the SAARC countries.  

1.1 South Asia: Historical Background  

 South Asia is one of the most populous geographical entities of the 

continent. “The region forms part of the Indian ocean area consisting of thirty 

six littoral and eleven hinterland states most of whom have emerged as 

independent nations after the second world war and is considered as part of 

so-called Third World”.30 Since the dawn of civilization in South Asia has 

never been a single political unit.31 The vast empires of the Mauryas and the 

Mughals and even the British imperialism could not succeed in bringing all 

parts of the region under a single unified political authority. After the World 

War II, a large number of Asian – African states emerged as independent and 

sovereign countries. The world was divided into two power blocs headed by 

the USA and Soviet Union. It was the beginning of a new era of bitter relations 

and reciprocated conspiracies between the two super powers and is branded 

with the term of cold war. Both the powers put their energies to win over 

friends from among the world community. After the sun of the British Empire 

set in the Indian Ocean, there was a beginning of a rubbish competition 

                                                
30 R.P. Anand, South Asia: In Search of a Regional Identity (New Delhi: Banyan Publications, 1991), 1.  
31 Mrs. P. L. Sharma, SAARC as a Regional Alliance (Jaipur, India: Sublime Publications, 2002), 1.  
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between the “two bigs” of the world to fill the “power vacuum” created by the 

British.32  

 The geographical boundaries of South Asia have been demarcated by 

the highest mountain series in the world. The region encircles the seas and 

oceans which separates the sub-continent from the rest of the world. South 

Asia physically dominates the upper part of the Indian Ocean which is 

considered the most important link between the east and west, connecting 

Europe through the Middle East, with East and South – East Asia. South Asia 

is easily identifiable as it lies South of the Himalayan range and forms a 

littoral of the Indian Ocean. Culturally, it is not very difficult to find wide 

range of uniformities in respect of the political, administrative, economic and 

legal structures found in all the seven countries of the region.33  

 Three important countries of the region, India, Pakistan and 

Bangladesh have a combine population of more than 1.33 billion people. But 

these nations are trapped into the vicious circle of poverty. Unfortunately, the 

largest country India is lowest in the graph and still these three nations are 

trying hard to meet the challenges of globalization. The size of the region’s 

population is extremely important because of its contribution towards the 

                                                
32 Anand, South Asia: In Search of a Regional Identity, 3.  
33 Ibid, 4.  
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total productivity of the world.34 The air and sea routes which connect Middle 

East and Europe with the Far East and Australia contributes much in making 

this region an extremely important hub in the global politics.  

 However, the countries of this region provide the examples of 

diversified styles of political development. There are patterns of autocratic 

and authoritarian regimes of Bangladesh and Pakistan and Conventional 

societies of Nepal, Bhutan and Maldives. The recent history of Pakistan and to 

a lesser extent of Bangladesh, demonstrates just how puerile it would be to 

presume that military authoritarianism can be brought to an end by the mere 

holding of elections.35 India as the largest democracy in the world along-side 

Sri Lanka, has established the region’s most stable democracies. But even their 

experience with democracy has been stained by intermittent drift into more 

authoritarian rule. The rest of the South Asian countries have either strived to 

institutionalize democracy or failed even to make the effort.36 India and 

Pakistan are two major countries of the region. There had been ups and downs 

wars and mini wars (1947-48, 1965, 1971 and 1999) and have been involved in 

numerous crises. The last Indo-Pakistani war, fought in 1999, though limited 

in geographic scope and military dimensions, took place after each country’s 

overt acquisition of nuclear weapons in 1998, raising questions of crisis 
                                                
34 Qalb-i-Abid, “South Asia: Challenges and Prospects”, Pakistan Vision, 7:1 (July, 2006), 186. 
35 Sugata Bose, Ayesha Jalal, Modern South Asia: History, Culture, Political Economy, (Lahore: Sang-

e-Meel Publications, 1998), 237. 
36 Davin T. Hagerty, South Asia in World Politics (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2005), 6.  
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stability in the region.37 There has been seen a sufficient improvement of 

relations between both the two neighbours in 1980’s and 1990’s which 

facilitated regional cooperation. It is no doubt that both have many unresolved 

problems and an explicit mistrust still persists between them yet they decided 

to get together under the umbrella of SAARC for constructive cooperation.38 

Their inability to find solutions to bilateral problems has caused a great 

setback to regional cooperation in South Asia. Nevertheless, their resolve to 

develop regional cooperation will go a long way in keeping the peace process 

moving forward.  

 The structural imbalances among India and other smaller states of 

South Asia create troubles for regional cooperation. India’s dominant position 

with respect to population, territory, economic and industrial development 

and military power is often taken as a grain of salt by the neighbouring 

countries. They even do not have a common threat perception of regional 

security and its political order. India and Pakistan perceive each other like a 

security threat and go on spending big amounts to strengthen their defence 

mechanism against each other.39 The South Asian States rely more on the 

outside world rather than on one another. Their focus remains on seeking 

                                                
37 Summit Ganguli, “War, Nuclear Weapons and Crisis Stability in South Asia”, Security Studies, 

London, 17:1 (2008), 164 
38 Hassan Askari Rizvi, “SAARC: Problems of Regional Cooperation”, South Asian Studies, XIII (June 

2006), 131.   
39 Ibid, 136.  
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economic and technological support from rich and industrially developed 

European countries and the US. Initially they also procure modern weapons 

and sophisticated technology from the US and Euro zone countries.  

 Retrospectively speaking, the impact of great powers rivalries and 

competitive bitterness did have implications for the safe and healthy 

interaction among the states of South Asian region. In 1950s, Pakistan inclined 

more towards the United Western World and tried to draw benefits from the 

US regarding its security problems with India. The Soviet Union cultivated 

close relations with India and supported her in the problems pertaining to 

Pakistan. “Indira Gandhi the then Prime Minister of India signed a treaty of 

friendship with Soviet Union in 1971”.40 During the Cold War politics, 

Pakistan joined two US sponsored defence alliances, the South – East Asian 

Treaty Organization (SEATO) and Central Treaty Organization (CENTO) in 

1954 and 1955 respectively.41 Pakistan was largely successful in 

counterbalancing India’s ambitions for hegemony in the region with economic 

and military assistance from the United States, Iran, Turkey and China. After 

1971, Pakistan relied mostly on the Gulf States, China and The United States 

for economic and military support.  

                                                
40 Craig Baxter et al., Government and Politics in South Asia (Oxford : Westview Press, 1993), 388.  
41 Ramesh Trivedi, India’s Relations with Her Neighbours (Delhi: Isha Books, 2008), 11.  
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The post–cold war scenario produced new challenges for re-orientation 

of Pakistan’s foreign relations.42 India, since 1990’s, has received more assistance 

from the US because of latter’s abrupt shift in her policy toward the South Asian 

region. Pakistan reacted in a way by having closer relations with the Gulf and 

Central Asian States for diplomatic and economic support. South Asia’s 

problems were aggravated further with growing Indo–US collaboration and 

with an unprecedented influence of Indian diplomacy in Afghanistan. This 

situation does have very serious implications for the fragile balance of power 

and security in the region. “If the turbulent political history of this region has 

any lessons, the issues of peace and security between India and Pakistan need 

to be addressed as a prerequisite for “enabling environment” to move ahead 

with sustainable regional economic cooperation in this part of the world”.43  

1.2 Regionalism in South Asia  

The term ‘region’ may denote no more than a geographical reality, 

usually a cluster of states sharing a common place on the globe. This type of 

region may be a large continent or a small, group of contiguous states.44 

 The rapid emergence of independent and sovereign states and the 

formation of regional alliances have been in vogue in the global politics since 
                                                
42 Ibid, 12.  
43 Shamshad Ahmad, “SAARC and Its Fault Lines: A View From Pakistan”, in Moonis Ahmar ed, The 

Restructuring of SAARC (Karachi: University of Karachi, 2010), 94.  
44 Louis Fawcett, “Exploring Regional Domains: A Comparative History of Regionalism”, International Affairs 

(Royal Institute of International Affairs 1944), Vol. 80, No. 3 (May, 2004), 432 
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the Second World War came to an end. Growing awareness of mutual 

cooperation among the sovereign states and an imagination of economic 

wellbeing and prosperity of the nations stimulated the concept of regional 

cooperation. “Regionalism has, thus, become a viable policy alternative 

among the developing countries not only in celebrating the basic principles of 

their collective economic diplomacy but as a means in enhancing their 

positions at the numerous negotiations for a new international economic 

order”.45  It has often been easier to conceive South Asia as a region because of 

its colonial past. In fact, all the major states of this region including India, 

Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka were under British imperial rule.46 In the 

context of international relations, “Regionalism is the concept of organizing 

state and dependent on a regional basis. In international relations, a region is 

invariably an area embracing the territories of three or more states. They are 

bound by ties of common interests as well as of geography. In other words, 

region and regionalism are not necessary congruent.47 The concept of South 

Asian cooperation can be traced to the mid of 20th century, when first Asian 

                                                
45 Debendra Kumar Das, “Emerging World Trends: Relevance for SAARC in Nineties”, in Debendra 
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Relations Conference was held in April 1947.48 During the conference the 

leaders of 25 Asian countries were unanimously agreed on issues of the need 

for the freedom of the colonial areas, enhancing the status of women, 

importance of ever increasing relationship among Asian countries and the 

urge for an active and systematized movement for economic cooperation.49 

1.2.1 Post-Independence Efforts Towards Regionalism  

 After the partition of the sub-continent, India convened a conference on 

Indonesia in January 1949.50 The Indonesian freedom struggle was the main 

topic of discussion of the conference. The then Prime Minister of India, Pundit 

Jawaharlal Nehru, strongly criticized the Dutch action against Indonesia. The 

conference on Indonesia was a conference of Asian Governments and had 

official character. The two Asian conferences appeared to be a landmark as 

they represented the first ever joint effort by Asian countries for the 

attainment of mutual understanding in Asia.51 

 When the cold war tensions were intensified in 1950’s, the idea of 

regional groupings in Asia experienced a sudden change. The Asian leaders 

focused their attention to the prospects of saving Asia from super-power 

                                                
48 Kishore C. Dash, Regional Cooperation in South Asia (New York: Routledge, 2008), 79. 
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conflicts. In this way, the exploitation of new possibilities of regional 

cooperation came to an ignored position. The Prime Minister of Sri Lanka, 

John Kotelawala, who was inspired by Nehru’s ideas, arranged a meeting of 

the leaders from Asian countries in Colombo in 1954. The conference, later on, 

was known as the Colombo Conference and was attended by Burma, India, 

Pakistan and Indonesia. The issues like the Chinese representation in United 

Nations, difficulties relating to Arab refugees in Palestine, problems of 

Morocco and Tunisia were discussed by the leaders. The bilateral disputes like 

Pakistan’s move to highlight the unresolved issue of Kashmir and paradoxical 

views relating to Cold War dominated the discussion and regional 

cooperation could get a meager importance. The conference leaders, however, 

agreed to organize a meeting of joint Asian and African nations to find out 

new avenues of cooperation among those countries.52 

 The first Afro-Asian conference was held in April 1955 in Bandung and 

it brought an end to the continuation of Colombo process. The Bandung 

conference discussed the idea of energy cooperation among South Asian states 

but could not specify any means or institutions for that purpose. Despite the 

fact that no significant step could be taken in the sphere of regional 

cooperation, yet the conference proved a milestone for a larger and 

noteworthy movement, branded as NAM (The Non Aligned Movement). 
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Many of the participants of Bandung Conference became leaders of Non-

aligned Movement in the early 1960’s. The Non-aligned Movement sought to 

opt a middle or neutral course between the United States and the Soviet Union 

in the Cold War.53  The first conference of the movement was organized by 

Belgrade in September, 1961. The conference delineated the purposefulness of 

joint consultations and exchange of ideas by the participant countries. 

 The Sino-Indian War in 1962 had an impression on Nehru’s vision of a 

unified and United Asia. During that period, India tried to strengthen its 

bilateral ties with the countries of South and South East Asia. However, it is 

also worth mentioning that when South Asia was moving at a snail’s pace 

regarding regional integration, western countries were making astonishing 

advances toward regional cooperation. “A number of organizations came into 

being on the basis of political and strategic considerations”.54 In the modern 

style of international relations most of the organizations opt to deal with 

economic, cultural and social problems and keep themselves focused on the 

specified fields. The organization for European Economic Cooperation (EEC) 

and European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) are the examples of this 

trend.55 It was the beginning of a systematic movement for regional 

integration. The success of institutional approach gave rise to another 
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advanced form of economic integration arrangement, The European Union 

(EU).56 

 The creation of a free trade area in North America (NAFTA) further 

augmented the process of regional cooperation. Nearly all the countries of 

Latin America, Africa and the Caribbean are also involved in certain forms of 

regional arrangements. The countries of South East Asia are already in an 

agreement which resulted in the formation of Association of South East Asian 

Nations (ASEAN). The Gulf countries are also keeping pace with the new 

global trends of cooperation and formed Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC).57 

The success story of Europe was an astonishing precedent for almost all the 

regions of the world to be followed. In the same way, ASEAN has pursued 

genuine economic collaboration and produced sufficient difference in the 

economic, cultural and political life of the member countries. ASEAN exhibits 

a matchless regional homogeneity in spite of its cultural differences and 

political diversities.58 Among other organizations, Economic Cooperation 

Organization (ECO) formerly (RCD)59 between Pakistan, Iran and Turkey is 

considered as the first example of a regional cooperation working for the 

developing nations. The most recent Shanghai Cooperation Organization 
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(SCO) was initially established as the Shanghai Five by the heads of China, 

Tajikistan, Russia, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan at Shanghai on April 26, 1996. 

At present, SCO comprises the Central Asian States, China and Russia with 

India, Iran and Pakistan as observer states. In Africa, organizations like 

Southern African Development Community (SADC) established in 1980 and 

African Union which replaced the organizations for African Unity (OAU), are 

most important.  

1.3 Emergence of SAARC 

 The establishment of SAARC should be seen as a continuation of that 

tendency which the world has shown for the last three decades. The context 

for this initiative was an outcome of the particular economic and political 

developments in the recent past. Economically, the failure of the North – 

South negotiations forced many developing countries in the seventies to 

explore possible areas of South – South Cooperation.60 Politically, bilateral 

environment between the South Asian States especially India and Pakistan 

deteriorated during 1971-76. Consequently, they started looking for 

international and regional prospects to influence India for extracting 

accommodation from it regarding respective bilateral issues.61 The emergence 

of like-minded regimes in the subcontinent in 1977 which followed the 
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changes in India from Congress to Janata Dal politics, in Pakistan from 

Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto to Gen. Zia-ul-Haq, in Bangladesh from a Chaos to the 

consolidation of Gen. Zia-ur-Rehman and in Sri Lanka from Mrs Bandranaike 

to Jayawardhane resulted in an atmosphere of peace and amity. At the 

regional level they started looking for mutual understanding in approaching 

multilateral and bilateral issues.62 

 These circumstances attracted favourable response and attention from 

Western Powers. US President Jimmy Carter and Prime Minister of Great 

Britain James Callaghan visited the subcontinent in January 1978. They made 

certain specific offers in economic projects such as harnessing the rivers of 

South Asia if the South Asian countries could develop and promote a regional 

cooperative structure. Such offers of financial assistance supported the 

strategic context for the SARC movement.63  

 The Soviet Military invasion in Afghanistan in 1979 had a great impact 

on regional security of the subcontinent. The Soviet landing led to a sense of 

necessity in exulting regional arrangement among the South Asian leaders. 

But the ensuing decision of the United States to extend military relations with 

Pakistan and India’s resistance to this decision proved a stumbling block 

against regional cooperation and security of South Asia.  
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1.3.1 The Bangladesh Initiative 

 It was against this background that in 1977, at the eve of Colombo Plan 

consultative conference, King Birendra of Nepal presented the idea of a 

cooperative arrangement for water resources among Bangladesh, Bhutan, 

Nepal, India and China.64 Later on, in 1980, the President of Bangladesh 

General Zia-ur-Rehman formally proposed the creation of an ASEAN like 

Association through a letter to all the South Asian leaders.65 The smaller 

countries responded positively whereas India and Pakistan expressed their 

reservations over political understanding. However, the Soviet invasion in 

Afghanistan, as already mentioned, contributed much to bring both the 

countries closer to address a common threat perception. Zia-ur-Rahman’s 

proposal emphasized the point that if almost all the regions of the World had 

come under some form of arrangements for beneficial cooperation in the 

various fields, why not South Asia could do the same. Bangladesh also 

mentioned that bilateral contentious issues among the countries should not 

hinder the process of regional cooperation. The proposed areas of mutual 

cooperation which were mentioned in the letter of President Zia-ur-Rahman 

were social, scientific, economic and cultural fields.  
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 There occurred a series of “behind the scene” diplomatic discussions 

between the foreign ministers of South Asian states at the UN headquarter in 

New York between August and September 1980. Finally it was unanimously 

decided that for the detailed work on the preliminary proposals, Bangladesh 

should be given the responsibility for preparing the draft of a working paper 

for further consultations among the foreign secretaries.66 Bangladesh, in 

November 1980, prepared the draft and circulated among the South Asian 

Countries. The draft paper endorsed the idea of regional organization and 

dropped every reference to security issues and underlined that the field of 

cooperation would be confined to “Non-Controversial” and “Non Political” 

matters.67  

1.3.2 First Phase of Evolution: Foreign Secretary Level Meeting  

 The Bangladesh paper became the basis for discussion among the South 

Asian Foreign Secretaries. The first meeting in this connection was held in 

Colombo in April 1981. This meeting identified five areas of cooperation 

including agriculture, rural development, health and population, 

telecommunications and meteorology. The foreign secretaries also decided to 

constitute a committee of the whole comprising senior officials of the seven 
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countries and entrusted it with the responsibility of identifying other areas of 

mutual cooperation.68 

 The foreign secretaries met again in Katmandu in 1981 and in 

Islamabad and Dhaka in 1981 and 1983 respectively.69 At a meeting of the 

committee of the whole in Colombo in 1983 the officials draw up a detailed 

programme of cooperation in the region. 

1.3.3 Second Phase: Political Evolution (Ministerial Meetings)  

 The second phase witnessed the ongoing discussions from the official 

to the political level. The first meeting of the foreign ministers took place in 

New Delhi on 1-2 August 1983. The meeting launched the Integrated 

Programme of Action (IPA) which covered nine areas of cooperation. The 

ministers also adopted a declaration on regional cooperation and formally 

initiated an organization with the name of SARC.70 In a joint statement, all of 

the ministers agreed to have at least one meeting in a year. They also 

recommended to their heads of the states or government, to meet at their 

level, at a suitable time. The ministers elaborated a set of objectives and 

principles, specified institutional arrangements, laid down the procedure for 

decision making and financial arrangements.71 

                                                
68 Joint Communique of the Foreign Secretaries of South Asian Countries’ First Meeting held in 
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 Following the Delhi meeting, three other meetings of the minister were 

arranged at Male (July 10-11, 1984), Thimphu (May 13-14, 1985) and Dhaka 

(December 5, 1985) to have discussions about the institutionalization issues 

and to finalize the date and place for the first meeting of South Asian leaders. 

The Male meeting finally decided to arrange the summit meeting of SARC at 

Dhaka during the last months of 1985. Sri Lanka refused to attend the meeting 

at Thimphu over Tamil dispute with India.72 However, with the brisk efforts 

of Pakistani President Zia-ul-Haq and Indian Prime Minister Rajive Gandhi, 

the issue was solved amicably.73 At the Dhaka meeting in 1985, the foreign 

ministers decided to change the name of the organization from SARC to 

SAARC i.e., the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation.74 

1.3.4 Third Phase – Annual Summits: Formal Launching of SAARC  

 The year 1985 marked the completion of five years since the formal 

process for regional cooperation began in 1980.  During that span of time, 

sufficient political momentum was achieved for the leaders of South Asian 

countries to come together in a summit meeting to embark on the path of 

regional peace and prosperity. The meeting brought the Heads of State or 

Government of Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Pakistan, Maldives and Sri 
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Lanka together in Dhaka on 7-8 December 1985. It was indeed an historic 

occasion because the seven leaders met for the first time in regional context. 

The summit formally launched the SAARC by approving the Charter of the 

Association.75 It signified a decisive break from the past and underscored the 

realization that the historic legacies and misgivings of the bygone period be 

erased to have a new era of friendship, peace and amity. The summit 

prevailed upon the member states to extend their views on the ongoing 

discussions on New International Economic Order and to convene a 

ministerial meeting in this connection. The Dhaka summit also accepted and 

endorsed the need for establishing a permanent secretariat and charged the 

foreign ministers to propose its location and organizational structure as well. 

The leaders hoped that “Regional Cooperation would generate dynamism of 

its own in the process of which mutual confidence could be built, conflicts and 

disputes could be resolved or, at least, properly managed minimizing their 

damaging impact.”76 

1.4 Objectives of the Organization  

 The SAARC Charter categorized the following goals for the 

organization.77 
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 Promoting the welfare of the South Asian people and to work for 

bringing improvement in their quality of life. 

 Acceleration of economic growth, social progress and cultural 

development in South Asia, provision of opportunities to the masses so 

that they may live a dignified life and could realize their full potential. 

 Promotion and strengthening of shared and united self reliance among 

the member states. 

 Work towards mutual trust, understanding and appreciation of one 

another’s problems. 

 Active collaboration and mutual support in economic, social, scientific 

and cultural areas. 

 Strengthening cooperation with other developing countries. 

 Promotion and strengthening of cooperation among the states of South 

Asia on international forums on matters of shared interests. 

 Cooperation with regional and international organizations that have 

the same goals and purposes. 

The founders of the organization adopted a “functional approach” of 

cooperation in non-controversial areas like social and cultural fields. They 

were optimistic and expressed their hope that cooperation in these areas will 

create new opportunities and open up doors for collaboration in more critical 
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areas. The leaders of SAARC nations were very cautious in setting the 

objectives and parameters of the organization. The charter in its objectives and 

preamble stated that “increased cooperation, contacts and exchanges among 

the countries of the region would go a long way to promote “friendship and 

understanding” and the welfare of the people of South Asia. Significantly the 

objectives highlighted the importance of active  collaboration and mutual 

assistance in the economic, social cultural, technical and scientific fields. They 

also laid emphasis on strengthening cooperation with other developing 

countries, cooperation among themselves in international fora regarding 

matters of common interests and cooperating with international and regional 

organizations with similar aims and objectives. 

1.5 Principles  

 The charter stipulated that the mutual cooperation shall be based on:  

 Respect for the principles of sovereign equality, territorial, integrity, 

political freedom, non-interference in internal matters of the member 

states and combined benefit. 

 Decisions at all levels be taken on the basis of unanimity.  

The charter also emphasized that bilateral contentious issues are not 

allowed to be discussed at the SAARC forum.78  

                                                
78 Ibid, 23.  
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Regional cooperation was not intended or expected to be a substitute 

for bilateral or multilateral cooperation but could complement both; nor 

should it be inconsistent with bilateral or multilateral obligations.79 

1.6 The Structure and Institutional Framework of SAARC: 

 Despite the fact that SAARC has taken a slow start in terms of regional 

cooperation activities yet its institutional structure showed early development 

features since its inception, a complex four tier systems of management and 

operationalization has emerged. The structure of the organization comprises 

the summits, Council of Ministers, Standing Committee, and Technical 

Committees of officials and experts. 

1.6.1 Summit  

 Summits are the top authority and highest organ of the SAARC 

organization. The country that hosts the summit is automatically considered 

to hold the chair of the Association. This meeting provides the chances of 

interpersonal contact between the Heads of States or governments to remove 

any misunderstandings and ease tensions in the relations among the member 

countries. The summit meetings also play an important role in augmenting the 

bonds of friendship and mutual respect and understanding among the 

member states.80 
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 To date sixteen Summit Meetings have been held in the order as given 

below.  

 1st SAARC Summit (7-8 December 1985) Dhaka.  

 2nd SAARC Summit (16-17 November 1986) Bangalore.  

 3rd SAARC Summit (2-4 November 1987) Kathmandu  

 4th SAARC Summit (29-31 December 1988) Islamabad.  

 5th SAARC Summit (21-23 November 1990) Male.  

 6th SAARC Summit (21 December 1991) Colombo.  

 7th SAARC Summit (10-11 April 1993) Dhaka.  

 8th SAARC Summit (2-4 May 1995) New Delhi.  

 9th SAARC Summit (12-14 May 1997) Male.  

 10th SAARC Summit (29-31 July 1998) Colombo  

 11th SAARC Summit (4-6 January 2002) Kathmandu  

 12th SAARC Summit (4-6 January 2004) Islamabad.  

 13th SAARC Summit (12-13 November 2005) Dhaka.  

 14th SAARC Summit (3-4 April 2007) New Delhi. 

 15th SAARC Summit (2-3 August 2008) Colombo. 

 16th SAARC Summit (29-30  April 2010) Thimphu.  

 17th SAARC Summit (10-11  November 2011) Addu City (Maldives) 81 
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1.6.2 The Council of Ministers  

 This body is the second tier of the institutional structure of the 

organization. It consists of the foreign ministers of all the member states and 

meets twice in a year and may congregate at any time when specific and 

important issues arise. It is the most important organ of the SAARC regarding 

functional and operational capacities. It has been granted a wide range of 

decision making and policy promotion powers. Its functions include 

formulation of policies, review of the progress of cooperation, deciding on 

new areas of cooperation and to establish any additional mechanism 

according to the need  of the time. “By the end of the thirteenth summit of 

2004, the Committee has held 31 regular sessions and four special sessions”.82  

1.6.3 The Standing Committee  

 The third in the institutional order is the Standing Committee which is 

constituted for the purpose of overall monitoring and coordination of the 

programmes of cooperation. It consists of foreign secretaries of the South 

Asian States. The Committee is supposed to meet at least once a year or when 

is needed. The committee has to submit reports to the council of Ministers 

time to time and gives valuable assistance on policy matters.  
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 The standing committee is coordinated and assisted by a programming 

committee, comprising senior officials. The programming committee often 

meets before the standing committee sessions to examine the budget of the 

secretariat, finalize the programming calendar and to carry out any task 

assigned by the standing committee.83 

1.6.4 Technical Committees  

 Comprising representatives of all the member states, the technical 

committees manage to formulate programmes and organize projects in their 

respective fields which compose the Integrated Programme of Action under 

the Association. Their functions are so extensive that they embrace everything 

relating to the programme of coordination and cooperation. The chairmanship 

of the technical committees is granted to the member states according to the 

alphabetical order. The technical committees present periodic reports to the 

standing committee. These committees are the ground level bodies for 

implementing programmes of regional cooperation in a number of areas 

selected for that purpose.84 “Under the new SAARC Integrated Programme of 

Action, the number of Technical Committees has been reduced from thirteen 

to seven”.85  
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1.6.5 The Secretariat  

 The SAARC Secretariat was established in Kathmandu on January 16, 

1987. Its role is to monitor and coordinate the implementation of the 

organizational activities under SAARC. It also provides professional services 

to a number of SAARC meetings. The decision for its creation was finalized 

during the second SAARC Summit at Bangalore in 1986. The foreign ministers 

signed an MoU in this regard which delineated details of funding, staffing and 

working of the secretariat.  

 The Secretariat consists of the Secretary General and seven directors, 

one from each member country. The Secretary General is supposed to hold 

office for a period of two years. He is appointed by the Council of Ministers on 

the recommendation of the member states.86 Since 1997, the SAARC leaders 

unanimously raised the tenure from two years to three years. The 11th SAARC 

Summit (Kathmandu, 2002) has granted the Secretary General with a status 

equal to the rank of a Minister. The appointment of the directors is a domain 

of the Secretary General who can also extend their tenure from three years to a 

maximum of more three years by consulting the concerned country. Initially 
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Chenkyab Doiji from Bhutan (March 1, 2005 – February 29, 2008); Mr. Sheel Kant Sharma from 
India (March 1, 2008 – February 29, 2011); Uz. Fathimath Dhiyana Saeed (March 1, 2011 – 2014)  
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four directors were appointed by Pakistan, India, Nepal and Sri Lanka. The 

Islamabad meeting of the Council of Ministers, in November 1989, decided to 

increase the numbers to seven directors. The General staff members are 

appointed by the Secretary General from the citizens of the member countries 

through a transparent recruitment process.   

1.6.6 Financial Arrangements  

 Generally speaking, there are three steps of financial arrangements for 

SAARC activities. At the first level, member states make provision in their 

annual budgets for financing the activities of SAARC at the national level. The 

allocated funds are utilized by the member countries to host and organize 

SAARC – related activities in the country and to send delegates to meetings 

and seminars in other countries. The second level is related to the budget of 

the SAARC Secretariat. At the Bangalore Summit (1986), the member states 

agreed on a formula which bounded every member country to contribute at 

least 3 percent toward the annual budget expenditure of the Secretariat. In 

addition to 3 percent, each country sends amounts to the Secretariat according 

to the proportion of its per capita income. The third level of finances is about 

the expenses of regional institutions. The host country bears 40 percent of the 

expenses and the remaining 60 percent is divided among the other member 

countries.in case of activities under the SAARC calendar, local expenses like 
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on hospitality are borne by the host governments while the cost of journey is 

met by the sending governments.87 

 SAARC Secretariat could hardly exercise the role assigned by the 

SAARC charter. It could only involve itself to prepare and frame out 

documentation for the proceedings of the SAARC meetings. The SAARC 

activities are generally decentralized and highly disaggregated. The 

responsibility for such meetings lies with the member states themselves. So, 

the role of the SAARC Secretary General is confined just to communicate with 

the world community outside the region, and he has to seek specific 

authorization by the Standing Committee.88 The Secretary General also has a 

minor role in matters of SAARC Agreements, understandings and in SAARC 

protocols. 

 The SAARC Secretariat is considered to be the only regional body 

available to the organization which provides perceptions and tries to 

materialize the objectives of the organization. The Standing Committee and 

Technical Committees are inter-governmental organs and their officials are 

supposed to be biased in favour of their respective countries.89 The restricted 

mandate of the Secretary General and a limited scope of operation is designed 
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to open all the option for the member countries. “The Secretary General must 

be in one case to frequently interact with the media, participate and put the 

SAARC view across in Track II seminars and conferences and visit the 

observer countries and slowly come up like the UN Secretary General and that 

of the ASEAN”.90  

The Secretary General’s traditional visits to the member states prior to 

each summit could also assist greatly in clearing unresolved regional issues 

without their entanglement with bilateral issues.91 With greater power and 

autonomy the Secretariat will be in a better position to supervise progress in 

various SAARC mechanisms that previously have been left unattended. The 

expansion in the number of staff working in the secretariat will also ensure the 

continuity of mechanisms of the organization.92 

Critical Evaluation of SAARC Structure 

Some major institutional reforms within SAARC are required to ensure 

implementation of the SAARC decisions and make it more effective in 

realizing its potential and creating a vibrant South Asian Community. The 

Summit meetings between the heads of the state and government are highest 

decision making level but their role is more of a declaratory and ceremonious. 
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Due to lack of political will and institutional mechanism the implementation 

of summit decisions are slowed down and often fell victim of vicissitude of 

political environment.  The summit group fully supported by the Secretariat 

can provide a mechanism that can play a key role in effective follow up of 

decisions taken at the summit. This would make SAARC summits more 

meaningful and practical than merely declaratory and normative.  

There is also need to institutionalize the annual SAARC summits and 

council of ministers meeting so that the governments cannot choose at will to 

postpone them for one reason or the other. Furthermore, the provision of 

convening extraordinary summit if the need arise should be operationalised. 

This would facilitate preventive diplomacy and problem solving function at 

the highest political level. The summits should be carefully prepared with 

clear focus on specific issues where decisions at the highest political level 

would be necessary. The summits should be made more businesslike and 

functional by convening executive sessions and cutting down on ceremonial 

aspects.  

Another area where SAARC can improve its functioning in terms of 

decision making is the "unanimity clause". Although the clause has its own 

merits and demerits, a slight modification can be made to help the smaller 

states to benefit from the regional cooperation. A principle of exception can be 
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introduced in its application wherever agreements have been reached at the 

policy level and the principal actors; India and Pakistan have no reservations 

or sensitivities attached. In such matter unanimity clause may be replaced by 

two/third majority principle.  

The funding mechanism should be made more flexible and enabled to 

face the opportunities and challenges of the changing times. Technical 

committees, areas of cooperation and over bureaucratization of its entire 

hierarchy should be reevaluated. Aggressive steps are needed at the 

implementation level for all the SAARC Action Plans.  

The SAARC Secretariat is a very weak institution and needs to be 

strengthened. Given mutual distrust and suspicion that prevail in the 

interstate relationships both bilaterally and regionally, member states, 

especially India and Pakistan created a Secretariat that had no powers or 

capacity to take independent initiatives or decisions.  

A debate is going on amongst the SAARC policy makers and academics 

on the expansion and strengthening of the SAARC Secretariat. It is generally 

agreed that the role of the Secretary General of SAARC should be 

strengthened by raising his status, functions and powers. The status of the 

Secretary General should be enhanced to that of Minister and his role 

strengthened by providing him with flexibility to take initiatives aimed at 
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enhancing regional cooperation and resource mobilizing for SAARC 

programmes and activities from within and outside the region. Bangladeshi 

foreign minister Morshad Khan has also supported the elevation of status of 

Secretary General along with creation of posts for a Deputy Secretary General 

and more positions for advisors, technocrats, professional and administrative 

staff.  

With greater autonomy the Secretariat would be better positioned to 

oversee progress in numerous SAARC mechanisms that have been on the back 

burner. The increase in the staff at the Secretariat would also ensure continuity 

of SAARC mechanisms. The procedure for appointing the Directors should be 

changed. The Secretary General should be assisted by a well-equipped and 

highly efficient Secretariat.  

1.7 Performance of SAARC: An Overview  

 SAARC has assumed a slow speed to achieve consensus on the issues 

which were supposed to be addressed by the organization. This reality has 

added much to the disappointment to the people who were expecting quick 

results from this regional arrangement. But, on the other side such a slow 

progress of SAARC deliberations have saved the organization from any 

breakup. Moreover, two principles stipulated in the charter have confined its 

role but through this the organization has been saved from going into internal 
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dissensions. These are the unanimous decisions making and banning of the 

discussion on bilateral disputes and mutual contentions of the South Asian 

countries.93 

 The other important issues which have been taken up by the 

organization can be underlined as poverty alleviation, under development, 

environmental problems, food security, water resources, energy crisis, 

promoting local government, disaster management, education, drug 

trafficking, health care and tourism. The integrated programme of Action is 

also there to manage all the programming activities. The SAARC leaders have 

also established South Asian Development Fund, Trade and Economic 

Cooperation, SAARC Chamber of Commerce, SAPTA (South Asian 

Preferential Trade Area), Agriculture Information Centre at Dhaka, 

Documentation Centre at New Delhi, Tuberculosis Centre at Katmandu, 

Meteorological Research Centre at Dhaka and Human Resource Centre at 

Islamabad.94 A few training programmes and consultative seminars were also 

held among the officials. The first summit on accounting was held in Karachi 

in 2006. This conference was a combine effort of the Institute of Chartered 

Accountants of Pakistan, International Accounting Standards Board and South 

Asian Federation of Accountants. 
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 The decisions taken at the 12th SAARC Summit (Islamabad, 2004) are 

expected to go a long way in building up the regional clout of SAARC. This 

Summit will be remembered in History as a landmark in the sphere of South 

Asian regional cooperation for two basic reasons. First, it showed its resolve to 

turn over a new leaf to be a forward-looking body as in the case of ASEAN 

and the European Union. It has also exhibited itself as an effective source of 

regional prosperity and marked the opening of a new chapter regarding India 

Pakistan relations.95 The Summit invited more attention of the World 

Community due to the fact that General Pervez Musharaf of Pakistan and Atal 

Behari Vajpayee came close together on the sideline of the Summit and issued 

a joint communiqué on January 6, 2004 which gave a roadmap for the 

dialogue between both the countries on contentious issues. The two 

neighbours demonstrated unprecedented accommodation and agreed to 

enhance and speed up the ongoing (CBMs) confidence building measures and 

promote greater interaction between the two countries. Pakistan out rightly 

proclaimed that it would not allow anybody to use its soil for any terrorist 

activities. India reciprocated by showing its consent to discuss all outstanding 

issues including the major issue of Kashmir.96 
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1.7.1 Social Development  

 SAARC has also made some visible progress in the domain of social 

development. Although, it has identified the areas of cooperation, 

implementation process is quite slow and weak. The launching of integrated 

programme of action by the association is considered as a tool to get on the 

targets set by the Association. The IPA got a reasonable impetus when the 

South Asian leaders signed the Social Charter97 at the 12th SAARC Summit 

(Islamabad, 2004) The Social Charter is a key document that focuses on socio-

cultural development in the region. The issues like population control, youth 

mobilization, promotion of health care system and nutrition, human resource 

development, empowerment of women and child protection come under the 

jurisdiction of SAARC Social Charter and are being addressed by the relevant 

technical committees. Moreover SAARC has brought the phenomenon of 

poverty alleviation on the social agenda of the Association and the creation of 

a SAARC Food Bank has been materialized to meet the challenges posed by 

the threat of food scarcity in the region.98 SAARC Disaster Management 

Centre has been established and Natural Disaster Rapid Response Mechanism 

is there to deal with natural calamities and emergencies posed by any disaster 

in the region. In other social areas, SAARC has approved various conventions 

to deal with promoting children welfare and preventing women trafficking. 
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 SAARC has also tried to strengthen and build up “people to people” 

contacts through its various programmes. The 14th SAARC Summit (New 

Delhi, 2007) Declaration gave a clear vision of such a South Asian Community 

where people will observe “smooth flow of goods, services, technologies, 

capital, culture, knowledge and ideas in the region”.99 The process of  

establishing a South Asian University is also in the offing which will promote 

and strengthen South Asian consciousness and help reinforce cooperation and 

dialogue on academic matters. 

1.7.2 Economic Integration  

 In the field of economic cooperation, SAARC still has to do more to 

materialize the dream of economic prosperity in the region. The trade issues 

were given priority late in 1990’s and the Association could hardly evolve 

South Asia in 2004 Islamabad Summit, the agreement on South Asia Free 

Trade Area (SAFTA)100 was signed which was branded as the most glaring 

and significant achievement of SAARC. The main focus of SAPTA was to 

enhance intra-regional trade and a list of 226 commodities for tariff 

concessions was given approval in 1995 when SAPTA came into force.101 The 

objective of SAPTA was to promote and sustain mutual trade and economic 
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cooperation through the exchange of concessions.102 Its major success was in 

the realm of approving the variation level in the development of SAARC 

countries and special relaxation for the least developed countries like 

Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives and Nepal. 

 SAFTA is undoubtedly an important achievement of SAARC towards 

the goal of free trade but the organization still has to cover a long distance to 

frame out a genuine trade agreement in this region. Despite the fact that 

SAPTA and SAFTA were at work, the trade volume within the South Asian 

region remained around 4 to 5 percent as against 4.1 percent during 1995 

when SAPTA came into operation.103 The implementation of free trade area 

resulted in an increase of positive list of trade products by Pakistan from 773 

to 1075 items in 2006. If the trade level keeps the pace, the formal trade 

between India and Pakistan can be doubled from $1 billion to $2 billion.104 The 

process of globalization and the success of other regional trading blocks will 

bring India and Pakistan towards greater interaction in economic cooperation 

and bilateral trade. This trend will lead to the construction and modernization 

of transport infrastructure involving Bangladesh, Nepal, India and Pakistan. 

The connectivity among South Asian countries and between the regions of 
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West Asia, Central Asia and South Asia will broaden interregional and intra-

regional cooperation. “SAARC deserves credit for setting a path towards 

attaining the ultimate objective of economic integration by signing SAPTA 

and SAFTA and creating a robust institutional setup to facilitate their 

implementation as well as other related agreements.105 

1.8. Challenges to SAARC Process  

 The states of South Asia are faced with the problems like poverty, 

under development, international harmony, integration and national identity. 

The intensity of these problems varies country to country and affected 

seriously their governance and political order. Almost every South Asian State 

has accused other neighbouring states of interfering in internal matters. India 

and Pakistan have been experiencing the same practice since 1947 and accused 

each other of encouraging the separatist movements. Other states of South 

Asia have blamed India with similar charges at different occasions. The pre-

eminence of India in the region with respect to its geography, economics, 

demography and ecology is a natural factor and the neighbours have to accept 

it. But the image of India in the region is that of a power with a wish to get 

habitual obedience from its neighbours.106 The other dilemma which hinders 
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the progress of SAARC stems out of escalating arms race in the region, 

especially between India and Pakistan. Such disputes among countries cause 

further misgivings and hinder the efforts to follow confidence building 

measures. The differences between India and the neighbouring countries also 

had negative impact on the regular functioning of SAARC and the Summit 

conference was postponed several times.107  

 When SAARC came into being, it had a restrictive agenda with limited 

framework of cooperation. Bilateral contentious issues and mutual political 

problems cannot be discussed on its platform. The matters relating to security 

of the region are also outside its sphere of influence. There is a dire need of 

creating a dispute settlement mechanism. In the absence of such a mechanism 

the capacity of the Association has been severely hampered and the 

organization could not contribute positively to regional peace, security and 

sustainable development. 

 The South Asian states have framed their foreign policies in such a 

manner that they have become more dependent on the outside rather on one 

another. In the past, the negative impact of super power hostilities had been a 

visible factor enough to worsen the relations among the SAARC Countries. 

Pakistan initially got closer to the US while India cultivated friendly relations 

with Soviet Union. Due to its defence agreement Soviet Union extended its 
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fullest support to India in later’s conflicts with Pakistan and supplied 

weapons and other war machines to help India set up defence and related 

industry. The end of cold war in 1990 offered a favourable atmosphere for 

South Asian Cooperation because the United States appeared as a sole super 

power and a “meaningful arbitrator” on mattes relating to peace and security 

in region.108 Since the advent of the new millennium United States also played 

a new role in the region of South Asia. Before these turn of events i.e., global 

war on terror (GWOT), the US was involved in this region during the Soviet 

invasion of Afghanistan which ultimately ended with the demise of 

communism in the world. But the United States immediately turned a blind 

eye towards the region and showed a complete disengagement from the issues 

prevailing in South Asia. “The tragic events of New York in September, 2001 

have their roots in this hastily withdrawal and the prolonged civil war that 

followed in Afghanistan”.109 During the cold war the United States lost no 

opportunity to instigate the Indo-Pakistani conflict with a view to securing 

Pakistan as an Anti – Soviet ally. But at present Washington feels an urge to 

bring about a positive “settlement between its traditional ally (Pakistan) and 

its new Indian ally to secure its predatory interests and objectives across 
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Asia.”110 Now, the USA and other big powers are supporting improved 

relations between India and Pakistan and want promotion of regional 

cooperation in South Asia. The USA has played an important role in averting 

major wars both in 1999 Kargil episode and during the fiasco that followed the 

December 2001 Delhi Parliament bombing. The USA also wants to establish 

peace in the region to manage to curtail an Anti-American movement in the 

region. The international circumstances are now more supportive of regional 

cooperation if compared with that of the case twenty years ago. 

 Concluding the chapter it must be noted that despite its shortcomings, 

the SAARC represents a region that is showing a high growth rate ranging 

above 5 percent. India’s growth rate claims highest point among other South 

Asian countries and ranges upto 9 percent which shows a significant potential 

of gains for the rest of South Asian Countries if they are engaged in a regional 

collaboration.111 The growing maturity of the Association was presented by 

the SAARC leaders when they decided to base their cooperation on more 

permanent and long-term basis. It was the time when they accepted and 

endorsed a Pakistani proposal “SAARC – 2000 – A Basic Needs Perspective”, 

which envisaged the development of the vast range of human resource capital 

of South Asia. The scheme called upon all member states to sort out areas of 

core interest in the social sector of their ongoing national plans in a regional 
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scheme “SAARC - 2000” which would have specified targets to be met by the 

year 2000.112 

 The inclusion of observers and a new member Afghanistan are viewed 

as progressive measures. At present, there are nine observers states in the 

SAARC process namely; Australia, China, The EU, Iran, Japan, Republic of 

Korea, Mauritius, Myanmar and the USA.113 More states have shown their 

interests to have an observer status in the meetings of the organization. The 

presence of major powers in the SAARC meetings as observers shows that the 

South Asian Regional grouping has become a focus of attention for the 

international community.114 Another positive approach about the SAARC is 

that the political elites and socially active circles are determined to work 

together towards promoting regional cooperation. It rekindles the hope that 

the SAARC process will not be derailed. The South Asian leaders must realize 

the political, economic and security realities. The economic agenda of the 

regional cooperation must coincide with the shared security and political 

considerations. 

 The chapter has described in detail the phenomena of regional 

groupings and alliances with certain examples from the world community. It 

has also highlighted the interests and objectives of the South Asian regional 

states to come in contract with one another in a regional alliance i.e. SAARC. 
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Though the formation of SAARC is considered to be a landmark step taken by 

the leaders of the region, the main rationale behind its establishment is to 

develop a congenial environment through summit diplomacy where all 

nations may interact peacefully with each other. The SAARC Secretariat can 

play its role to materialize the high objectives of peace and stability in the 

region. The political tensions and conflicts surrounding the region are a 

question of uncertainty and a challenge to the formation of South Asian union 

at par with European Union that would allow free movement of people, 

common currency and common economic policies which ultimately will sow 

the seeds of peace. In order to achieve the objectives the SAARC would have 

to evolve into a comprehensive regional entity that can cultivate peace in the 

region. The realization of durable peace and the future of economic 

integration through SAARC depend upon the ability and interest of South 

Asian leaders to resolve domestic as well as bilateral disputes through 

peaceful deliberations.  
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CHAPTER 2 

SAARC AND CONFLICT MANAGEMENT IN SOUTH 
ASIA (1985-1997) 

 

 This chapter is about the role of SAARC in the field of conflict 

management in South Asia especially between India and Pakistan. Although 

SAARC is an economic and social organization yet its political role cannot be 

overlooked. A detailed analysis of the SAARC summits has been made to draw a 

sketch of its contribution in mitigating the sentiments of anger among the 

SAARC members over certain conflicts of highest importance. The chapter also 

gives a sufficient account of the evolution and working of the sideline diplomacy 

of the SAARC summits. An effort has been made to define conflict management 

with all its components. Most importantly, the valid theories of conflict 

management have been discussed with a view to bringing Indo-Pak conflicts 

under a theoretical framework.  

 Relations between two neighbouring countries of the region i.e., Pakistan 

and India hold crucial importance for their efforts toward regional cooperation in 

this part of the world. Whenever the politics of South Asia is discussed, the 

issues, controversies and divergent perceptions of both the countries come on the 

surface. Progress and development in the field of cooperative measures in South 

Asia cannot be achieved unless the relations between both the neighbours show 

a positive trend. Since 1998, the South Asian region has assumed an incredible 
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significance for the outside world because the region has gone nuclear after India 

and Pakistan conducted their nuclear tests. Both the countries have fought three 

wars since 1947. They have also passed through certain level of crises which had 

the potential to escalate into full fledge wars: the 1986-87 Brasstacks military 

exercise, 1990 Kashmir crisis, Kargil conflict of 1999 and army deployment of the 

year 2000. “These facts indicate a tendency in their cultural heritage and a 

decision making to inflate the conflict and war due to their historical characters 

of animosity, political divide and bitterness of post-independence disputes”.115 

The tendency for conflicts gave rise to dangerous results in the pre-nuclear 

period of conventional warfare.  

2.1 Dilemma of South Asian Security  

 The history of the divergent trends of both India and Pakistan dates back 

to the emergence of the idea of cooperation at regional level in South Asia. The 

Indian perception about its role in South Asian Cooperation is based on her size 

and potential of resources. India keeps a population three times more than the 

total population of the rest of South Asian Countries. During the British 

government in the sub-continent, the Indian people belonging to middle strata of 

the population were at a better level of cultural and educational development.116 

After independence all the successive Indian governments tried their level best to 
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promote the interests of the middle classes. The large numbers of workers from 

India in the Gulf have become a considerable source of revenue for their country. 

It was the very reason which motivated the Indian business class to seek 

different ventures of regional cooperation in the regions extending from Indo-

China to Iran. The major aim of that policy was to enhance and promote India’s 

national interests through regional cooperation.117 

2.2 India and Pakistan as Reluctant Partners 

 In the early 1980, the political, economic and security environment of 

South Asia had deteriorated to a large scale. Indo – Pakistan tensions increased 

due to US military assistance to Pakistan. Congress party headed by Indira 

Gandhi came to power in India. Bangladesh President Zia-ur-Rehman was 

assassinated in the month of May 1981. The then Vice President, Abdus Sattar 

immediately succeeded him but General Irshad staged a conspiracy and took the 

reins of Bangladesh government by toppling down an elected set up under BNP. 

Sri Lanka was also facing an insurgency by the Tamil militants. In addition to all 

these precarious conditions, the South Asian states also faced a grim economic 

crisis due to an unexpected price increase of oil and a severe drought.118 

 The small states of South Asia – Nepal, Maldives, Bhutan and Sri Lanka 

willingly endorsed the Bangladesh proposal for regional cooperation. But both 

the big countries – India and Pakistan were skeptical to the idea. Indian policy 
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makers alongwith the Prime Minister (Indira Gandhi) were having 

apprehensions that the proposal might provide an opportunity to the smaller 

neighbours to raise all regional issues and collaborate with Pakistan so as to 

“gang up” against India.119 Indian policy makers apprehended that cooperation 

at regional level was institutionalized and decisions were to be taken by majority. 

India categorically made her participation in the organization conditional. India 

emphasized that the proposed regional bloc will not take the bilateral issues and 

that the decisions at the organizational level would be based on the principle of 

unanimity.120 However, it is quite interesting that India did not even think to 

reject the proposal altogether. Because the total rejection of that idea could result 

in India’s isolation from the rest of South Asian states, which partially became 

evident during early 1980’s on the issues of Kampuchea, Afghanistan and the 

Indian Ocean.121 

 Pakistan also showed hesitation in the matter of joining a regional bloc in 

the beginning. Pakistan feared that such an organization could provide a larger 

base to India for ultimate consolidation.122 Moreover, Pakistan was not looking to 

be interested to involve itself keenly in the South Asian affairs, as it could 

hamper Pakistan’s political interests in regional and world affairs. Pakistan was 

also eager to enhance its close relations with the West Asian countries especially 
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during 1970’s and after the dismemberment of Pakistan. At this level, religion 

played an important role in Pakistan’s policy towards the outside world. The 

leaders in Pakistan’s mainstream politics used Islam as a base to create national 

identity. The growing popularity of OPEC also attracted Pakistani leadership to 

put their efforts in strengthening the bilateral links with the Islamic countries of 

the Persian Gulf.123 

 However, Pakistan considered it acceptable to participate in SAARC 

process mainly for two reasons. Firstly, SAARC’s structure is basically 

intergovernmental which is suitable for Pakistan’s interests in the national 

security areas. Further the organization did not involve any activities relating to 

regional politics or security issues which could affect Pakistan’s national interests 

and foreign policy objectives. Pakistan’s policy towards intra-SAARC trade was 

also influenced by fear of Indian hegemonic designs on both economic and 

political level. The unresolved Kashmir dispute is an important factor in this 

regard. While on the economic side Pakistani leadership was aware of the fact 

that it would not keep pace with the more powerful and rapidly growing Indian 

economy.124 In addition, Pakistan assumed that it would also be an Indian 

maneuver to form a South Asian group of all the concerned countries and use 

them against Pakistan to ensure a big market for Indian goods. The Pakistan 

business community, which is considered a strong pillar for the government 

circles, was also opposed to any regional policy towards trade liberalization in 
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the region.125 However, after showing initial concerns regarding the Bangladesh 

proposal, India and Pakistan gave their consent to participate in the regional 

body.  

2.3 Conflicts in South Asia: Challenges to Regional Security  

2.3.1 Defining Conflict  

 The term conflict can well be defined as clash of interests, ideologies, 

values and a struggle between the privileged and deprived class. Competition 

over scarce resources also causes conflicts among different sectors of society. 

Political scientists believe that conflicts emerge when states harbour 

dissimilarities in systems, ideologies or values. Economists characterize conflict 

as a competition over resources between developed and developing blocs or a 

struggle between different economic systems.126 

 Social conflicts can be defined as issues which emerge out of the 

prevailing socio-cultural structure. According to Schellenberg, “social conflict is 

the opposition between individuals and groups on the basis of competing 

interests, different identities and differing attitudes”.127 Conflict also emerges 

between dissimilar parties like majority and a minority, between an established 

government and a group of rebels, a master and his servant, an employer and his 
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employees or a publisher and his authors.128 Moreover ethnic ideologies or 

beliefs are exploited by the conflict actors for their power politics and vested 

interests. Such value based conflicts can be transformed as interest based with 

the inclusion of political and economic factors.129 According to Wallensteen, “it is 

also conflict when two states are at war with one another and where battlefield 

events determine their relations. The actions constitute the conflict.”130 The 

definition of conflict varies with circumstances. In the cold war era the definition 

referred to the clash between two different systems naming capitalism and 

socialism. When the cold war came to an end the definition of conflict appeared 

as a struggle among various economies of the world.  

2.3.2 Theories  

 As conflicts vary in nature and manifestations, various intellectuals and 

scholars discuss the theoretical observations under different titles. Schellenberg 

brands it as “Individual Characteristic Theory”.131 Tidwell terms it as “Inherency 

Theory”.132 Burton calls it “Need Theory”. There is one thing which is common 

in these theories and also a main focus of the above mentioned scholars i.e., 

Human instinct. So it seems quite appropriate to discuss this phenomenon under 

single heading, “Intrinsic Organism”.  
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2.3.3 Intrinsic Organism Theory  

 It is commonly observed that human psychology plays an important role 

both in the emergence of a conflict and its resolution. The discussion is largely 

based on three basic concepts i.e., human instinct, human need and human 

behavior. These components are interlinked with each other. Lorenz considers 

aggression as essential to survival. He quotes examples out of animal world and 

says that aggression comes out to be a purpose for the survival of the 

organism.133 He argues that aggression being human instinct is not only 

dangerous but also has a tendency over which man finds himself unable to 

control it.  

 Burton finds out three basic needs of the individuals that should be 

satisfied. These needs are: identity, recognition and security.134 If human needs 

get no satisfaction, their inner tendency expresses itself in a violent manner. So 

Instinct alongwith need guides human behavior in either positive or negative 

form. Aggression is an outcome of frustration and frustration appears when 

humans find any obstacle or hindrance in their way to achieve their set goals. 

Tidwell observes that human are faced with force that frustrates their normal 

behaviour and they become aggressive.135 
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2.3.4 Process of Political and Social Learning Theory   

 The socio-economic disparity exists in every society and it generates a 

spontaneous struggle among different groups and ultimately these groups are 

divided into different classes. Mitchell points out the injustice in distribution of 

resources and sets it a cause and source of conflict between different groups.136 

Keith Webb explains that scarcity of resources causes competition and that 

competition may develop into a conflict.137 So interests and competition together 

with ambition play an important role in the birth and growth of conflict.   

 Pertaining to the discussion the ideas and works of Karl Marx cannot be 

over looked. He simply divides the social fabric into cone and periphery. He 

believes that class conflict is a direct result of manipulation by the exponents of 

capitalist ideas. Marx emphasizes that in a capitalist society the labour class is an 

unprivileged and deprived class as they are not paid adequately138 for their hard 

work. He also describes the significance of “power” being the pivotal point and a 

major element in class struggle. The ruling and working classes keep on 

struggling hard to acquire it. In such a situation the poor class has to pay high 

cost because they are suppressed by the ruling class ultimately. 

 Some scholars have also mentioned the positive functions of conflict. 

Morton Deutsch is one among those scholars who ponder over the constructive 
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aspect of the conflict.139 He believes that some type of conflict situation muster 

up the energies of the parties in useful pursuits. They could find a way out of 

conflict situation without indulging in military confrontation. With such positive 

interpretations another scholar Coser observes the phenomenon of conflict as 

important to maintain social relationship.140 According to him the conflict 

appears to be a pushing force to construct a social infrastructure. Moreover 

economic historians have time and again pointed out that a lot of technological 

improvement has been an outcome of the conflict activity of trade unions 

through the raising of wage levels. 

2.3.5 Conflict Management  

 According to Mitchell “Conflict  Management is the way in which a 

society attempts to deal with its inter-party conflicts and is inclusive of a wide 

range of techniques that can be classified under three broad heads: conflict 

avoidance, conflict prevention and conflict resolution”.141 Conflict management 

may also be defined as the mechanism through which one can manage the 

conflict in less violent manner. The term correctly assumes that conflicts are time 

taking processes that usually cannot be quickly resolved but the concept of 

management suggests that the people can be controlled as being the physical 

objects. The notion of management also suggests that the goal is the reduction or 
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control of the conflict situation more than dealing with the real source of the 

problem.142  

 It is necessary to make a distinction between conflict management and 

conflict resolution. Conflict resolution deals with the settlement of the 

fundamental issues and disputes between parties in a way that violent 

confrontations, wars and crises find no way to occur. While conflict management 

deals with the application of various techniques to ameliorate the crisis situation, 

it also goes forward to mitigate the level of rivalries between the conflict ridden 

groups. Conflict management may set the stage for conflict resolution in the long 

run but may not appear to resolve conflict immediately.143 For instance, 

conventional peace keeping operations in the Congo and Somalia have had some 

important successes in managing conflicts in the sense of lessening armed 

conflict but they have been less effective in attaining the final resolution of those 

conflicts.  

2.4 Components of Conflict Management  

 Conflict prevention, containment and termination are the three basic 

component elements of conflict management.144  
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2.4.1 Conflict Prevention  

 In conflict prevention the objective is to avert the conflict situations and 

prevent the outbreak of hostilities or other forms of aggressive behaviours. The 

conflict situation takes its shape when two or more social entities perceive that 

they possess mutually incompatible goals”.145  

2.4.2 Conflict Containment  

 In conflict containment the purpose is to deny victory to the aggressor and 

to prevent the escalation of conflict which includes stopping horizontal 

escalation i.e., the involvement of other countries and issue areas. It also includes 

a close down to vertical escalation like the use of weapons of mass destruction.146  

2.4.3 Conflict Termination 

 In conflict termination, the goal is to bring hostilities to a satisfactory 

conclusion through settlement or resolution. “A satisfactory conclusion means 

defeating the aggressor and re-establishing the status quo, achieving a 

compromise through splitting the difference or removing the source of the 

conflict”.147  

2.5 Approaches to Manage Conflicts  

 There are certain techniques which are often used to terminate or manage 

a dispute between the antagonistic parties. According to Schellenberg, there are 
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five means to achieve the desired goals.148 These are coercion, negotiations and 

bargaining, mediation and arbitration.  

2.5.1 Coercion  

 Coercion is a way when any of the two parties achieves the goal by using 

force. Victor, thus, keeps himself up above the other in dealing with the enemy. 

But its validity is not permanent because coercion is nullified through conflict 

containment methods and techniques.  

2.5.2  Negotiations and Bargaining  

 This method is more appropriately defined by weslekar as negotiating for 

peace is not dictating to “take it or leave it”. It tries to achieve settlement of the 

conflict so that one party does not feel a sense of being defeated.149 This method 

is the effective way of reducing the gravity of the situation, terminating 

hostilities and curtailing the bad blood between the parties. Third party may play 

an important and vital role in the negotiation. They are to clarify the positions of 

the parties, redefine the issues, serve as instrument for negotiation, pressure each 

side to show concessions and construct alternative proposals.150 When the 

negotiations are concluded, the final outcome is said to be a reflection of the 

mental faculties, behavioural stability and clarity of minds of the parties.  
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2.5.3 Mediation  

 Mediation too is a process which brings the warring parties on a dialogue 

table. Here third party involvement is a compulsory element. This is a procedure 

in which neutral states or organizations assume the active role of presenting 

solution and harmonizing the differing points of view. The role of third party is 

necessary in order to reach an unbiased and neutral objective and a logical 

solution. According to Margot Light, bilateral face to face contact is difficult 

between the conflict groups who are pursuing aggressive policies against one 

another.151 The activities of the third party facilitate the communication and help 

the enemy parties out of their grudges and to reach a suitable settlement of the 

problem. The mediator plays a role of an advisor and formulates such 

independent proposals which have no impression of any pressure from the 

quarrelling parties. The efforts of a mediator may or may not be successful; if the 

parties disagree with the proposal, could reject it.  

2.5.4 Arbitration  

 Another form of conflict management and potential resolution is referring 

disputes to arbitration panels or international courts. In each case the parties 

plead their stances and claims to the third parties, after that a decision is made on 

the substance of the conflict. This process helps and supports conflict 

management in several ways. First when the disputants agree to take the dispute 
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to a legal body, they could remove the dispute, at least for a short time for their 

overall relationship. Resultantly, there occur an immediate reduction of hostility 

and a relief in the aggressive activities. Second, the legitimacy of a potent 

decision puts few constraints on the parties to further escalate the regional 

conflict.152 Arbitration should in no way be confused with negotiation because 

the former shift the decision to a procedure of third party justice and out of the 

hands of the parties.153  

2.5.5 Theory and Practice: Application in South Asia  

 South Asia as a region is prone to conflict and has been considered “the 

most dangerous place in the world”154 nobody can deny that conflicts in South 

Asia have severally plagued all the countries of the region. Spending on social 

sector like education, food security, health care, the environment has been 

neglected which has caused an absence of human security. “On the other hand, 

lack of human security becomes a root cause for violent social upheavals, 

increased poverty and insecurity”.155  

 Poverty has become so wide spread in South Asia that the region has got 

the distinction of keeping the largest number of world’s poor. An immediate 

impact of this situation is the large migration of people from almost all the South 
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Asian countries to within the region and outside. Consequently, it has given rise 

to human trafficking, drug proliferation and the regional mafias that have found 

their place around the world.156 Another bitter reality is that the South Asian 

region, like China, has been among the more civilized and advanced societies of 

the world. Its trade, art and culture, science and technology benefitted the world 

from the pre-historic time to the middle ages. Its amassing wealth attracted 

international interests and several attempts were made to exploit this through 

trade and commerce and later through colonial powers.  

 South Asian experts classify the regional problems and issues into 

different categories. According to S.D. Muni, there are five major types of such 

problems which have affected the region since the demise of British imperialism. 

These are: (a) Historical disputes (b) Political and ideological disputes (c) 

strategic and military balance (d) Internal conflicts of the states (e) Resource and 

developmental conflicts. The partition of United India generated, not only the 

issue of Kashmir but also many other associated problems like water resources, 

distribution of assets and liabilities etc. The basic apprehension of the small states 

is Indo-centricism. India is the largest country of the region and occupies a huge 

land mass leaving other countries with the smaller territorial area, meager 

resources, weaker economies and poor infrastructure. Indian hegemony leads it 

towards ultimate arrogance and pursue those policies which produce a feeling of 
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insecurity among the smaller states and that feeling takes them towards 

inferiority complex.  

 Given the precarious situation of the region, the first theory “Intrinsic 

organism” seems to be most appropriate and applicable for conflict management. 

This theory consists of three basic components i.e., human instinct, frustration 

and environment. All the three characteristics can be traced in the contest of 

Kashmir dispute, Tamil insurgency and struggle between Nepalese monarchy 

and the Maoists. As far as the proposition of human instinct (aggression) is 

concerned, it is very natural that this is an inner trait of human beings and needs 

an ultimate expression. When human needs are denied the people react in 

violent manner. According to Burton, three needs of the human being must be 

satisfied: identity, recognition and participation.157 These needs help the 

individuals in the process of growth and development. When people think that 

their needs are not fulfilled, they try to snatch them forcefully and ultimately that 

phenomenon gives rise to rebellion. At present, most of the South Asian 

countries are facing such demands from ethnic minorities. If the Kashmir issue is 

taken into consideration, the main reason of the conflict is the denial of the right 

of self-determination. Their need of participation has never been satisfied. 

Another important aspect of the theory is presented by Hobbes. He discovers 

that humanity keeps an inner thirst for power.158 He is of the view that humans 

carry within them the inherent force to fight which demands that societies be led 
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by power. Relevant to this factor the thirst of power could be found in South 

Asia. This instinct compels India to proceed in the form of influence, mastery, 

domination and at times aggression. The dream of becoming a powerful player 

of global politics forces it to maintain a policy of domination over its smaller 

neighbours. It tries to assert itself by influencing the domestic matters of Sri 

Lanka and Nepal. It is also alleged to support the Budhist tribes in Bangladesh. 

Moreover its participation in nuclear and conventional arms race is another 

reason behind its ambitions of power orientation.  

Owing to the Chronic Problem of Kashmir, the Indo-Pak differences have 

also gone beyond imagination. These differences must be addressed with a focus 

on theoretical application of the conflict management and conflict resolution 

practices. The approaches of coercion, arbitration, negotiation, mediation or 

diplomacy aim to sort out the problem, reduce the tension between the 

antagonists, manage the dispute and ultimately reach a final solution. All these 

approaches are highly compatible with the peace process that has often been a 

part of Indo-Pak diplomatic relations. The tools like negotiation and mediation 

suit best to the volatile region like South Asia. 

 Talking about mediation the great powers could play an important role in 

normalizing the relations between India and Pakistan. The nature of South Asian 

Conflicts is mostly bilateral but must  be resolved multilaterly. The role of world 

Bank in Indus water treaty and soviet mediation in Taskent, Declaration brought 

peaceful fruits in the region. Above all, South Asia needs government sponsored 
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iniatives to sustain confidence building measures (CBMs) in the field of military 

and social relationship. As far as the SAARC process is concerned, it is playing 

an important role by providing the South Asian leaders an opportunity to engage 

in negotiations and discussions to manage their mutual conflicts.  

 Like other regional organizations, SAARC was created to provide a 

regional forum to the people of South Asia where they could join hands to do 

something practical so that peace and amity may be secured for the ultimate 

prosperity of the region. The South Asian region is confronted with a number of 

ethnic, religious, economic and border disputes. A tension free and peaceful 

environment with political stability is required for the purpose of promoting 

harmonious and effective regional cooperation in South Asia. The persistent and 

continuous conflict environment of South Asia has been keeping SAARC away 

from attaining its full potential.159 As far as conflict management in SAARC is 

concerned, there is no formal method to prevent or control aggressive actions 

taken by the regional powers. All SAARC decisions are taken on the basis of the 

principle of unanimity and article X(2) of the charter excludes and prohibits the 

discussions on contentious issues. The need for managing conflicts through 

cooperation is apparent but the commitment is not there among the member 

countries to find out a guiding force for regionalism.  

 SAARC has fallen a victim to a couple of irreconcilable notions about 

regional cooperation. Some countries believe that unless peace and security is 
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achieved in the region and bilateral and contentious issues are not brought under 

a mechanism for solution, it is meaningless to even think about positive 

development in regional cooperation. Pakistan is the exponent of this view and 

eager to amend the charter in a way as it could correct this basic shortcoming in 

the SAARC process. Sri Lanka is also thinking on the same line to some extent. 

Both the countries want to modify the provisions in the SAARC charter that 

prevent raising bilateral problems and issues in SAARC Summits. Expressing 

reservations on the method and approach which is followed in the organization, 

President Kumaratunga remarked at the 10th SAARC Summit that even though 

contentious issues should be kept away from the deliberation of the SAARC 

“regional cooperation without some kind of political consultation will be rather 

tame”.160  

 On the other side, India is persistently against any alteration in the 

existing arrangement. It feels that there is no reason for any change in the 

SAARC Charter and seems convinced that any alteration in the functional 

pattern of prohibiting the bilateral issue would cause serious threats to the 

functioning of SAARC.  

2.6 Evolution of Informal Arrangement for Conflict Management in 

SAARC  

 Regionalism has different purposes and meanings for every nation when 

it joins hands with others in a regional organization. In a number of cases, states 
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do have certain basic divergences because regional cooperation is restricted to 

the economic and social field through free trade arrangements. Differences 

among the participating states of regional organizations usually take a serious 

turn in the presence of inter-state conflicts among the member states. These 

interstate conflicts often pose a threat and create hurdles for the process of 

regional integration and this phenomenon is quite evident in the functioning of 

SAARC.161 

 When SAARC was created, it had a clear agenda to forge a South Asian 

identity but still it has been incapable to fulfill the basic objective and has often 

been blamed and criticized for its shortcomings. Some of the hindrances that can 

be underlined here include its inability to address interstate conflicts and 

nationalist interest of SAARC members. In addition to this, an Indo-Centric 

strategic perception is also there among the neighbouring states of India and the 

outside world as well.162 Owing to already existing mistrust among elites of 

South Asia, SAARC was born having disabilities and restrictions. SAARC 

adopted a practical approach to cooperation in non-controversial fields like 

social and cultural ventures. The trust deficit among member countries has often 

been visible in the ineffective handling of a large number of initiatives taken up 

by the organization. Most important among them is SAFTA. Although all the 

signatories of this free trade agreement implemented the tariff reduction from 
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July 1, 2006 yet Pakistan and India have not taken steps to allow each other to get 

benefits under such arrangement. India, in 2006, called for a meeting of the 

SAFTA Ministerial Council163 on urgent basis. During the proceedings of the 

meeting, India blamed Pakistan of defying its promise and commitment under 

that multilateral SAFTA agreement. This is not a single example of the 

confrontation shown by India and Pakistan. There are several other occasions 

when both these countries debated contentious issues and delayed the actual 

operationalization of other important regional tools for peace and economic 

integration.164  

 India is the only country in the region which shares its borders with all the 

SAARC countries, so all the bilateral disputes are between India and its 

neighbouring states. Apart from India’s relations with Pakistan, other regional 

states have deep rooted grievances with India. With Bangladesh, its major 

bilateral contentions are sharing of the waters of common rivers like Ganges; 

implementation of the Land Border Agreement on 1974; India’s policy regarding 

insurgency in the Chittagong Hill Tracts and the dispute relating to maritime 

boundaries. India has adopted a policy of using delaying tactics on all these 

issues. This state of events has put Bangladesh in a very inconvenient position. 

India’s assumption about this policy may be that time would shape the course of 

events and finally Dhaka will come to solve these issues on India’s own terms 
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and conditions. Indian policy of dominance could also be observed in its 

relations with Sri Lanka. Indian Air Force violated Lankan air space to support 

Tamil insurgents of Sri Lanka in 1987. It was also followed by the Indian 

intrusion in the Maldives in 1988. Apparently, it was an effort to put down a 

coup d’etat but many think that such state of events was created by India itself. 

In 1989, Nepal also faced such type of crisis when India imposed a virtual 

economic blockade which later on followed a deadlock over trade and transit 

treaties. In all these events and instances India used political, economic and 

military power just to show its muscle and assert its domination in the region.165  

 The smaller states apprehend this policy exercise of India as an 

interference in their internal matters. So this situation guided and forced the 

smaller countries to put forward the demand of including political discussions 

on bilateral disputes and contentious issues in the SAARC forum.  

 The pressure to include political discussions in the SAARC deliberations 

mounted with the passage of time. Mostly indirect mention of this desire is quite 

evident in the speeches and statements made by the South Asian leaders at 

different occasions. Sometimes, the representative delegations of the South Asian 

states were vocal about certain bilateral problems during SAARC meetings. In 

May, 1985 President Zia of Pakistan rose to the occasion and put his efforts to 

keep the SAARC away from its demise in the beginning of its inception. 
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President Zia established telephonic link with the Sri Lankan leadership and 

convinced them to attend the Ministerial Meeting in Bhutan.166 The crisis arose 

due to some misconceptions and provocative statements by the Indian leaders 

over the Tamil insurgency in Sri Lanka. But it was averted due to the timely 

notice by President Zia and Mr. Rajive Gandhi, the then Prime Minister of India. 

Again in June 1987, Sri Lanka expressed its annoyance and resentment against 

the unilateral supply of relief goods in Jaffna province.167 And in November 1989, 

Sri Lankan government refused to attend the Islamabad meeting of the foreign 

ministers on the issue of time frame for the withdrawal of Indian peace keeping 

forces from Sri Lanka. Moreover, sixth SAARC Summit could not be organized 

in time because the King of Bhutan was engaged in domestic problems and 

unable to attend the summit.  

2.7 Sri Lankan Initiative  

 Owing to these circumstances and developments the Sri Lankan Foreign 

Minister emphasized the need of an informal discussion about the Indian action 

on the SAARC platform. He was of the view that undoubtedly the bilateral 

contentious issues should not be discussed at the SAARC forum, but at the time 

of any immediate confrontation the leaders of South Asia could not turn a blind 

eye to the gravity of the situation. He further proposed that the leaders of South 

Asia could evolve a mechanism through which at every Foreign Minister level 
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meeting they could engage in informal close door meetings that would go a long 

way to settle down the issues and problems among the member states. He also 

prevailed upon the South Asian leadership that SAARC must survive and it 

should not end up like a deaf, dumb and blind Association.168 The idea presented 

by the Foreign Minister of Sri Lanka was endorsed and supported by Pakistan. 

The foreign secretary of Pakistan, Mr. Abdul Sattar said that Pakistan always 

believed that improvement in bilateral contacts in South Asia and collective 

endeavours for cooperation in the region are reciprocal and mutually supportive 

process. He added that Pakistan would not back out of its agreed obligations and 

if the SAARC meetings are used for healthy discussions over bilateral issues, it 

would not be a deviation from the spirit of SAARC charter.169  

 At the Summit of May 1995 (New Delhi), Pakistan, Maldives and Nepal 

demanded that bilateral and contentious issues be discussed at the SAARC 

forum. They argued that the inclusion of bilateral issues in the SAARC process 

would result in producing an environment in which the objectives like poverty 

alleviation, administration of peace and harmony and combating terrorism 

would easily be achieved. Pakistan even came close to calling for a change in 

SAARC Charter which excluded discussions on bilateral issues. Mr. Farooq 

Ahmad Khan Leghari, former President of Pakistan, said that SAARC could not 

have been in a position to take off due to the suspicions and insecurity which 
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was an outcome of the unresolved political issues of the South Asian region. He 

further added that the movements for freedom, democracy, self determination 

and human rights had taken the whole world by the storm and nobody could 

deny that reality.170 The end of cold war had shifted the focus from political and 

ideological animosities to the field of economic and trade competition. Finally, he 

said that those challenges must be dealt and addressed headlong instead of 

turning a blind eye to the real issues.  

 President of Maldives, Maumoon Abdul Gayoom expressed the same 

feelings saying that SAARC could not prove itself according to the expectations 

of the people because of certain sensitive problems. It could not also overcome 

the past prejudices. While addressing at the Male Summit (1997), he maintained 

that the progress in the main areas of cooperation could not be achieved unless 

the thorny issues were not addressed to be solved accordingly.171  

2.8 Sideline Diplomacy  

 Pakistan and India played a key role in the SAARC process and in the 

absence of any cooperation from both of the countries; no positive and desired 

results would be achieved. The small countries of the region show a great 

concern about uncertain relationship between both the big countries of the 

region.  
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 In connection to that reality, Sri Lankan Foreign Minister Mr. Lakshman 

Kadir Gamar said that unless the relations between India and Pakistan 

improved, the regional group would continue to be stagnant and inactive.172 

Despite a number of problems and slow progress of the SARC forum, majority of 

the people in South Asia believe that SAARC could play a vital role in conflict 

management in the region. The annual SAARC Summits provide precious 

chance to the South Asian leaders to establish and maintain personal contacts 

and discuss bilateral issues so that some solutions may be reached for the 

ultimate peace and prosperity of the region. These meetings could be arranged 

on the sideline of the formal meetings of the SAARC process. The sideline 

diplomacy of the SAARC meetings has not only been helpful in restarting the 

reconciliation process between India and Pakistan, it has also played a significant 

role in mitigating and defusing the tension between India on the one hand and 

Nepal and Sri Lanka on the other.173 For instance, the Dhaka and Bangalore 

meetings provided a chance to Indian and Bangladeshi leaders to exchange 

views over the issue of Chakma insurgency and the matter of sharing the river 

waters. General Zia-ul-Haq the then President of Pakistan, after attending the 

very first SAARC Summit visited New Delhi and discussed bilateral relations 

with Mr. Rajive Gandhi, the then Prime Minister of India. Both the leaders 

concluded an understanding over the issues of no first attack on nuclear 
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installation, friendship and cooperation between both the countries at secretary 

level, negotiations over Siachan issue and a proposal for a treaty of peace and no 

war pact between both the neighbours.174 

 On the positive side the organization showed its latent potential of a 

forum for negotiation, dialogue, preventive diplomacy and confidence building. 

While the association restricted the bilateral disputes for discussion, the very first 

article of the SAARC Charter shows the desire of the SAARC leaders for 

promoting peace, amity, stability and progress in the region and wished that 

SAARC would foster understanding and better neighboruly relations. To achieve 

these high objectives the leaders of South Asian Countries unanimously agreed 

for the first time that a mechanism for the informal discussions on bilateral 

disputes and contentious issues would prove instrumental in promoting the 

desired peace, stability, amity and socio-economic cooperation in the South 

Asian region.175 So at 9th SAARC Summit in 1997 (Maldives) Pakistan succeeded 

in getting this unique idea reflected in the Male Declaration, which read: 

“The Heads of State or Government recalled their 

commitment to the promotion of mutual understanding and 

recognizing that the aims of promoting stability, amity and 

peace and economic cooperation may be achieved by 

exercising good neighbourly relations, relieving tensions and 

making confidence, agreed that a process of informal political 
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consultations would be useful in this regard” (Para 8, Male 

Declaration - 1997)176 

 Further, at the tenth SAARC Summit in 1998 (Colombo), Pakistan also 

proposed a “peace, development and security initiative” for the organization 

which had the capacity and guidelines for regular consultations keeping in view 

the limitations and framework of the Association. India opposed that initiative 

but Pakistan still had the resolve and commitment for giving SAARC a political 

role that could enable it to contribute towards peaceful settlement of the disputes 

between its member states.177 

2.9 Role of SAARC Summits in Conflict Management 

 India and Pakistan, since 1947, have been caught up in chronic and 

irritating conflicts enough to disrupt the peace and healthy atmosphere of the 

South Asian region. However, various initiatives have been put in place from 

time to time to mitigate the hostility by managing prevailing disputes through 

peaceful measures. SAARC is the most important forum which has the resolve 

and agenda to suggest that for an ultimate and strong union, the South Asian 

leaders should join their hands together. The former Prime Minister of Pakistan, 

Muhammad Khan Junejo inaugurated a Ministerial meeting of the association on 

International Economic Issues in 1986 and said “that limited and one sided 

measures adopted by the industrialized countries in a response against crisis 
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situation could not resolve the basic problems of the world economy and SAARC 

countries should seek the feasibility of a joint negotiating agreement with the 

industrialized world”.178  All the SAAARC members endorsed his views but they 

did not reach any individual agreement with other powers due to the character 

of the North-South conflict. Indian Secretary Mr. Rasgotra expressed hope for 

mutual cooperation on the matters of common interests on international forum. 

 The Second Summit of the SAARC leaders was held in Bangalore 

(November, 1986). Prior to the Summit, the atmosphere was quite stressful 

because there were some reports that India had moved its troops in the  western 

borders for a military exercise (operation Brasstacks) and was preparing to 

launch an attack on Pakistan. But the informal talks between Pakistan and Indian 

Prime Ministers led to the diffusion of tension between the two neighbouring 

countries.179 Before the Summit the whole range of the issue of Indo-Pak relations 

was discussed by the print media. The then Foreign Minister of Pakistan 

Sahibzada Yaqub Khan, on his way to attend the Summit, said that there was no 

immediate possibility to mitigate tension between both the countries. He 

however added that after availing of the opportunity provided by the Summit, 

“we will review the situation”.180  

 The Summit also offered an opportunity to the Foreign Ministers of India 

and Pakistan to come together and review the developments in bilateral relations 
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since the Prime Minister Rajive Gandhi and President Zia had met in December, 

1985. They discussed the matters relating to trade and the reports of 

concentration of Indian forces on Pakistan border. On November 14, before the 

Summit, Mr. Abdul Sattar stated that his country would be pleased to sign a non-

proliferation treaty at the same day when India did so. The Summit, however, 

concluded on an optimistic note. At the close of the visit, Mr. Junejo said, “we 

also have a chance to talk about individual issues, and the meetings also provide 

opportunities to discuss formal and informal matters”.181 

 Newspaper groups were of the view that the Bangalore Summit by 

bringing the Prime Ministers of both the countries close together, may have 

played an important role in normalizing the tense environment of the sub-

continent. They also added that in the long run, SAARC may be expected to 

generate a better atmosphere of mutual trust and cooperation. And as long as 

India and Pakistan remained suspicious and estranged to each other, the 

prospects of progressive multilateral cooperation would be kept limited. 

 The Third SAARC Summit at Kathmandu (November, 1987), did not 

bring out India Pakistan bilateral differences as much as could be expected. The 

discussions revolved around the inclusion of Afghanistan in the organization. 

While India welcomed and supported the movement, Pakistan clarified that in 

principle, it was not against Afghanistan to seek the membership of SAARC but 
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Pakistan would support it when the country would appear to regain its 

sovereignty and political independence after the withdrawal of Soviet troops.182 

It is also worth mentioning that the Summit was held during the month of 

November and it was in July when the Indo – Sri Lanka accord was agreed 

following the crisis of Indian Air Force relief operation in Jaffna. This aspect was 

highlighted in media reports which explained that as long as India did not think 

of establishing bilateral relations on the basic principles of equality and 

fraternity, SAARC would not take off to achieve any solid, positive or useful 

results. 

 The Prime Minister of India, Mr. Rajive Gandhi had informal breakfast 

meetings with the King of Bhutan, Jigme Singye Wangchuk and the King of 

Nepal, Mr. Birendra to have a review of bilateral relations.183 Indian Prime 

Minister and the President of Bangladesh, Hussain Muhammad Irshad met on 

the second day of the Kathmandu Summit. The two leaders unanimously agreed 

to begin discussions at the tripartite level also with Nepal to increase water flows 

of the river Ganges. Moreover, the Indian and Pakistani Prime Ministers 

indulged themselves in informal sideline meetings for three days continuously. 

Both Prime Ministers decided unanimously that early meeting of their respective 

secretaries of economic affairs and secretaries of interior and home affairs to 

explore into the new avenues of economic cooperation and to take sufficient 
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steps to stop illegal “border crossing” from both the countries. The Siachen issue, 

which is considered the most important contentious issue after Kashmir, was 

also discussed by them and it was finally decided that in the earliest, a third 

meeting of the defence secretaries should be convened to discuss this dispute. 

Both the Prime Ministers also decided to depute surveyor generals for the 

demarcation of international boundaries at Sir Creek near Rann of Kutch.184 The 

Katmandu Summit demonstrated that high level understandings and treaties can 

be finalized and agreed upon on difficult bilateral issues through informal side 

line meetings. Mr. Rajive Gandhi reflected the sentiments of the South Asian 

leaders in his closing address and commented that the leaders of South Asian 

countries have succeeded in fostering South Asian cooperation as it was the 

resolve and commitment of all of them for cooperation not for controversy.185 

 The fourth Summit was held according to the schedule in 1988 

(Islamabad). Till then the environment of the region had changed as General Zia-

ul-Haq died in a plane crash in August 1988 and after a democratic election in 

1988, Benazir Bhutto took the charge as the new Prime Minister of Pakistan. The 

visit of Indian Prime Minister to Islamabad for the SAARC Summit meeting was 

given special importance as he was the first Indian Premier to pay official visit to 

Pakistan for the last twenty eight years. Mr. Rajive Gandhi gave a very positive 

assessment of development and trends in the region by calling them a “new 
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dawn” in Pakistan. The informal meetings between Benazir Bhutto and Mr. 

Gandhi were described as “representatives of new generation” among the South 

Asian media groups. Both India and Pakistan unanimously decided not to attack 

the nuclear installations of the either country.186 Benazir Bhutto unequivocally 

declared that Pakistan would not exploit the Sikh Card in any way against India. 

In short, the most important irritants in bilateral relations i.e. cross border 

terrorism, Kashmir and nuclear issues were discussed in the sideline. Such 

discussions portrary the utility of SAARC as a mechanism for conflict 

management in the region.  

 After the successful completion of Islamabad Summit, the SAARC process 

suffered a setback because Sri Lanka refused to hold the fifth SAARC Summit in 

1989 owing to India’s failure to withdraw Indian Peace Keeping Force (IPKF) 

from Sri Lanka. However, Sri Lanka offered to hold the Summit when last batch 

of Indian army left Sri Lanka on March 25, 1990. But after holding diplomatic 

intervention between Sri Lanka and Maldives, the place for holding fifth SAARC 

Summit was decided by choosing Male in the end.187 

 At the Fifth SAARC Summit in Male in November 1990, bilateral issues 

between India and Pakistan were again in focus. The Prime Minister of Pakistan 

Mr. Nawaz Sharif and Indian Premier Mr. Chandra Shekhar got together and 

reiterated their stances on the issue of Kashmir. Both the leaders agreed that the 

disputes between both the neighboring countries should be resolved amicably. 
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They also decided the dates for forthcoming meetings of the foreign secretaries. 

Meanwhile, the former Prime Minister of Pakistan, Ms. Benazir Bhutto regretted 

that the government had failed to raise the core issue of Kashmir in Summit. She 

argued that though the “bilateral issues are not discussed in the forum yet the 

massacre of the Muslims in Kashmir is a concern of the whole SAARC region”.188 

 At the Male Summit, Mr. Nawaz Sharif affirmed that no peace and 

understanding could be achieved and nor could SAARC manage its full potential 

unless the differences and disputes between member countries were resolved 

with peace and comfort on the basis of justice and equality. He further 

maintained that the South Asian states should put their efforts to eliminate the 

root causes of suspicion and apprehension in the region, if it did not happen in 

the earliest, the organization would lose credibility and momentum.189 

 The Sixth SAARC Summit was held in Colombo (1991). The Premiers of 

both the countries could not sit together to discuss bilateral issues. However, the 

Sixth Summit as planned initially was postponed due to the King of Bhutan’s 

inability to participate in the proceedings of SAARC as he was engaged at home. 

A visible change was noted in the proceedings of the conference that the leaders 

expressed their views in a more explicit and clear manner. The Premier of 

Pakistan, Mr. Nawaz Sharif presented the point of view of his country with 
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confidence and in detailed manner. He discussed even those issues which at 

times, could not have been even mentioned during the SAARC proceedings.190 

2.10 Indo-Pak Relations in 1990’s and SAARC Summits 

 In 1990,s Pakistan’s relations with India were going through tense phase 

due to the allegation of supporting insurgent elements in Kashmir. To reduce the 

temperature caused by the tension and to bring down the enmity, Mr. 

Narasimah Rao and Nawaz Sharif, the Premiers of India and Pakistan managed 

to conduct six meetings during 1991-1993. Both the countries agreed on various 

confidence building measures (CBMs) to avoid military confrontation.191 The 

Eighth Summit was conducted in New Delhi in May 1995. At that time the 

clouds of mistrust and tension were prevailing over South Asia. The former 

President of Pakistan, Mr. Farooq Ahmad Khan Leghari attended this Summit. 

All the heads of states gave satisfactory gestures about the performance of 

SAARC during the first decade of its existence. They endorsed and accepted the 

proposal given by the council of Minister about convening a commemorative 

session of the ministerial council on the basic theme “SAARC vision for the 

Second Decade” for the purpose of exploring new areas to be focused by the 

SAARC members.192 
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2.10.1  Gujral Doctrine and Its Implications 

 Mr. Indar Kumar Gujral became the Minister for Foreign Affairs of India 

during 1996-97 and later Prime Minister of India and put forward new ideas for a 

cooperative and peaceful South Asia. He floated a concept with the name of 

“Gujral Doctrine”, with a new vision of bilateralism in the disputed matters and 

tried to normalize relations with the neighbouring countries. He took the 

initiative and put his efforts to improve the image of his country among the 

South Asian States. Gujral Doctrine stipulated five principles and according to 

him, if these principles were honestly followed, the deteriorating situation of 

mutual relationship could definitely be restored. He also stated that the effective 

implementation of these ideas would create an atmosphere of friendly and close 

cooperation in South Asia. The Doctrine, precisely mentioned that India being 

the dominant power of the region should be willing to give concessions to the 

neighbours without demanding reciprocity.193 Gujral Doctrine was taken as an 

Indian attempt to isolate the other big state of South Asia i.e., Pakistan and to 

foster good relations with other smaller countries of the region as Pakistan was 

not included among other neighbours. 

As far as the role of SAARC in managing the conflicts is concerned, there 

is no doubt that it is playing though indirectly, a very vital role in crisis 

management by defusing bilateral tensions. By offering a rather informal venue 
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for South Asian leaders to discuss and solve mutual differences, it minimizes the 

incidence of conflict and helps to produce greater understanding at regional and 

bilateral levels. Thus, Indo-Bangladesh tensions on certain issues like Chakma 

insurgency and water disputes were discussed in informal meetings of the 

SAARC Summits which led the leaders to ultimate solutions. Indo – Sri Lankan 

Disputes, Indo – Nepal differences were often the subjects of informal meetings. 

Meetings between Indian and Pakistani heads of government significantly 

helped in mitigating tensions and finalizing agreements. It is true that the 

disputes between both the countries cannot be completely solved under one 

forum. But SAARC has surely provided excellent opportunities and means for 

discussions on various issues between both the countries thus various sensitive 

issues like Indian charges of Pakistani involvement in the Sikh insurgency or 

nuclear programme of Pakistan were addressed and managed to certain level to 

avoid any crisis situation. There is no doubt that South Asia still has a long way 

to tread on the path of peace and harmony yet the longest journey starts with the 

first step. 

The chapter has described the complex situation of security of South Asia 

keeping in view the perception and the roles played by India and Pakistan. It has 

also described the apprehensions of both the countries in joining a regional bloc. 

Discussion has been included about the definition and theories of conflict with 

the necessary components of conflict management. Theories prove that conflicts 

arose due to aggression which is an outcome of frustration. Some philosophers 
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also believe that conflict is important as it gives rise to social relationship to find 

a way out of the conflict. The most important aspect of the theory has been 

presented by Thomas Hobbes who believes that humanity keeps an inner thirst 

for power. So this driving force compels India to exercise its policy of domination 

over its smaller neighbours. Gujral Doctrine is considered the manifestation of 

that longstanding wish of India to show its muscle in the politics of South Asia. 

The Chapter has also made an attempt to analyze the sideline diplomacy in 

managing the conflicts between India and Pakistan by exploring the summit 

meetings of the SAARC leaders.  
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CHAPTER 3 

SAARC AND CONFLICT MANAGEMENT: 

CHALLENGES OF THE NEW MILLENNIUM  

 
 This chapter is also about the sideline diplomacy of the SAARC summits. 

The chapter starts with the historic ninth SAARC summit when the South Asian 

leaders decided unanimously that informal meetings of the heads of states and 

governments would become a regular practice in the SAARC summits to achieve 

the aim of promoting stability, peace and good neighboruly relations. An 

account of some major conflicts between India and Pakistan has also been 

included in this chapter. Moreover, Track II diplomacy and back channel 

activities of the leaders and officials of both the countries have been given a due 

place in this chapter. The role of SAARC associated agencies and apex bodies in 

the fields of Track II activities have also been discussed to establish a link 

between SAARC and conflict management in the region.  

3.1 Cooperation Versus Hostilities  
 The ninth SAARC Summit, held in 1997 (Maldives) was very historic 

regarding Indo – Pak bilateral relations. Mr. Nawaz Sharif and I.K Gujral met on 

the sidelines of the Summit and decided to resume secretary level talks between 

both the countries. The meeting between both the Premiers was very warm and 

they were successful in breaking the deadlock hanging over for the last few 
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years. The foreign secretaries of India and Pakistan met in Islamabad in June 

1997 and selected eight outstanding issues for discussion. The forthcoming 

foreign secretary level talks and the composite dialogue between the two 

neighbours was considered to be the result of sideline meeting between the two 

Prime Ministers which was facilitated by SAARC process. 

 Tenth SAARC Summit was held in July 1998 (Colombo) in the aftermath 

of nuclear tests of India and Pakistan. These tests drew a lot of global attention 

and the major western countries imposed sanctions on India and Pakistan. The 

informal bilateral meetings between the Prime Ministers of Pakistan and India on 

the sideline of the Summit attained great significance.194 The Colombo Summit 

was also important because it was going to be the first contact between the 

freshly elected Indian Prime Minister of BJP (Bhartiya Janata Party), Mr. Atal 

Behari Vajpayee and Mr. Nawaz Sharif, the Prime Minister of Pakistan. The 

informal discussions at Colombo broke the ice between the two leaders and 

initiated a process that culminated in the bus journey of Lahore in 1999 to give a 

new turn to the peace moves between India and Pakistan. However, such an 

optimistic atmosphere of huge momentum for the SAARC forum tumbled after 

the Kargil episode in 1999 and also a military coup in the same year in Pakistan. 

The time period between 1999 to 2002 did not see any SAARC Summit to be held 

because of India’s refusal to participate in the SAARC process.  

                                                
194 The Nation, February 23, 1999.  
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 India’s decision to keep away from SAARC Summits during this period 

was motivated by three factors. First, Mr. Vajpayee was facing a strong 

opposition at home for sharing a platform with General Musharraf. It was due to 

a strong trust deficit among Indian policy makers towards General Musharaf 

who was considered as the Chief Architect of the Kargil crisis. Secondly, Mr. 

Vajpayee was extremely disappointed with the minus results of his peace move 

at Agra Summit of July 2001 where President Musharraf remained focused on 

the Kashmir issue. Third, Mr. Vajpayee took a firm stand against Pakistan’s 

alleged involvement in an offensive move to attack on Parliament building of 

India in December 2001.195 Later on, India agreed to attend the Summit meeting 

at Katmandu (2002), which is famous for an unexpected move “the handshake” 

extended by Presidnet Musharraf  to Vajpayee. This “handshake” was generally 

perceived as  a peace move between the neighbouring countries. But later on 

India refused to attend the 2003 Summit of Islamabad. The distrust of Indian 

leaders towards Pakistani Military Regime, Pakistan’s efforts to highlight 

Kashmir as the core issue and the refusal from Pakistan to grant most favoured 

nation (MFN) status to India were those main reasons for India’s repeated refusal 

to attend SAARC Summit.196 
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3.2 Conflict and Cooperation among Other Organizations  

 When the cold war came to an end, the New World Order strongly 

advocated the economic cooperation among independent states. It was a 

common notion at that time that increasing economic relations especially 

between the hostile countries would go a long way in building mutual trust and 

paving the way for resolution of controversies and contentious issues. In this 

context, India and Pakistan were influenced and urged by the world community 

to develop and increase cooperation in the social, economic and cultural fields 

and sort out confidence building measures.197 But India’s growing political clout 

in the world is being taken with suspicion by smaller South Asian countries. The 

external players could provide inspirations and useful lesson for cooperation at 

regional level. But they could also execute impediments in the growing process 

of South Asian integration.198 

 Other regions have gradually evolved mutual mechanisms which address 

their security requirements either through direct or an indirect manner. Europe 

has already explored that formula and showed its advantages through the 

creation of North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) alongwith European 

Union (EU). Both the organizations have eliminated any threat of war on crisis 

among the member countries since 1945 and also effectively contained their 

internal dissensions. In the same way, the Association of South East Asian 
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Nations (ASEAN) has remarkably consolidated the regional countries by solving 

the interstate conflicts in the recent past. The enlargement of ASEAN with the 

inclusion of countries like Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam and Myanmar has enhanced 

its status and dialogue relationships with the larger powers of Asia. Another 

regional group, Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) has played a vital role 

in mitigating the chronic rivalries between Russia and China. The multilateral 

organizations of the Caribbean and Latin America are considered weaker, yet 

they have attained marvelous achievements in conflict prevention and 

confidence building in the region. They became explicitly successful in 

eliminating interstate conflicts and the containment of the like in Colombia and 

Haiti.199  

 Regional communities like ASEAN and EU have flourished owing to 

various integrative factors. The concept of ‘Comprehensive Security’ and 

‘Cooperative Security’ were used in ASEAN to frame out basic objectives for the 

forum. These objectives include constructive dialogue and discussion on political 

and security related issues.  

 At the dawn of the new Millennium, the relationship between India and 

Pakistan seemed to be more congenial than it was in the second decade of the 

establishment of SAARC. The underlined fact was that both the countries had 

become nuclear powers and were aware of the horrible consequences of any 
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nuclear war in the region. But even after the SAARC was there as a regional 

forum, there have been ebbs and flows in their interaction due to historical 

misfortunes and the existing contentions which were still requiring permanent 

solutions. It has already been viewed in the past that SAARC has been made 

hostage at times when both the countries were not in good terms. Pakistan 

sought to establish a conducive atmosphere for upcoming of 12th SAARC 

Summit in Islamabad in the first week of January 2004.200 The Summit was 

considered to be ground breaking for two reasons. First on the bilateral front, the 

meeting of the members of South Asian family created a perfect ambience for a 

productive and warm dialogue between President Pervez Musharraf and Prime 

Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee. The two sides unanimously decided to resume 

peace through composite dialogue leading to a smooth settlement of existing 

bilateral issues including the core issue of Jammu and Kashmir, considering the 

satisfaction of both the countries. As far as multilateral front is concerned the 

agreement on SAFTA (South Asian Free Trade Area) and the SAARC Social 

Charter were signed. All heads of the state offered their commitment to 

economic prosperity and regional stability of South Asia.201 It was also 

emphasized, through SAFTA, that the specific needs of the small and least 

developed countries (LDCs) would be given a preferential treatment through 

equal distribution of trade facilities. 
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 The Summit was productive and significant despite the restrictions in 

SAARC Charter about the political or bilateral discussions. The reason behind 

the success of the 12th Summit may be mentioned here that the Summit was 

materialized after a period of tension and both India and Pakistan held 

discussions during their sideline meetings with a resolve to improve the 

prevailing situation in South Asia. The joint statement from both the countries 

was issued on 6th of January, 2004, which focused on the need of normalization of 

mutual relations with the initiation of a composite dialogue on the controversies 

between both the neighbouring countries. The statement also stressed the need of 

establishing mutual trust and greater flexibility.202  

 Both India and Pakistan tried to develop good relations thorugh 

diplomatic measures and CBMs. These renewed links proved beneficial for the 

people on both sides of the borders. A Ceasefire along LOC (Line of Control) 

near Siachen Glacier was unanimously agreed in November 2003. This 

development proved itself as a catalyst to restart and accentuate the process of 

composite dialogue between two hostile countries of South Asia. Moreover the 

opening of five routes for bus service across LOC on November 7, 2005 was a 

remarkable achievement of both the countries in ameliorating the tense 

relationship between both the neighbours. Though these steps brought a lot of 

benefits for the people living in both the parts of disputed valley in social, 
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political and economic sphere yet major threats and challenges were still there to 

be addressed.  

 However, optimistically viewing these developments, one can easily note 

the difference in relations of both the countries before and after the introduction 

of these CBM’s. These steps helped the people on both sides to reunite 

themselves and defuse the tensions between the two countries. As a reverse to 

the past, a very positive element of tolerance was prevailing and there was 

nothing like a wild reaction or sympathy for those elements which put to death a 

state minister of occupied Kashmir among many other people on October 18, 

2005.203 

 The thirteenth SAARC Summit was held in November 2005 in Dhaka, the 

capital of Bangladesh. The reactivation and regularity of SAARC Summits 

provided more chances to the Indian and Pakistani leadership to meet and 

discuss their bilateral issues. Mr. Manmohan Sing (India) and Mr. Shaukat Aziz, 

the Premiers of India and Pakistan, met on the sideline of the Summit and 

exchanged views on the aftermath of the devastating earthquake of October 2005. 

They also talked about the bus service which was started at five points along 

LOC. The Prime Minister Shaukat Aziz also expressed his view that both the 

countries should be persistent in taking up the process of bilateral composite 

dialogue to eliminate the trust deficit between the two countries. He also added 
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that any untoward or problematic event or situation should not shake or 

dismantle that peace process.204 Earlier, while addressing the inaugural session 

of the Summit, Prime Minister Shauakt Aziz said that political disputes and 

bilateral tensions had hampered the smooth sailing of the SAARC process. He 

added that the leaders of South Asia had remained embroiled and focused in 

conflict management, they needed to initiate efforts for conflict resolution.205  

 At the same conference, Afghanistan was admitted as a new member of 

SAARC. India also agreed alongwith other members to grant the status of an 

observer state to China and Japan. Bangladesh and Pakistan supported the 

candidature of China to join SAARC as a member in the past. India was reluctant 

about the future prospects of Chinese membership. Now its willingness for 

China’s observer status was a good sign of improvement of the relations between 

the two huge economics of Asia.206 By the year 2005, SAARC has attracted the 

United Nations for the status of observer and other UN agencies to sign a 

member of MOU for collaboration with SAARC. The SAARC council of 

Ministers, in August 2006, decided to grant observer status to South Korea, 

United States and the European Union.207  

 New Delhi was the next venue for the South Asian leaders to gather at 

Fourteenth SAARC Summit on 3-4 April 2007. Regional cooperation and 
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connectivity was the main theme of that Summit meeting.208 The Prime Minister 

of Pakistan presented a road map with five basic “mile stones” relating to 

developing mutual trust, promoting genuine peace, revitalizing the principle of 

peaceful co-existence, leaving a level playing field for an effective division of 

production and labour and sincere efforts towards building “interdependencies”. 

The road map genuinely had the potential towards exploring the permanent 

solutions to the long lasting problems of the region.209 The SAARC members 

decided to make effective and operationalize SAARC Development Fund (SDF) 

and also set up a SAARC Arbitration Council. They also unanimously agreed on 

the modalities to improve connectivity particularly economic, physical and 

people to people contact.210   

 Dr. Manmohan Singh, the Prime Minister of India announced that India 

was unilaterally liberalizing the visa regime for teachers, students, journalists 

and especially patients from the countries of SAARC region. He hoped that this 

move would be beneficial to enhance the inter-SAARC flow of the people from 

different walks of life. The Prime Ministers of both the neighbouring countries 

held dialogue on the sideline of the summit and concluded agreements on 

number of issues that could help them develop closer relations between both the 

countries. An outstanding incidence could be the decision to “pursue decisively” 

the India-Pakistan-Iran gas pipeline project. But US threat to impose sanctions on 
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Iran has prevented other states from any unilateral or multilateral ties with 

Iran.211 

 The fifteenth Summit of the SAARC heads was held in Colombo (Sri 

Lanka) on 2-3 August 2008. Everyone, in the South Asian region, was anxious for 

positive developments in the sideline meetings of the three most important 

leaders of South Asia i.e. Manmohan Sing, Syed Yusuf Raza Gilani and President 

Hamid Karzai of Afghanistan. The Occasion was expected and marked as 

extremely crucial because all of the three leaders were meeting in the aftermath 

of suicide bombing near the Indian Embassy at Kabul. Despite this unhealthy 

background Mr. Gilani and Dr. Manmohan Sing were unanimous on the need to 

enhance the peace process further. In the words of the Premier of Pakistan, “It is 

for the politicians to remove misunderstandings, it is for them to make bridges 

and not walls”.212 

 The Karzai – Gilani breakfast meeting resulted in certain important steps 

which were direly needed in that situation. The decision was taken to arrange 

meetings between the Foreign Ministers of Afghanistan and Pakistan to prepare 

an atmosphere for a framework to establish close ties and constructive 

engagements between both the neighbours. The Foreign Ministers would also 

develop a strategy for confidence building and evolve a common plan to get 

closer at the political and military level. They also emphasized on the intelligence 
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sharing among Pak-Afghan forces and NATO-ISAF (International Security 

Assistance Force) agencies to remove any misconceptions among the coalition 

partners.  

 The Sixteenth SAARC Summit held in Thimphu (Bhutan) on 28-29 April, 

2010. Both the Premiers of India and Pakistan met on the sideline of the SAARC 

Summit and took a significant step by resuming their frozen bilateral peace 

dialogue unconditionally. Both the leaders declared that their meeting at 

Thimphu was positive and optimistic. They agreed that the Foreign Ministers of 

both the countries would meet in the earliest and draw a road map for the future 

talks. The officials, in their meetings, would frame out the ways and means of 

restoring trust and building confidence in their relationship and pave the way for 

a composite dialogue on the issues of mutual concern.213 

 The meeting between Gilani and Manmohan Singh has yielded such 

results as can be called the softest of breakthroughs.214 This sideline meeting got 

a lot of attention of the people because, prior to the Summit, the relations 

between both the countries were so dismal due to the Mumbai attacks of 

November 2008 that even a slight development towards bilateral relations 

should be appreciated and applauded. Before the Mumbai attacks the process of 

composite dialogue was on the way but with a slight warmth and enthusiasm. 

There were a few agreements and small breakthroughs but not a big 
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achievement in terms of substance. The lack of meaningful results led to the 

overwhelming support among the Indians to come to a complete stoppage of the 

process of bilateral negotiations. The mistake must be avoided, talks must be pin 

pointed and focused with an orientation to the positive results.215 

 Anyhow, it is important that Pakistan and India understand their role in 

making the organization an ineffective body. Initially, both India and Pakistan 

feared that the other would exploit the rest of South Asian countries as a tool to 

meet its own objectives in the complicated situation of South Asia. Fortunately 

that did not work but the mutual frustrations of India and Pakistan posed grave 

and serious threats to the “fits and starts” process of the regional organization. 

Although the sideline discussions of the heads of both India and Pakistan proved 

fruitful in managing the immediate tensions and misgivings yet SAARC needs 

India and Pakistan to keep their relations upto a certain degree of stability.216 

3.3 Bilateral Issues between India and Pakistan  

 The regional quest for friendship and peace in South Asia has been given 

adverse response at time and again by complicated domestic problems, extra 

regional developments and regional issues. Some times great power involvement 

enhanced the complexities of the region rather than sharing any benefits or 

positivity. The conflict between Pakistan and India is no exception. The deep – 

rooted hostility could be observed at the eve of partition in the public addresses 
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and statements of the elites of both Hindus and the Muslims. Prime Minister 

Nehru, while conceding the partition plan, on June 3, 1947, added that they 

would find a United India sooner through the incident of partition.217 In the same 

way, Sardar Vallabhai Patel was convinced that the new born state of Pakistan 

was not to exist and could not last long. He was of the view that the demand for 

Pakistan would prove to be a bitter experience. Pakistan would fall in a short 

span of time. The congress thought that the state of Pakistan was set up in a great 

hurry and confusion. The absence of any stable structure would not help it to 

survive.218 Responding to such provocative statements, Jinnah said that it was 

very unfortunate that a strong propaganda was afoot against Pakistan to brand it 

as a madness and that the partition would be reversed. It was now clear that the 

emergence of Pakistan was well planned, well directed and well – organized, the 

object of all that was to make the new state dysfunctional and paralyzed.219 

 The partition of the subcontinent saw a series of tragic events which were 

a clear evidence of the long lasting and chronic rivalry between the two nations 

(Hindus and Muslim). The horrible and barbaric incidents like the train 

slaughters, rape of the women and the spear tipped bodies of innocent infants 

were enough to show that how much was the level of rage and fury at the time of 

partition.220 Thus, since August 1947 both the states have divergences over 
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various issues in which image and perception have been playing their role in 

shaping the policies on some particular issue.  

3.3.1 Kashmir Issue 

 Kashmir has always been a deciding factor not only in mutual relations 

between India and Pakistan but the cooperation between them at the multilateral 

level as in SAARC, has been seriously affected by the persistent differences over 

the disputed state of Kashmir.221 The problem started when at the time of the 

birth of two states i.e., India and Pakistan and faced with a tribal insurgency in 

Kashmir, the Maharaja acceded the state to India with certain conditions.222 Both 

the countries were entangled in a war over that issue, which ended in fiasco and 

resulted in the establishment of a ceasefire line which was brokered by the 

United Nations. Both the countries agreed that a plebiscite by the people of 

Kashmir would decide their future. New Delhi claims that Kashmir is a non-

negotiable issue because it is considered as an integral part of India. Whereas, 

Islamabad insists that this is an unresolved dispute and must be addressed for 

solution according to the set rules of self – determination or through election or 

plebiscite. The UN Security Council resolutions of 1948-1949 ask for the same 

pattern of solution.223 

 At present, Kashmir exists as a divided state between India and Pakistan. 

About one third of its area is under the control of Pakistan and the rest of area is 
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under Indian control. China is also a party as it had claims over a specific area, 

ceded to Pakistan and then to China. Both the parts of Kashmir are Muslim 

majority areas. The Kashmir issue continues to enhance misgiving between both 

the countries. In the summer of the year 1965, there were some reports (which 

later on proved false) that the Muslim residents of Sri Nagar, in Indian held 

Kashmir, were preparing for an uprising against the Indian rule and they wanted 

help from Pakistan for their success.224 President Ayub Khan, at the urging of Mr. 

Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, the then Foreign Minister of Pakistan, authorized the 

military elite to cross the ceasefire line and invade the areas of Indian occupied 

Kashmir. The reaction of this, was the attack by Indian army at Lahore and 

Sialkot border areas in early September 1965. The war continued for two and a 

half weeks and ceasefire was arranged under United Nations. In January 1966, 

Soviet Prime Minister Kosygin mediated the talks between Indian Prime Minister 

Lal Bahadur Shastri and Ayub Khan in Tashkent. Both the Premiers agreed to 

withdraw their forces from Kashmir and International boundary.225 

 Kashmir also led a limited role in 1971 when Indian forces entered 

Bangladesh to support an insurgency by the angry and frustrated Bengali 

nationals. The ceasefire, occurred in December, covered the borders on both 

Eastern and Western sides. The 1949 ceasefire line was changed to some extent 

by the 1972 (LOC) Line of Control, which is a demarcation between the territories 
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controlled by both the countries. In 1989 some rebel younger Muslims in the 

Indian occupied Kashmir raised demands for the dismissal of the government of 

Farooq Abdullah. The then Prime Minister of India, Mr. V.P Singh did the same 

but the situation could not be kept under control. The number of separatists 

increased from hundreds to thousands. The most popular among them were the 

Hizbul-Mujahideen and JKLF (Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front). Kashmiris 

faced a series of continuous curfew for eight months due to the imposition of 

Martial Law.226 India persistently has accused Pakistan of supporting the 

militants to infiltrate and attack Indian army and other officials. India has also 

deployed seven hundred and fifty thousand troops along the border between 

India and Pakistan to intimidate the later to stop an alleged support to the 

militants. The hesitant attitude demonstrated by most of the developed countries 

has allowed and encouraged India to carry on maintaining its brutal policies in 

Kashmir. From a humanitarian view point, it is the moral duty of the 

international community to make concerted efforts towards improving human 

rights situation in the Indian held Kashmir.227 

 Pakistan considers the Indian occupation of Kashmir as against the wishes 

of the people of Kashmir as they were supposed to join Pakistan. The public 

opinion of Pakistan remains deeply annoyed with the widespread atrocities 
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committed against the innocent Kashmiri people by Indian military and 

paramilitary forces. “The government policy on the Jammu and Kashmir issue 

enjoys national consensus. Pakistan maintains its principled stand in accordance 

with the relevant UN Security Council resolutions that call for a plebiscite under 

UN auspices. It is in keeping with the solemn pledge made to the Kashmiri 

people by Pakistan, India and the International Community”.228 

 Pakistan has welcomed offers of good offices and third-party mediation in 

order to find an early and just solution to the 60-year old Jamu and Kashmir 

dispute. It has encouraged the international community to play an active role 

and facilitate the peaceful settlement of disputes between Pakistan and India. 

While Pakistan is committed to a peaceful settlement of the Jammu and Kashmir 

dispute, adequate measures have been taken to safeguard the country’s 

territorial integrity and national sovereignty.229  

 It is clear that SAARC will need to play a crucial role in providing the 

framework through which the Kashmir conflict can be solved. SAARC is a 

potentially powerful political and trading bloc that is capable of greatly reducing 

nationalistic passions and encouraging cooperation between its member states. 

The Twelfth SAARC Summit at Islamabad has changed the situation. India and 

Pakistan have agreed to discuss the issue bleeding them since their 

independence. President Musharraf’s remarks on initiating a process of debate 
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on options to resolve Kashmir dispute are both timely and challenging. It is a 

question of the future of Muslim inhabitants of the valley. “They are not happy 

with Indian presence in the valley but they do not want to gamble about their 

future with Pakistan”.230 

 Former Foreign Minister Mr. Khurshid Kasuri, while addressing a news 

conference on October 28, 2004 said, “Pakistan wanted a change in the status quo 

in Kashmir and the Line of Control (LOC) would not be accepted as permanent 

border and Islamabad would not accept any solution unless the Kashmiris 

accepted it.231 Pakistan will continue to extend full political, diplomatic and 

moral support to the legitimate Kashmiri struggle for their right to self-

determination as enshrined in the relevant United Nations resolutions.  

 The resolution of Kashmir issue could strengthen the role of SAARC in the 

region as the most important factor hampering SAARC’s progress is the ongoing 

bilateral disputes between different countries. The magnitude of the right of self-

determination to the people of Kashmir is indeed enormous for India as well as 

for the region. On the sideline of SAARC on 21, July 2004, the Foreign Ministers 

of the two countries, discussed fundamental issues, including Kashmir, CBMs 

like the launch of bus services between Srinagar and Muzaffarabad in Azad 

Kashmir and decided to hold substantive talks on the composite dialogue 

process in New Delhi on 5 and 6 September, 2004.232 
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 Pakistan insisted on including peace and security issues in the SAARC 

Charter. It looked as, having taken a step forward the time had arrived to take a 

couple of steps backward in the best diplomatic tradition of the region. Foreign 

minister – level talks revealed no spectacular breakthrough. But there was no 

dramatic setback either. Despite differences over Kashmir, India and Pakistan 

have agreed to go ahead on less contentious areas and hold talks to find peaceful 

settlement for all bilateral issues.233 

3.3.2 Siachen  

 The Siachen Glacier is a seventy seven kilometer long area of the 

Karakorum Range. It traverses the parts of Baltistan which is included in the 

Northern Areas of Pakistan. The Baltit people rebelled against the Raja of 

Kashmir and freed themselves of his yoke in 1947. The area is very hard to access 

and extremely inhospitable that both the countries could not have any regular 

fighting during the three wars on Kashmir.234 An agreement was signed between 

both the countries on 27 July 1949, under the umbrella of United Nations, to stop 

hostilities in the area.  

 Pakistan exercised its control upto Karakorum Pass. The evidences of 

Pakistani control over that region can be verified from the permits to the 

mountain climbing missions which were granted to them by the government of 

Pakistan.235 During the early years of 1980s, India launched a campaign of 

sending its troops to the Siachen area which was an open violation of the Shimla 
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Accords of 1972. In the continuation to this action, India sent a brigade – strength 

force in the glaciated area in 1984 with an objective to capture some of it. As a 

response, Pakistan sent a contingent which prevented further advance of the 

Indian forces. Since then both the countries disputed the demarcation and fought 

intermittent skirmishes and lost hundreds of military men to frostbite in that 

highest battlefield of the world. 

3.3.3 Water Disputes 

 The dispute emerged during the year 1985 when India announced the 

plan for the construction of a barrage on Jhelum River. Pakistan expressed its 

apprehensions that the proposed barrage would give India the capacity to store 

water against the spirit of Indus water treaty of 1960. India continued to insist 

that the barrage would be a hydro-electric power generation project and that the 

water flow down the stream would not be disturbed. Dialogue between India 

and Pakistan occurred during 1987 to 1992. The eight rounds of negotiations 

brought out an agreement that allowed India to carry on the project but with 

certain conditions relating to the capacity of storage and the amount of water to 

be released.236 But the problem lost its urgency when India suspended the 

implementation of the project due to an uprising in Kashmir.237  

 Another water dispute arose when India took the decision to build 

hydropower project on the River Chenab at Baglihar upstream which was an 
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outlet of the Salal dam. The project was having some hidden consequences for 

Pakistan as it could stop the water for twenty eight days during the crucial wheat 

growing season or open the gates of water tunnels to inundate the cultivable 

land in Pakistan. The matter was discussed by the Indus commissioners from 

2001-2004 but could not reach in compromise. Then the issue was taken to the 

level of secretaries from both sides but the ice could not melt. Pakistan, 

afterwards, requested the World Bank for a neutral expert. The World Bank 

responded to the request and nominated the expert in the Month of July 2005. 

3.3.4 Sir Creeck   

 The dispute over 38 kilometer estuary in the Rann of Kutch remained 

unresolved since 1969 when arbitration tribunal settled the main dispute of 

boundary between Indian Gujrat and Sind province of Pakistan. Owing to 

periodic changes in the tidal channels in that area, the border between India and 

Pakistan has been liquefied. Both the parties failed to reach any agreement which 

caused a great harm to them as the maritime boundary was necessary to exploit 

the economic resources from the continental shelves under the Law of the Sea.238 

 Pakistan sought discussions to resolve the issue, but India delayed and 

said that it will first complete the survey of the area. The surveyors general of 

India and Pakistan met in May 1989 and no agreement could be reached as India 

denied accepting 1914 resolution map. The stalemate is still there to aggravate 

the sufferings of poor fishermen of both the countries. In 2003, India attacked 
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and downed an unarmed aircraft of Pakistan Navy, killing the crew and the 

passengers.239 

3.4 Nuclear Deterrence 

 The nuclear tussle in South Asia began when India detonated its first 

nuclear weapons for test purposes in 1974. The explosions disturbed the balance 

of security in South Asia. India tried to convince Pakistan about the peaceful 

nature of the tests but Pakistan remained understandably skeptical.240 In fact, 

Indian military and political elites developed the nuclear programme with a 

strong belief that nuclear capability would enhance India’s “respectability” 

among the world community. But Pakistan’s military establishment and political 

parties along with religious groups compelled the government to embark on a 

nuclear programme to gain prestige in the world. There was a unified approach 

that the possession of atomic bombs could neutralize, India’s superiority in 

conventional weapons.241 Pakistan might have reconciled itself to the loss of 

Kashmir, but it was unwilling to be an Indian satellite and therefore struggled to 

acquire nuclear capability.242 

 Both India and Pakistan tested their nuclear devices in May 1998. This 

overt nuclearization of both the countries brought the power structure of South 
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Asia upto an optimum balance. But afterwards, in spite of nuclear deterrence, 

both the neighbours came very close to a nuclear war during the Kargil crisis 

(1999) and military standoff in 2001-2002. These tests transformed the strategic 

canvas of the South Asian region. The sub-continent has emerged as a zone of 

danger and disaster. The biggest threat in the new situation is the uncertainty 

that how much safe and secure are the arsenals against accidental and 

unauthorized use. Recent estimates show that with the existing capability of 

India and Pakistan, even in a limited nuclear exchange, more than hundred 

million people will die and other hundreds of millions would suffer radiation 

related maladies.243 

3.5 Conflict Management: The Role of Confidence Building 

Measures through Composite Dialogue  

 Pakistan and India often have been conducting bilateral negotiations to 

normalize the relations and find solutions for outstanding disputes including the 

core issue of Jammu and Kashmir under a composite dialogue process. The 

origin of composite dialogue dates back to nuclearization phase of South Asia. A 

dialogue with selected eight issues was unanimously agreed in June 1997 but 

formal talks began after the nuclear tests in May 1998.244 Another sideline 

meeting between both the premiers was held during the Annual General 

Assembly session of the United Nations in September 1998. The process allowed 
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both the countries to claim that India and Pakistan were responding to the 

demands of International Relationships in South Asia more specifically due to its 

nuclearization in 1998. Washington feared that the existing tensions in South 

Asia might turn it to a nuclear flashpoint and the conflicts might force the two 

nuclear powers to use their nuclear weapons against each other. So it was quite 

agreeable to embark on a process of mutual discussions to sort out confidence 

building measures for the ultimate peace and prosperity of South Asia. 

3.6 Aftermath of Kargil and Agra  

 The initial attempts at the dialogue process failed under the impact of 1999 

Kargil war. At that time any other possibility for a composite dialogue seemed 

dismal because the Nawaz Sharif’s government was toppled down in Pakistan 

by a military action and General Pervez Musharraf, the new leader of Pakistan 

expressed his disliking for the Lahore Summit245 of February 1999 for “allowing 

India” to carry on its violence in Kashmir. Yet in such tense atmosphere of the 

region, General Musharraf and Vajpayee met in Agra in the month of July 2001, 

but the Summit failed due to the adamant attitude of both sides.246 The situation 

worsened further when some terrorists attacked the Indian parliament on 

December 13, 2001. The Indians held Pakistan responsible for that action. That 
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event alongwith the events of 9/11 in USA culminated in the restructuring of 

international politics in South Asia. The Taliban, who were once the friends of 

USA were now its enemy? The political scale seemed to be going against 

Pakistan and India’s favour. Tensions were heightened throughout the year 2002 

as the two armies were alert at the borders after their deployment in the wake of 

an attack on the Indian parliament. 

3.7 Vajpayee’s Initiative  

 In April 2003, Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee made a 

statement in Srinagar and offered to resume bilateral talks with Pakistan with an 

agenda to find a humanitarian solution to the Kashmir issue. There was a 

positive and spontaneous response from Pakistani side, the Prime Minister Mir 

Zafarullah Khan Jamali welcomed the statement and offered to hold talks with 

India without any preconditions. President Musharraf also followed the suit and 

expressed some feelings of enhancing cooperative measures between the two 

countries.247 Prior to the Islamabad SAARC Summit of 2004, both the countries 

reached a number of agreements like restoration of flight routes over the Indian 

air space and other communications which were unilaterally cut off by India 

after the December 13 incidents of the parliament. The most significant 

development in the process was the ceasefire agreement along LOC in November 

2003. This agreement brought a great relief for the people living on both sides of 
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the line of control. Before the agreement the Kashmiri people suffered a lot of 

hazards and casualties due to the exchange of heavy artillery and crossfire of 

light weapons. This ceasefire agreement was perhaps a precious gift by the two 

governments to their people at the eve of Eid-ul-Fitr 2003.248 

 In January 2004, the Indian Prime Minister came to Pakistan to attend 

Islamabad SAARC Summit. During that time he held meetings with the 

president and the Prime Minister on the sideline of the Summit. January 6, was 

the day when a joint statement of the Prime Minister Vajpayee and the President 

Musharraf came out with a resolve to resume the bilateral talks between India 

and Pakistan on all outstanding issues and disputes including Kashmir. Guided 

by the joint statement, the foreign secretaries of India and Pakistan chose 

February 18, 2004 to meet and discuss the ways and means to carry out bilateral 

talks on all agreed subjects. The foreign secretaries also decided that the dialogue 

would be initiated in May – June 2004 and concluded in August of the same year. 

3.8 Manmohan Singh and the Peace Process 

 In May 2004, there occurred a major political change in India with the 

formation of new government after the democratic elections under the 

premiership of Dr. Manmohan Sing. In his first press conference, after assuming 

the charge as Prime Minister, Dr. Manmohan Singh declared on 21 May 2004 that 

India wanted friendly relations with the neighbours, especially with Pakistan.249 
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He also said that his government would give a great priority to have persistent 

dialogue process between both the countries. But at the same time, there were 

also some contradictory statements by Mr. Natwar Sing, the new Minister for 

Foreign Affairs, about the Shimla Accord of 1972 to be preferred over Islamabad 

declaration of 2004. He called the Shimla Accord as the “bedrock” of Pakistan 

India relations and emphasized on using the pattern of Indo-China relations in 

India – Pakistan bilateral talks. There was an aggressive and swift response from 

Pakistan but after all India finalized the dates for the resumption of the 

composite dialogue process on June 1, 2004.250 

 Both the countries completed four rounds of bilateral talks during 2004-

2007. The bilateral exchange of views and grievances undoubtedly brought a 

significant improvement of relations between the two neighbours. Here the 

importance of the 12th SAARC Summit appears conspicuous which brought both 

the hostile countries on a table and helped them diffuse their longstanding 

misunderstandings and resentments. The very SAARC Summit opened new 

vistas for broader cooperative mechanism with a policy of accommodation for a 

healthy and peaceful environment in South Asia. Before the resumption of the 

peace process the relations of both the countries were marked by the highest 

degree of tension, which could even trigger an armed clash in South Asia.251 

There is a considerable improvement and progress on the front of confidence 

building measures, including nuclear CBMs. The landmarks on CBM’s front are 

as under:  
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1. Agreement on risk reduction in nuclear field and early warning and 

information about missile tests.  

2. Launching a bus service between Lahore and Amritsar and Nankana 

Sahib – Amritsar.  

3. An increase in the frequency of bus service between Lahore and Delhi.  

4. Opening a train service between Munabao and Khokrapar.  

5. Steps to increase number of flights between Delhi and Lahore.  

6. Steps to open terminals for loading and uploading the goods from 

transport trucks on both sides of Wagah border at special points.  

7. Provision of facilities in Visa process for journalist and businessmen.  

8. Agreement to exchange fishermen prisoners.  

9. An incremental increase regarding the number of tradable items between 

the two countries.  

10. Special permission for senior citizens for crossing the border at Wagha on 

foot.252 

 Apart from these CBMs, there are also a number of Kashmir specific 

measures which are being implemented by both the countries, which include: 

1. A bus service from Muzaffarabad to Srinagar.  

2. Bus service from Poonch to Rawalakot.  

3. Agreement to launch truck service to facilitate both the parts of Kashmir.  
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4. Agreement of open five entry points connecting both the parts of Kashmir 

on LOC to facilitate the divided families in making connections with one 

another.  

5. An agreement to initiate trade activities between the divided Kashmir.  

 Although both the countries were satisfied with the progress of the peace 

process to some extent, there were certain vulnerabilities which could hamper 

the going pace of the process. The terrorist attacks of July 2006 on Mumbai 

suburban train posed serious threats to the process. Reacting to the event, Mr. V. 

K. Duggal, the Home Secretary of India, said that the blasts were a cowardly act 

of the terrorists to disrupt and derail the peace process between India and 

Pakistan. Yet he made it clear that the peace process would persist and any such 

activity could not slow down its progress.253 However, Manmohan Singh reacted 

strongly and declared that the peace process would not move forward until 

Pakistan would have started a crackdown on terrorists who have taken refuge on 

Pakistani soil. The Prime Minister further said that Pakistan had given the 

assurance that its territory would not be used for anti-Indian activities. So the 

promise must be fulfilled for the continuation of the peace process.254 

 Pakistan – India bilateral talks were also under great stress after India 

blamed Pakistan of having backed the Taliban to attack Indian embassy in the 

Afghan capital, Kabul on 7 July, 2008. The incident occurred at the time when 
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both the countries were preparing for the fifth round of the composite dialogue. 

The Indian Foreign Secretary, Shiv Shankar Menon, after a meeting with his 

counterpart Salman Bashir on July 21, 2008 said that the initial investigation into 

the Kabul embassy incident revealed that the terrorist elements in Pakistan were 

involved in that incident. He further said that the dialogue process was under 

stress and it would certainly affect the relationship between both the countries. 

Yet he finally declared that apart from India’s reservations about the course of 

events, the dialogue process would continue.255  

 The dialogue in the fifth round was declared by India as useful and 

forward-looking for more confidence building measures in the future. During the 

dialogue both the countries agreed to enhance people to people contact, easing 

visa procedure and an increase in the frequency of bus service from fortnightly to 

weekly basis across LOC. Pakistan endorsed the Indian perspective about the 

usefulness of the peace process and its continuation for the ultimate peace and 

security of South Asia and for the welfare and prosperity of the people of two 

countries. But Pakistan considered the pace and the direction of the peace 

process as unsatisfactory. According to Pakistani perception, the CBM approach 

should be compatible with the efforts towards conflict resolution. Pakistan views 

that the CBMs are not an end but a way and means towards the logical end i.e., 

the resolution of contentions and disputes between both the countries. From 
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Pakistani perspective, the absence of determination and will for conflict 

resolution is great set back and failure of mutual dialogue process.  

3.9 Mumbai Terrorist Attacks  

 The bilateral links and the peace process between India and Pakistan 

received a severe jolt by the terrorist attacks in Mumbai in 2008. The peace 

process, already under stress due to Kabul embassy attack, was postponed by the 

Indian government. Parnab Mukherji, the then Foreign Minister of India stated 

that the talks between the two countries could not be in continuation under the 

prevailing circumstances. India also cancelled the already scheduled visit of the 

cricket team. The Indian media also turned hostile to Pakistan and demanded an 

immediate termination of bilateral talks with Pakistan.256 There appeared a same 

reaction from Pakistani media. The situation got tensed with the orders from 

both the government to their armies for a red alert.  

 However, the temperature was normalized slowly and gradually. Prime 

Minister Manmohan Sing, in a public meeting in Indian Kashmir, said that India 

always wanted friendly relations with Pakistan but this gesture of peace must 

not be taken as their weakness.257 There came a variety of proposal and steps 

from Pakistan to defuse the existing tense situation. In early December, Pakistan 

proposed a high level commission to be constituted with National Security 

Advisors from both the countries as its members. Pakistan also emphasized on 
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the need of continuous connectivity between the leadership of both the countries 

and also offered to send its foreign minister to India with a delegation.258  

 The peace process between India and Pakistan has many failures and it 

could not meet the set goals and challenges faced by the South Asian region. But 

in spite of all its drawbacks, both the countries recognized its usefulness and 

beneficial results otherwise. Its greatest success lies in the fact that despite so 

many setback and severe jolts, it survived with few internals. It was made 

possible due to the flexibility and patience of both the stakeholders. Although 

India is adamant regarding any change in the LOC yet it recognized the 

sensitivity of the issue and believes that the dispute needs a permanent solution. 

Similarly Pakistan has also deviated from the past stance of “Kashmir first” and 

seems to have reasoned with the Indian approach of step by step movement 

towards resolving the complex and longstanding issue of Kashmir.  

3.10 Track II: Diplomacy and Conflict Management in South Asia  

The term Track II diplomacy was first created by Joseph Montville, a U.S 

diplomat to make a difference between Track I diplomacy which is purely an 

official channel. The supporters and practitioners of Track II believe that this 

channel is a serious technique for conflict management and a tool to pave the 

way for official dialogue. “Track II is unofficial contact and interaction aimed at 

resolving conflicts,” writes, John Mc Donald, Chairman of the Institute of Multi-

Track Diplomacy in Washington DC.259 
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Track II is entirely a non-official channel and serves as a useful source for 

discussion and communication. Track II goes a long way in ameliorating a 

tension-ridden environment and tries to reach a certain degree of understanding 

and trust. Participants in Track II channels are mostly retired officials and had 

served on prestigious positions in their respective governments. They have all 

the knowledge and information about the parameters of the official policies of 

their governments in connection with the issues, conflicts and disputes. They 

also have the access to the officials of significant government departments and 

ministries.260 According to A.G. Noorani, Track II may also be perceived as 

informal and unofficial activities between members of adversary groups with a 

objective to formulate strategies, influence public opinion and channelize human 

and material resources to resolve the disputes and conflicts.261  

In this age of diplomacy a large number of conflict resolution practitioners 

are doing their best to attain peace and harmony in the society. Every individual 

or organization offers diversified methodology, conceptual context and general 

approach. Whatever the way and means are taken for Track II, it should 

definitely promote dialogue and CBMs. It must formulate a set of principles for 

future compromises having the characteristics of being practicable and 

realistic.262 Initially, during the formative phase, Track II focused those 

professionals who were expert in the field of conflict resolution. But later on, it 
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included a number of non professionals of high reasoning and excellent 

analytical capabilities. The participants of Track II process are well aware of the 

limits and boundaries of their sphere of action. Their role, mainly, is to facilitate 

the work and functioning of the policy makers by widening their vision with 

new options on the conflicts and issues. They do not seek publicity and remain 

behind the scene by avoiding the electronic and print media. They do not issue 

press statement but are well-connected to their respective governments.  

3.10.1  Other Related Terms 

 It would be essential and useful to differentiate between some other 

channels of diplomacy.  

3.10.2  Back Channel  

 It may be defined as an official diplomatic channel which is composed of 

quite a limited number of envoys just one or two from each side to negotiate and 

facilitate the resolution of complicated issues and conflicts. The Oslo process  

between Palestine and Israel is a well suited example of back channel diplomacy. 

In the same way, a back channel was initiated between India and Pakistan as a 

result of the Lahore Summit in February 1999. The back channel diplomats enjoy 

complete trust of their respective governments.263 

3.10.3  Track III  

 This track covers mainly people to people interaction. Persons from 

various social groups and different walk of life meet time to time to create a 
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healthy atmosphere of friendship and understanding. People belonging to 

specific disciplines such as intellectuals, artists, media, judiciary and lawyers, 

women organizations, politicians and others exchange visits and ideas of peace, 

harmony and friendship. Contrary to Track II, the Track III visits are well-

publicized, which goes a long way in helping to widen support and 

participation.264 They raise fundamentally important issues to forge new 

solidarities and promote international collaboration regardless of the state 

policies.  

3.11  Track II and Track III in South Asia  

 The intelligentsia in South Asia is also showing its activity in this process 

and non-official discussions. As the governments of South Asia kept on moving 

towards enmity, there was an ever pressing need for non-official or Track II 

contacts. Thus in October 1991, the process of Track II was initiated to overcome 

the ongoing intensity of misunderstanding and promote the favourable 

atmosphere for mutual cooperation. According to Sundeep Waslekar, the United 

States and its associated private institutions played an important role to 

introduce various CBMs and Track II projects. United States was interested in 

minimizing the nuclear competition between the two countries and also wanted 

that their rivalry should not jeopardize the NPT regime efforts.265 The US 

Information Agency (USIS) started a visitor program in 1991 for the South Asian 
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scholars and researchers to visit US research centres. US also launched a number 

of world net dialogues between the experts from India and Pakistan.  

3.11.1  Neemrana Initiative  

 The most ambitious and successful effort by USIS was the Neemrana 

process. Select journalists, retired military officials and businessmen from India 

and Pakistan held their first meeting in a small village, Neemrana, in 

Rajasthan.266 The issues of conventional arms race, nuclear proliferation, 

economic relations and Kashmir were the main focus of their discussion over a 

long period of time. Ten participants from each side have been attending the 

dialogue alternately in India and Pakistan twice in a year. The USIS, initially, 

provided the financial support to the process but later on the Ford Foundation 

took over the responsibility till 1997.  

 The Neemrana dialogue followed the Helsinki approach, sorting out the 

issues and discussing them in a manner charterized with continuity and 

integrity. There was also an adequate representation of the Kashmiris with a 

view to resolve that longstanding issue.  

3.11.2  Pakistan India People’s Forum for Peace and Democracy (PIPFDP)  

  Apart from foreign funded programs, various local peace initiatives were 

also taken up by the civil society. The (PIPFDP) was launched on September 2, 

1994 at Lahore. The participants of that process were distinguished 
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environmentalists, artists and human right activists who strongly felt that both 

the countries should initiate a dialogue process. Resultantly, citizen of both the 

countries held two discussions, first in Lahore in September, 1994 and second in 

Delhi in November, 1995. The discussions culminated in the formation of the 

People’s Forum.267 

3.11.3  Coalition for Action on South Asian Cooperation (CASAC)  

 CASAC was founded in December 1994 as an independent public 

network of South Asian policy makers. The main focus of its activities is the 

promotion of regional cooperation in South Asia. It has held its two international 

conferences in Kathmandu in 1994 and 1999. In 2000, CASAC established a 

citizen’s commission for South Asia in order to mobilize all the corners of civil 

society. The focus of the participants was to help their respective governments to 

speed up the process of regional integration. This commission was also acting as 

a watching mechanism to keep the activities of the “SAARC vision beyond 2000” 

under continuous review.268 

3.12  SAARC and Track II Diplomacy  

 For the last twenty years, there is a rapid growth of SAARC apex bodies 

which have the expertise in different specific fields. Most important of those 

bodies are: SAARC Chamber of Commerce and Industry (SCCI), South Asia Free 

Media Association (SAFMA), SAARC Law, Foundation of SAARC writers and 
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Literatures (FOSWAL) and South Asian Federation of Accounts (SAFA). The 

nature of their working is autonomous and some of these bodies are also funded 

by the SAARC Secretariat and they work for the official SAARC process.269 

 At the regional level, the SAARC Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

(SCCI) was established in 1989 and took up the task to bring about greater 

cooperation in the field of economic integration in South Asia. The ultimate 

objective of the Chamber was to establish a SAARC Union on the same footing of 

EU (European Union). The Foundation of SAARC Writers and Literature 

(FOSWAL) came into being in 2002 and in 2007 it became a SAARC apex body to 

represent cultural aspect of the society. A large number of writers, scholars, 

poets, intellectual, diplomats and academics got together and formed a fraternity 

of their own to forge regional integration and identity. It has launched a 

quarterly SAARC journal of unique ideas in the field of literature and art with 

the title “Beyond Borders”. The South Asian Free Media Association (SAFMA) 

hosts a portal South Asia Media Net which is a comprehensive website and 

provides in depth news coverage from inside the region. SAFMA holds 

seminars, conferences and summits regularly and has established a think tank, 

namely South Asian Policy Analysis Network (SAPANA). This think tank devise 

its thoughts in such a way which can be useful in resolving the conflicts in South 
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Asia.270 Another SAARC apex body, SAARC Association of Speakers and 

Parliamentarians holds a conference every year for speakers and members of 

parliament from across the South Asian region. It provides an opportunity to the 

politicians to meet and interact informally and exchange their views in a manner 

that could help them to devise techniques for conflict management and conflict 

resolution in the region.  

3.12.1  Critical Evaluation of Track II 

 Track II participants of civil society have been successful largely in 

protecting opinions for social groups, and networks. They have undoubtedly, 

strengthened their position in the past two decades. There is a dynamic 

community of NGOs, activist groups and private organization which have done 

a lot for the millions of people in the region. The private sector has contributed a 

powerful stimulus to accelerate and enhance the process of regional economic 

integration. The Coalition for Action on South Asian Cooperation (CASAC), has 

been influential in combining Track I and Track II by including ministers, the 

former Secretary Generals of SAARC and the directors of various ministries for 

policy formation, implementation and recommendation of reforms in the 

structure of SAARC.271 Think Tanks and scholars from other regions including 

European Union and Association of South East Asian Nations were welcomed to 

share their experiences for the well-being of the people of South Asia.  
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 Critics, however, argue that civil society could not produce any significant 

breakthroughs on contentious regional issues nor it had any visible effect on 

governmental thinking and perception. “The fault may lie not so much in the 

concept of unofficial exchanges but in the nature of forums and the types of 

people involved”.272 A.G. Noorani says that “Track II would be sterile if it did 

not address the concerns of the state and formulate solutions, which try to meet 

them”.273 The Track II can be useful to create atmosphere of good will but it is not 

an alternative for the official diplomacy because the private moves do not bear 

the mandate to represent government authority. Pakistan and India relations are 

so complicated that there always remains a doubt and unpredictability between 

the two governments. But in the days of crisis, the Track II diplomacy remained 

the only ray of hope.  

 This Chapter is an attempt to interlink the sideline diplomacy of the 

SAARC Summits with the initiation and progress of the composite dialogue 

process between India and Pakistan. The informal meetings of the leaders of both 

the countries successfully helped them out of certain crises situation and in 

mitigating the sentiments of hostility between the two nations. The formal 

mechanism for conflict management in other regional organizations like EU and 

ASEAN has been described with a view to evolve a conflict resolution 

arrangement at the forum of SAARC. The success story of ASEAN and European 
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Union is a motive force for other organization to keep the wheal of progress 

moving by solving their mutual differences through a set method of conflict 

resolution. If the SAARC countries show courage to include political issues in the 

SAARC process, they will ultimately find a way to evolve a mechanism of the 

same pattern as that of European Union and ASEAN. When the political issues 

and irritants between the countries of South Asia will be solved, there would be a 

rapid growth in the field of economic and trade activities. Peace will be achieved 

ultimately and progress and peace will reciprocate each other in the years to 

come. The role of Track II diplomacy to forge peace and amity in the region has 

been proved at the end. The Track II and Track III initiative may be helpful in 

formulating a mechanism for conflict resolution at the SAARC forum.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES UNDER SAARC 

 
 This chapter deals with the development activities of the SAARC with an 

objective to enhance economic and social sector reforms in all the countries of 

South Asia. The economic interest of the regional power helps them come close 

together and uphold the high ideals of peace, stability and good neighbourly 

relations. The conclusion of the agreement on South Asia Free Trade Area 

(SAFTA) at the 12th SAARC summit in Islamabad was a welcome development. 

This chapter also describes the role of regional trade agreements (RTAs) in 

managing the conflicts of the region like South Asia. Such agreements can 

provide a forum to hold discussions and negotiations for the purpose of easing 

tensions between the member countries. The chapter will also discuss the role of 

observer states in the SAARC forum for its enhanced efficiency and progressive 

approach in various fields of life.  

4.1 Integrated Programme of Action (IPA) 

 The IPA is a key component of the SAARC process and includes a number 

of important areas of cooperation. Technical committees numbering eleven at 

present have been designated to coordinate work in the identified areas of 

cooperation.  
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 In response to the emphasis given by successive governments on the need 

to further consolidate and streamline IPA and to make it more result oriented, a 

comprehensive set of guidelines and procedures was adopted in 1992 for the 

rationalization of SAARC activities. There is now a greater focus on activities that 

would bring tangible benefits to the people of South Asia.  

 The standing committee has also taken the initiative to review the 

institutional mechanism and activities of the association, including the 

evaluation of the functioning of the technical committees. In this context the 

independent expert group set up by the Secretary General has recently 

undertaken an extensive review of the functioning of IPA and come up with 

important recommendations presently under consideration of the member 

states.274 

 The highlights of the activities of the areas concerned by the IPA under 

each technical committee are as follows:  

4.1.1 Agriculture  

 The first meeting of technical committee was held in 1983. Subsequently 

forestry was also included in the work of the committee. It was instrumental in 

the setting up of SAARC Agriculture Information Centre (SAIC) at Dhaka in 

1988. Under the work of this technical committee, member states have been 

exchanging germ-plasm, Breeding Materials on Livestock and Fishery in 
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accordance with the quarantine regulations in force in their respective 

countries.275 Rice and wheat – breading programmes for enhancing productivity 

have been conducted while multi-location trials for various crops are being 

undertaken.  

 The committee also initiated thematic discussion on one important 

agricultural topic annually. During the same meeting, the member countries had 

extensive discussions on the theme SAARC Agricultural perspective to the year 

2020. In the light of the discussions on the occasion, the committee recommended 

that the member countries should step up efforts to strengthen regional 

cooperation as part of a comprehensive strategy to address the main challenges 

facing the agriculture sector in the SAARC region.  

4.1.2 Communication  

 Technical Committee (TC) on postal services and telecommunications 

were established in 1983. Both were amalgamated into a single TC on 

communication with effect from 1993.276 Training programmes were held for first 

and middle level officers and for trainers as well as in philately, International 

Postal Services, International Mail Accounting and Routing, Postal Management 

Services and Post Office Saving Banks. Seminars and workshops were organized 

on postal operation and future challenges.  

                                                
275 Yudhihtar Kahal, SAARC Through the New Millennium, (New Delhi: Anmol Publications, 2003), 22. 
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 Since 1985, letter writing competitions have been held annually. Studies 

had been undertaken on productivity measurement techniques applied in postal 

operations.277 Further studies are underway in various fields such as: Electronic 

Tracking and Tracing for EMS; introduction of a professional postal management 

course leading to diploma, setting up of a regional R&D Centre, and revision of 

accounting rates among SAARC countries.  

 The need for better and cheaper telecom links between SAARC countries 

was recognized by the council of ministers and it discussed at its 17th session 

(December 1996), several possibilities including a SAARC satellite, updating, 

expansion, and harmonization of telecom hardware in the region. A big level 

expert group on telecommunication has been set up by the Secretary – General to 

address these issues as well as to examine the possibility of bringing 

telecommunications tariffs between SAARC countries as close to domestic rate as 

possible. The SAARC communication ministers also met for the first time in 

Colombo in May, 1998.278  

4.1.3 Social Development  

 Under the reconstituted SIPA, the technical committee on social 

development took up the work of the two erstwhile technical committees, 

namely Health, population activities and child welfare and women in 

development. In addition, broader issues relating to drug de-addiction, 
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rehabilitation of drug addicts are also addressed by the social development 

committee. The committee held its first meeting in 2002 in Kathmandu under the 

chairmanship of Maldives. During its meeting the committee considered the 

decisions of the Eleventh Summit in the social sector with regard to  

a) Convention on regional arrangements for the promotion of child welfare 

in South Asia.  

b) Convention on preventing and combating trafficking in women and 

children for prostitution.  

c) Formation of an autonomous advocacy group of prominent women 

personalities and  

d) Formation of a task force to review status of implementation of past 

decisions in the social sector and to suggest guidelines for their effective 

implementation.279 

4.1.4 Environment, Meteorology and Forestry  

 Environment has remained as an important agenda in the SAARC process 

since 1987. The technical committees on environment and on meteorology were 

merged with a single committee. This committee was also charged with the 

additional subject of forestry and has held various meetings under the 

chairmanship of Bhutan.  
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 Earlier, the technical committee on meteorology initiated the practice of 

awarding annual regional awards to young scientists or a group of scientists for 

their contribution in the field of meteorology. Another award has also been 

introduced since 1995 to senior scientists. This practice has been continuing even 

after the merger of meteorology into the technical committee on environment, 

meteorology and forestry. A number of seminars and workshops have been 

organized in areas such as joint inter-comparison of Barometers, meteorological 

instruments, agricultural meteorology, numerical weather prediction, crop-

weather relationship and crop-yield forecast, long range weather forecasting, 

radar meteorology etc. Training programmes have been conducted on 

meteorological communications, management and establishment of national 

centres, monsoon forecasting etc.280  

 An annual regional award is given to a young scientist or a group of 

scientist for a research paper on meteorological topics. Another award has been 

introduced since 1995 for senior scientists to encourage research work in the field 

of meteorology. The committee has also addressed issues relating to the work of 

the SAARC meteorological Research Centre (SMRC) established in Dhaka.  

4.1.5 Health, Population Activities & Child Welfare  

 The first meeting of the Technical committee was held in 1984 and since 

then various meetings have been held so far. The primary focus of the committee 
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has been children, population welfare and policy, maternal and child health, 

primary health care, disabled and handicapped persons, control and eradication 

of major diseases in the region such as malaria, leprosy, tuberculosis, diarrhea, 

rabies, AIDS, and iodine deficiency disorder.281  

 The SAARC member states have taken a number of initiatives to address 

several key issues relating to population control, serious problems in the area of 

health care and disease control. Discussions on healthy issue have given 

importance to the need for strengthening efforts to control problems posed by 

the resurgence of communicable diseases such as malaria, TB, water born 

diseases and the emergence of AIDS as major health hazards. Member states 

have also identified centres such as the National Institute of Communicable 

Diseases, New Delhi and the National Institute of Malaria Training and 

Research, Lahore to act as focal points on different diseases.  

 The momentum generated during the first SAARC ministerial conference 

on children has contributed in a major way to convening of the world summit on 

children held in New York in September 1990. Among others, a Ministerial 

conference on women and family health was held in Kathmandu in 1993 and a 

Ministerial meeting on disabled persons in Islamabad in 1993.  

 The ninth summit has given a further impetus to cooperation among the 

member states in tackling the important issues relating to women and children. 
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Among many others, they resolved to implement appropriate policies at the 

national level to achieve the targets and objectives set out in the Rawalpindi 

Resolution adopted at the end of the Third SAARC ministerial conference on 

children of South Asia. They expressed the need to formulate a convention on 

regional arrangements on the promotion of child welfare in South Asia.  

4.1.6 Prevention of Drug Trafficking and Drug Abuse  

 The committee was established in 1987 and it has implemented a number 

of programmes in law enforcement, prevention, treatment and rehabilitation as 

essential elements of a coordinated regional strategy in competing drug 

trafficking and drug abuse. It contributed significantly towards the finalization of 

the SAARC convention on Narcotic Drugs on Psychotropic substances in 

November 1990.282 The SAARC Drug Offences Monitoring Desk (SDOMD) has 

been established in Colombo to analyze and disseminate information on drug 

offences. A directory of NGOs and other organization have been compiled in 

order to promote greater interaction among them. The establishment of working 

relation between SAARC and the Colombo Plan Bureau were approved by the 

Standing Committee. This will promote and encourage cooperation among 

NGO’s in SAARC countries. Efforts have been directed at promoting SAARC 

member states’ accession to the relevant UN conventions. A memorandum of 

understanding for cooperation between SAARC and the United Nations 

International Drug Control Programme (UNDCP) has also been signed.  
                                                
282 Pakistan Times, Lahore, December, 24, 1990.  
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4.1.7 Rural Development  

Rural development is one of the five original areas identified for 

cooperation under the IPA. The first meeting of the committee was held in 1984. 

The activities of the committee include exchange of information and literature 

among member states on issues relating to rural development, preparation of 

research studies on selected topics, compilation of lists of experts, training 

institutes and institutes involved in transfer of appropriate technology in 

member states with a view to exchanging expertise and sharing training facilities 

within the region.  

The committee has identified a set of priorities on which activities would 

be carried out. These priority areas focus on income and employment generation 

on a sustained basis; creation of assets and enhancing availability of credit access 

to the same by the rural poor; human resource development in the rural areas, 

development and maintenance of rural infrastructure; mobilization of resources 

for rural development etc. Several concrete steps have been taken to prioritize 

the activities of the TC on rural development and during its Fifteenth Meeting in 

Colombo in November 1996 and elven point priority list has been drawn upto 

facilitate promotion of cooperation among the member countries.  

4.1.8 Science and Technology  

This committee was established in 1983 and it has undertaken a wide 

variety of programmes which include short – term activities such as seminars, 
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workshops and meetings of experts, training programmes, and joint research 

projects, preparation of state of the Art reports and compilation of directories.  

A large number of meetings and workshops have been conducted on the 

areas like. Post Harvest and Food Technology renewable energy resources, 

pesticides, instrumentation, maintenance and calibration, cultivation and 

processing of medicines, low cost housing technology, diffusion in rural areas, 

recycling of waste water and development of technology for pollution control, 

biological control of plant pests, energy modeling techniques, solar thermal 

technology, short term causes on technology assessment, ore beneficiation. In 

addition, joint research project on design and manufacture of food processing 

equipment have been carried out.  

4.1.9 Tourism  

This committee was established in 1991 to promote cooperation in the 

field of tourism in the region. At its first meeting held in Colombo in October 

1991, the committee decided an action plan on tourism to promote cooperation in 

the areas such as training programmes, exchange information, joint promotion, 

joint venture investment and intra-regional tourism etc. Among others, activities 

of the committee include training facilities by the member states in the field of 

tourism and hotel management. Production of SAARC travel guide and SAARC 

tourism promotional film on the theme “A Unique Holiday with Diversity: From 

Top of the World to the Sunny Beaches”.  
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Efforts are also being made by the committee for launching of the SAARC 

Scheme for promotion of organized tourism. Tourism ministers of SAARC 

countries met in Colombo in September 1997 and decided that concrete steps 

should be taken for the promotion of tourism in the region. At the twelfth 

SAARC summit held in Islamabad in January 2004, the leaders were of the view 

that development of tourism within South Asia could bring economic, social and 

cultural dividends. To achieve this and to commemorate the twentieth year of 

the establishment of SAARC, the year 2005 has been designated by the leaders as 

“South Asia Tourism Year”.283  

 The working group on tourism was established by the council of ministers 

during its twenty-fourth session held in Islamabad in January 2004. This was 

done after a comprehensive review of the SAARC integrated programme of 

action by the standing committee at its fourth special session held in Kathmandu 

in August 2003. The working group made a number of recommendations for 

promotion of tourism in the region.  

4.1.10 Transport  

The technical committee on transport, established in 1983, covers three 

major segments of transport i.e. land transport, divided into roadways and 

railways; sea transport divided into inland waterways and shipping and air 

transport. The activities of the committee cover exchange of data and 

information, preparation of status papers, compilation of data-base and 
                                                
283 Trivedi, India’s Relations with Her Neighbours, 60. 
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directories of consultancy centres for transport sector. Training courses have 

been conducted on corporate planning for Railway sector, Highway and Bridge 

engineering.  

 A study on “In – depth examination of transport infrastructure and transit 

facilities to come up with viable proposals for improvement” has been 

completed. The activities held under the transport sector have helped in fostering 

better cooperation among member countries and resulted in the dissemination 

and exchange of data, expertise, information and experiences. Four new specific 

areas of cooperation in transport sector namely transport safety, rural transport 

environmental aspects and energy conservation have been identified by the 

committee. Transport has been recognized a vital area in providing access to 

products and markets and opening up new areas of productivity.  

4.2 Women in Development  

 ‘Women in development’ was included as an area of cooperation under 

IPA in 1986. Specific issues taken by the committee include, preparation of a 

regional plan of action for women, effective dissemination of technical 

information relating to women in development generated by member states. One 

of the most important features of the work of the technical committee was 

designating 1990 as the SAARC year of the girl child and 1991 – 2000 as the 

SAARC decade of the girl child. A plan of action was also drawn upto observe 

the decade. A mid-decade review on the implementation of the plan of action for 
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the SAARC decade of the girl child was conducted in October 1996 in India 

which took into consideration priority concerns under health and nutrition, 

education and literacy and marriage and motherhood.  

 At the ninth SAARC summit, the leaders reaffirmed their commitment to 

take urgent action to alleviate the situation of girl children in especially difficult 

circumstances (GCEDC). Leaders also expressed their grave concern at the 

trafficking of women and children within and between countries and pledged to 

coordinate efforts and take effective measures to address this problem.284 SAARC 

has also been at the forefront of these issues with their commitment to issues of 

gender equality and to bring women into the mainstream of development. Two 

ministerial conferences have been held one in 1986 in India and other in Pakistan 

during 1990. A regional plan of action has been drawn which has identified areas 

of concern and goals set for them. The technical committee on women in 

development is mandated with the task of reviewing progress every year on the 

implementation of the plan of action on women. A SAARC collective position on 

issues before the fourth world conference on women in Beijing in September 

1995 had been formulated at the “SAARC Ministerial Meeting on women: 

towards the fourth world conference on women in Beijing” held in Dhaka, 

during July 1995.285  
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4.3 Poverty Alleviation  

 Eradication of poverty has been placed high on the social agenda of 

SAARC since the sixth SAARC summit (Colombo 1991). The summit accorded 

the highest priority to the alleviation of poverty in South Asia and decided to 

establish an independent South Asian Commission on Poverty Alleviation 

(ISACPA) consisting of eminent persons from member states to conduct an in-

depth study of the diverse experiences of member states. The Eighth SAARC 

Summit (New Delhi, 1995) endorsed the recommendations of the finance 

ministers to establish a three tier mechanism for exchanging information on 

poverty eradication. India hosted the meetings of the first and the second tier in 

New Delhi (September 1995).  The meetings put special emphasis on the need to 

improving the implementation of poverty eradication programmes through 

devolution of power and decentralization.  

 The meeting of the second finance and planning ministers was held in 

New Delhi on 3-4 January 1996 and subsequently the second round of meetings 

of the first two tiers of the three – tier mechanism also took place in April 1997 in 

Islamabad.  

 At the thirteenth summit (Dhaka, 12 – 13 November 2005, the leaders 

decided to replace the three tier mechanism by a two – tier one, comprising the 

ministers and the secretaries dealing with poverty alleviation at the national 

level. The first meeting of secretaries dealing with the poverty alleviation was 
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held in Colombo on 6-7 August 2006. This was followed by a ministerial meeting 

on poverty alleviation on August 2006. The meeting agreed on activities and 

programmes to be undertaken for effective observance of the SAARC decade on 

poverty alleviation (2006-2015)”286. It also agreed to develop pilot projects at least 

one per country in the area of poverty alleviation.  

4.4 SAARC Regional Centres  

4.4.1 SAARC Agricultural Information Centre (SAIC)  

         It was the first regional institution and was established in Dhaka in 1988. Its 

Governing Board formulates policy matters, approves projects, recommends 

budget estimates, and evaluates administrative and overall activities of SAIC. It 

serves as a central information institution having a network with relevant 

national information centres in each member state.  

4.4.2 SAARC Tuberculosis Centre (STC)  

 Located at Thimi, Bhaktapur (Nepal), STC became operational in mid-July 

1992. Its main objective is to work towards the prevention and control of 

tuberculosis in the SAARC region through better coordination of efforts of the 

member states, especially their tuberculosis control programs. STC has 

undertaken a number of initiatives for the prevention and control of tuberculosis 

in the region. It has undertaken a number of important training programs for the 

medical practitioners in the relevant areas.287 
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4.4.3 SAARC Documentation Centre (SDC) 

 It has been established at the Indian National Scientific Documentation 

Centre in New Delhi in May 1994. The SDC Director is responsible for the 

implementation of the programmes of the centre and is also the member 

secretary of the SDC Governing Board which comprises a representative from 

each member state. SDC focuses on documents generated in member states, 

those generated elsewhere in the SAARC region and access to international data 

bases in the fields of biological, physical, chemical, engineering and life sciences 

as well as in development matters.  

4.4.4 SAARC Meteorological Research Centre (SMRC) 

 The SMRC, established in Dhaka, was inaugurated on 2 January 1995. The 

centre concentrates primarily on the research aspects of weather forecasting and 

monitoring rather than the operational aspects of the medium and long range 

forecasting. SMRC has a governing board comprising a representative from each 

member state.  

 The responsibilities of the centre include undertaking research relevant to 

weather prediction and compiling climatological information. In addition, 

monitoring special weather phenomena, developing a networking system among 

the member states would also receive priority in its work.288   

4.4.5 SAARC Human Resource Development Centre (SHRDC) 

 SHRDC has been established in Islamabad with an objective to undertake 

research, training and dissemination of information on human resources 
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development issues. At its second meeting the Governing Board finalized the 

terms of reference, budget, programme of activities and other functional aspects 

of the centre. The centre aims at developing human resources in member states 

in social, economic, educational and environmental fields.  

4.4.6 SAARC Coastal Zone Management Centre (SZMC) 

 SZMC was set up in male, Maldives in June 2005. The functions of the 

centre are to collect, compile and disseminate information through networking 

among the member states, assess and standardize planning methodologies for 

integrated coastal zone management and provide support for the promotion and 

development of ICZM concepts, methodologies and planning tools.289 

4.4.7 SAARC Information Centre (SIC)  

 SIC (Kathmandu, Nepal) plays a role in collecting information about 

SAARC and its member states. It coordinates radio and TV productions, 

facilitates research and conducts training and skill transfer activities. It also acts 

as an information Bank of SAARC and its member countries, promotes stronger 

intra-regional links for cooperation and collaboration among the media of 

SAARC countries, and interact with the (SAARC Audio – visual Exchange) 

SAVE.290 

4.4.8 SAARC Energy Centre (SEC) 

 SEC was set up in Islamabad in 2006. The goals of the centre are to 

strengthen South Asia’s capacity to collectively address regional and global 
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energy issues to facilitate energy trade within the SAARC region and to enhance 

more efficient use of energy in the region.291 

4.4.9 SAARC Forestry Centre  

 It was established in November 2007 and officially inaugurated on 11th 

June 2008 in Thimphu, Bhutan. The centre’s vision is to protect, conserve and 

prudent use of forest resources by adopting sustainable forest management 

paradigm through research, education and coordination among the SAARC 

member countries to contribute towards sustainable development and 

conservation of global environment. The centre consists of four divisions (1) 

information and knowledge management division (2) sustainable forest 

management division (3) mountain ecology division (4) participatory forest 

management division.  

4.4.10 SAARC Cultural Centre, Colombo, Sri Lanka  

 It was established and inaugurated on 25th May 2009 in Colombo by 

foreign minister of Sri Lanka. This centre will foster friendship and greater 

understanding among the people of the region. It will also promote distinctive 

arts of South Asia and would be easily accessible to artists, teachers and students 

from the region.292 
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Critical Evaluation  

A serious criticism of the SAARC process has been on the issue of 

nonimplementation and the dismal performance of action. The SAARC as a 

regional body has little to show in terms of matching with its foundational 

objectives and in terms of reaching its benefits to the people and institutions in 

the region. It started with avowed objectives like: 

(a)  Promotion of the welfare of the people;  

(b)  Acceleration of economic growth, social progress, and cultural 

development;  

(c)  Strengthening of collective self-reliance;  

(d)  Contribution to mutual trust and understanding; and (e) collaboration and 

mutual cooperation in the economic, social, cultural, and technical front.  

The SAARC process started facing such criticism in the early 1990s. The 

then leaders had started reacting to such public criticism of nonperformance by 

voicing such concerns in various SAARC meetings. For example, the 7th SAARC 

Summit (Dhaka, 1993) had stated in its declaration that:  

The Heads of State or Government approved the 

recommendations of the Eleventh Session of the 

Council of Ministers for adopting a more business-

like and functional approach in the conduct of 

Summit meetings. They also noted with satisfaction 
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the guidelines and procedures approved by the 

Eleventh Session of the Council in this respect relating 

to other SAARC meetings. They decided to meet 

informally whenever necessary, between Summits. 

(SAARC, Declarations of SAARC Summits 1985-1998, 

Kathmandu, 1999)  

In fact, the 13th Summit (Dhaka, November 2005) “directed all SAARC 

institutions and mechanisms to work collectively towards a decade dedicated to 

implementation so that a visible and discernible impact can be felt across South 

Asia”. The secretary general's analytical report mentioned that “in view of the 

foregoing directive of the Thirteenth Summit, it is timely for the Technical 

Committees, Working Groups, their equivalents and other SAARC processes, 

including the sectoral Ministerial Meetings, to focus on identification of tangible 

projects”. It recommended measures as to how SAARC should devote its third 

decade to implementation.  

The SAARC process, notwithstanding its serious nonperformance at the 

regional level, has not only generated significant interest and enthusiasm in 

intergovernmental consultation on many areas of common relevance, but also 

has built confidence among the member states. It is the only forum in the region 

that brings together the leaders on an annual basis.  
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This has helped members build confidence, move ahead on many of the 

bilateral projects, and resolve a range of problems directly and indirectly. More 

important, the official SAARC process has triggered a large number of 

nonofficial interactions and contacts among various sets of people and 

institutions. Many do believe that today the nonofficial SAARC process is far 

more active and robust than the official process. They also believe that ultimately 

it is the nonofficial SAARC that will lead to a people’s SAARC and the official 

process will be forced to be active and operational.  

Given the current situations, if measures are not taken to both enhance the 

capacity of the Secretariat to operationalize the announced projects and also 

ensure strong monitoring and evaluation mechanisms to verify implementation 

of the decisions taken at various SAARC meetings, a situation may emerge in 

which leaders will year after year talk about the need to have effective 

implementation, while progress remains halted.  

4.5 SAARC and the Issue of Terrorism: Indo – Pak Dimension  

 Terrorism is not a post-September 11, 2001 phenomenon in South Asia but 

it has been given a new perspective and dimension by the state and non-state 

actors of this region. Although, almost all the countries of South Asia had 

suffered enormously from the lethal implications of terrorism prior to the events 

of September 11, 2001, it was primarily Indo-Pak divergent perceptions on 

terrorism, which indicated different strategies pursued by New Delhi and 
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Islamabad to deal with the issue of terrorism without getting proper results. In 

the composite dialogue which has been going on between India and Pakistan 

since 2004, the issue of terrorism was discussed, yet the two sides were far from 

reaching a concrete understanding on how to deal with that issue. Each side is 

still a victim of deep-rooted insecurity, mistrust and suspicion.293 

  There has been a little success at arriving on an agreed definition as to 

what constitutes terrorism. In his speech at the Kathmandu summit in 2002, 

President Musharraf underscored the need to distinguish between legitimate 

resistance by “freedom fighters” and terrorism. In January 2004, at the 29th 

session of the Standing Committee the Foreign Secretaries of the SAARC 

countries came to an agreement on the text of the Additional Protocol to the 

Convention on Suppression of Terrorism as well as the Social Charter.294 

 Terrorism is not just the issue of states of South Asia it is equally 

significant for the society because at the end of the day, it is the people who 

suffer from the disastrous implications of terrorism. If a handful of minority in 

South Asia is a beneficiary of terrorism and violence, the vast majority has to pay 

a heavy price.295 

 The Kathmandu Summit Declaration reiterated unanimously that 

terrorism in all its forms is a challenge to all states and cannot be justified on 
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ideological, political, religious or any other ground. The declaration also called 

on all states “to prevent and suppress the financing of terrorist activities by 

collection of funds for such acts and refraining from organizing, instigating, 

assisting or participating in terrorist acts against states or acquiescing in 

organized activities within its territory that are directed towards the commission 

of such acts”.296 

4.5.1 Additional Protocol to the SAARC Regional Convention on 

Suppression of Terrorism:  

 The Islamabad Summit concluded in January 2004 adopted the Additional 

Protocol after months of discussion and debate between the officials of the 

region. Initially, there was apprehension regarding the summit due to attempts 

on the life of President Pervez Musharraf. However the Indo – Pak peace process 

provided the necessary impetus to arrive at a consensus with a mature 

understanding of each other’s position on the issue.  

 The protocol supplements the SAARC Regional convention on 

suppression of terrorism signed in 1987 during the third SAARC Summit in 

Nepal. After the September 11, terrorist attacks, US policy regarding war on 

terrorism, and the United Nations Security Council Resolution 1373 of September 

28, 2001, the SAARC Council of Ministers proposed the drafting of an additional 

protocol on terrorism. The Article 1 states that the purpose of the additional 
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protocol is to strengthen the SAARC Regional Convention on Suppression of 

Terrorism.  

 Though the Additional Protocol to the SAARC convention on terrorism 

has been added, it would be difficult to implement especially in the Indo-Pak 

context. Some media reports suggest that the SAARC countries would 

endeavour to make their domestic laws compatible with the convention on 

terrorism. Pakistan had its own compulsions in agreeing to the Additional 

Protocol. The protocol binds all the member states to take in cooperation with 

each other various measures that aim at preventing the operation and movement 

of terrorist within and across each other’s boundaries. The Indian government 

continues to accuse Pakistan of facilitating cross-border terrorism and insists that 

unless cross-border terrorism is brought to halt and jihadi infrastructure 

dismantled in areas under the Pakistani control, no meaningful progress in the 

composite dialogue was possible. However, new imperatives have emerged 

under which Pakistan and India would have no other option but to forge close 

cooperation for jointly fighting the menace of terrorism.297  

4.6 Economic Cooperation  

 A significant development has been the signing of the agreement on South 

Asian Free Trade Area (SAFTA) on January 6, 2004. SAFTA was first mooted in 

Delhi at the 8th SAARC Summit in 1995. It was suggested that it should come into 
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operation by 2005. This date was revised at the ninth SAARC Summit in Male in 

1997, where it was declared that SAFTA should come into operation by 2001. 

However the ninth SAARC Summit also took a decision to appoint a Group of 

Eminent Persons (GEP) to draw up a vision and roadmap for SAARC. AT the 

10th SAARC Summit in Colombo (1998), the GEP report was presented which 

stated that a more realistic timetable for SAFTA is 2008 and for the least 

developed countries of South Asia this date was extended to 2010.298 

4.6.1 SAPTA to SAFTA  

 The progress of economic cooperation under SAPTA umbrella and design 

of a SAFTA agreement got delayed during the period 1999-2001 due to the 

deterioration of Indo-Pakistan relations. An attempt was made in December 2000 

by a newly formed South Asian Citizen’s Commission to pressurize SAARC 

member states to get the SAFTA “Framework Treaty” by late 2001 but to no 

avail. A summit could not be held during this three year period and the 11th 

SAARC Summit took place in January 2002 in Kathmandu. In this summit a 

decision was taken to have the SAFTA Treaty ready by the Twelfth SAARC 

Summit. The SAARC Secretariat coordinated the work of the commerce 

ministries of the SAARC countries in preparing the SAFTA agreement.  

 The SAARC GEP Report has many suggestions, and with regard to 

movement towards a free trade area, recommended a ‘negative list’ approach for 
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tariff reduction with an annual 12.5 percent tariff reduction by member states. 

The SAFTA agreement is a far cry from the recommendation of the GEP Report. 

The tariff reduction process, timetable, additional measures, differ significantly 

from the GEP recommendation.299 

 In relation to the percentage of their world trade, the intra-regional trade 

among SAARC countries is negligible standing at four to five percent. South Asia 

lags behind other regions in inter-state trade. Intra-regional trade, as percentage 

of world trade, is around 26 percent among ASEAN countries and 60 percent in 

the European Union.300 The wide economic disparities among the SAARC 

countries resulted in fears that economic cooperation might destroy the domestic 

economies of LDCs (less developed countries) in the region. The SAFTA 

Agreement takes note of these fears. While signing the Agreement the member 

States have hoped that preferential trading arrangements among SAARC 

member states will act as a stimulus to the strengthening of SAARC economic 

resilience and the development of the national economics of the contracting 

states by expanding investment and production opportunities, trade and foreign 

exchange earnings as well as the development of economic and technological 

cooperation.  

 The SAFTA agreement ensures that free trade results in boosting the 

economies of all countries in the region. Economic needs and compulsions force 
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every nation to say no to conflicts. Concrete efforts should be made to reduce the 

measures of common people through the timely and speedy implementation of 

SAFTA in its new spirits.  

 SAFTA entered into force in January 2006. Its objectives include 

elimination of all sorts of barriers in trade and facilitation of free and fair 

movement of products, promoting fair competition and free trade environment 

in respect of the existing economic conditions which will ensure the maximum 

benefit and establishing an institutional framework to promote and expand 

regional cooperation.301 

4.7 Regional Trade Agreements & Conflict Management 

 The relationship between international trade and security can be traced in 

the bygone centuries. The French Scholar Montesquieu said in 1748; peace is a 

“natural effect of commerce”. The Italian economist Pareto argued in 1889 that 

customs unions could help to achieve peace between countries.302 At the grass 

root level, equitable trade promotes prosperity and reduces poverty. The 

countries that trade with each other seldom fight over petty issues. Regional 

Trade Agreements (RTAs) can provide a forum for institutions to hold 

discussions and negotiations in order to ease tension before it could erupt in 

conflict.  
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 Literature on the issue of RTAs and peace focuses mainly on two theories, 

the classical theory of trade and international relations theory. Trade theory is 

based on the fact that trade plays a vital role in bringing efficiency gains for 

producers, consumers and governments. In the recent past most of the literature 

carries this argument forward to promote preferential and regional trade 

agreements.303 The supporters of this theory argue that regional trading blocs 

bring about political stability by increasing interdependence. It proves helpful in 

providing channels for non-military resolution of disputes. Interdependence may 

also bring amelioration of regional conflicts.  

 International relations theory goes in opposite direction. It suggests that 

trade only is not sufficient to ensure the absence of conflict. According to IR 

specialists, the decision to indulge in war or trade depends on the potential 

benefits of the trade. If a country perceives the other to gain much more from 

trading, it would not liberalize its trade.  

 Anyhow, there are a number of ways that regional trade integration can 

support peace.  

1. Regional trade integration offers poor countries mutual gains through 

expanded markets, increased regional trade and investment, and greater 

economic diversification.  
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2. The interdependence provides an opportunity to access one another’s 

resources without using force.  

3. Economic integration makes conflicts more costly for individual states. 

Attacking other economy may be considered as damaging as attacking 

one’s own.  

4. Regional groupings like SAARC can serve as stabilizing factor for 

countries on their borders.  

5. Regional cooperation can also curtail the trade in small arms and conflict 

resources.  

6. Regional trade agreements provide non-military ways to resolve disputes 

and promote peace through dialogue between countries. Many such RTAs 

have institutional mechanism for dispute settlement in the economic field. 

They have often been used for the management of political conflicts.   

 In the case of South Asia, the formation of SAFTA can provide a full 

fledge opportunity to develop peaceful and long lasting political and economic 

relationship between India and Pakistan. Increasing economic ties have the 

potential to strengthen the permanent threads that bind and hold together Indo-

Pak relations. Former president of Pakistan, Asif Ali Zardari once remarked 

“People-to-people contacts should be improved, then trade, inter-dependence of 

trade, if Indian industry depends on Pakistani energy and I depend on the Indian 
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market for my product to be sold, we are both inter-dependent, financially 

integrated industry-wise.” 304 

4.8 The Issue of Membership and Observers  

 SAARC has been confronted with this issue from the very beginning. 

Certain states like Afghanistan were keen to enter into SAARC from the day it 

was founded. The case of Afghanistan was based on geographical contiguity, 

traditional, social, cultural and economic links. Similarly US, China, Japan and 

South Korea were interested to become observers at SAARC Summits. While 

Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal were keen to bring China as observer, India and 

Bhutan showed nervousness on the prospect of Chinese presence in SAARC.305 

The improvement of regional security environment as a result of progress 

achieved by Indo Pakistan peace process has been an incentive for countries to 

seek close association with SAARC as observer states.  

4.8.1 Afghanistan Included as 8th Member  

 In response to these developments, the 13th SAARC Summit held in Dhaka 

in November 2005 started the process of associating other countries as observer 

states. During the summit, China and Japan were admitted as observer states. 

The summit also approved Afghanistan’s request for membership, while at the 

14th Summit, Afghanistan joined the Association as the eighth member. At the 
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outset of the summit, a joint declaration was signed by Afghan President Hamid 

Karzai and leaders of member states which formalized Afghanistan’s admission 

into the Association. With the signing of the declaration, Afghanistan became a 

party to all existing SAARC Agreements, declarations and legal documents. The 

declaration of the 14th Summit welcomed the entry of Afghanistan into SAARC. 

This was an historic moment as Afghanistan assumed its rightful place as a 

valued member of the SAARC fraternity.306 

4.8.2 Pakistan and the Issue of Afghanistan  

 The idea of Afghanistan’s entry into the Association is not a new one. 

During the 1980’s, after the soviets had invaded Afghanistan, Pakistan - always 

argued in favour of Afghanistan’s membership. Owing to the superpower rivalry 

in the 1980’s as well as the contradictory foreign policy alignment of both India 

and Pakistan, Afghanistan’s membership could not convert into reality. 

Ironically, in the 1980s, it was Pakistan which advocated Afghanistan’s 

membership, while India opposed it. It was primarily the US and Indian support 

and behind-the-scene maneuvering which brought Afghanistan into the fold of 

SAARC.307 

 The heads of core South Asian states – India and Pakistan – welcomed the 

entrance of Afghanistan as a member. In his speech at the opening of the summit 

at New Delhi, Shaukat Aziz stated that he was according an extremely warm 
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welcome to Hamid Karzai and to the people of Afghanistan for joining the 

Association. According to him Afghanistan “is a natural and indispensable 

member” of the SAARC Community, he stated: “I am sure Afghanistan will play 

its valuable role to enrich and strengthen our organization”.308 Indian Prime 

Minister Manmohan Singh held that the admission of Afghanistan would 

complete South Asia’s regional identity as he viewed Afghanistan as a valuable 

member of SAARC and as South Asia’s gateway to Central Asia and beyond.309 

 On his part, on 4 April, 2007 Karzai stressed the removal of extremism and 

terrorism from the region. According to him, if the menace of terrorism was not 

fought, it would impact upon “prosperity and security of our sons and 

daughters”. Later on 4 April 2007, Aziz and Karzai met on the sideline of the 

regional summit to discuss their bilateral problems and agreed to continue 

cooperation to combat terrorism. They agreed to meet frequently and remove 

misunderstandings that had clouded their relations. Aziz stated that Pakistan 

wanted a peaceful and stable Afghanistan so that both countries could meet their 

mutual challenges.310 

4.8.3 The Case of China and Iran  

 People’s Republic of China expressed its interest in joining SAARC as a 

member on the basis of geographical contiguity, historical, cultural links and 
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rapidly going trade and commercial relations with South Asian countries, 

particularly India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal. The candidature of China 

received support from Pakistan and Bangladesh, while India was reluctant to 

accept China being the member of SAARC. During the 13th (Dhaka) Summit, 

India agreed to grant an observer status to China along with Japan.  The 

candidature of China was discussed during the 14th Summit. Pakistan, 

Bangladesh and Nepal joined to support the Chinese case. The Indian reluctance 

to agree to accord China an observer status was paradoxical. The only plausible 

reasons could be strategic and political. The Indians may have been afraid that 

Chinese presence at SAARC summits would lend support to the smaller 

countries of the region, particularly Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal who have 

enjoyed close relations with China.311 

 The Islamic Republic of Iran made quite a strong case for SAARC 

membership. Iran has the distinction of common borders with two of the eight 

members of the regional grouping. Iran and South Asia have had trade relations 

since ancient times. Iran has also strong cultural, economic and political relations 

with Afghanistan, Pakistan and India. In February 2005, Iran made a formal 

request for SAARC membership when its Foreign Minister, Kamal Kharazi 

indicated Iran’s interest in joining SAARC by saying that his country could 

provide the region with “East-West” connectivity. On 3 March 2007, Iran 
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submitted a formal request for an observer status in SAARC. The request was 

approved during the 14th summit of SAARC held in April 2007 in New Delhi.  

 Undoubtedly, Iran’s admission was complicated due to the controversy 

surrounding its nuclear programme. Its assumption of an observer status is 

significant because it happened at a time when it was confronted with growing 

hostility from the US and its western allies for refusing to roll back its nuclear 

programme.312 Despite Iran’s entry into SAARC, differences between India, 

Pakistan and Iran over Iran-Pakistan-India (IPI) gas pipeline persisted yet the 

presence of some major powers as observers and the desire shown by an 

increasing number of other states shows that the South Asian Regional grouping 

is attracting greater attention of international community due to its growing 

importance as a regional trading bloc.  

 But at the same time, the countries which would attend the SAARC 

meetings as observer look at South Asia from their own perspective. There is an 

element of competition in their approach to cultivate closer relations with the 

countries of SAARC. They have different political calculations and are often in 

competition. China’s trade and commercial relations with India are growing at a 

phenomenal speed, but politically its outlook has greater convergence with 

Pakistan. Given the hostile relations between Pakistan and India, this could 

prove to be a complicating issue from the Indian point of view. Similarly, the 
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presence of the United States and Iran in the same organization as observer states 

might create an acrimonious environment in view of US opposition to Iran-

Pakistan-India (IPI) gas pipeline. While the expansion of SAARC through the 

inclusion of new members and observers might contribute to the growth of 

economic cooperation among the member states, it can also lead to a new power 

games in South Asia.  

4.9 SAARC and Energy Issue  

Regionalism besides its, strategic, geo-political and foreign policy 

dimension has been a major plan of development cooperation in many parts of 

the world. There are examples of a variety of regional groupings that have 

transformed the conventional outlook and aspirations into more open, dynamic 

and wider systems and practices of peaceful coexistence. Economic gains based 

on regional cooperation in the energy sector have become a firmly established 

practice across the regional groupings. Many developing countries, because of 

their low income and small market size, are unable to capture the inherent 

economies of scale of major infrastructure investments. Cross-border energy 

exchanges will bring the entire issues of regional cooperation and integration in 

this sector to the forefront.313  

In South Asia there are clear options emerging in the arena of regional 

cooperation in energy sector. Cross-border energy trade is one with Bhutanese 

success story spreading to Nepal, Bangladesh and Pakistan. Pakistan is well 
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positioned geographically to emerge as a commercial hub for landlocked Central 

Asia and beyond. In 2004, Pakistan was producing surplus power mainly 

because of lower than expected economic growth. Pakistan’s informal offer to 

India in 1998 of selling surplus power could work for India’s largest electricity 

consuming areas like Uttar Pardesh, Punjab, Haryana and Delhi. However Tariff 

came up as a major stumbling block in the entire negotiation process. Pakistan 

already has a 500KV primary transmission system extending from Jamshoro in 

the South to Terbela and Peshawar in the North. All these lines run near the 

adjoining borders of India and may not require a complex transmission extension 

to the Indian borders.  

An attractive option of trans-boundary natural gas trade is to undertake 

the Iran-Pakistan-India pipeline. Iran has shown an urgent interest in supplying 

gas overland through Pakistan to India. The Pakistan government also formally 

announced its acceptance of such a facility to India. Annually over US$ 200-400, 

million is likely to go to Pakistan as a transit fees and royalty.314 

 SAARC forum became a platform for the negotiations between Pakistan 

and India on this energy issue. Prime Minister Shaukat Aziz discussed the 

energy issue with his Indian counterpart when he visited New Delhi in his 

capacity as Chairman of SAARC.315 On 26 January 2004, Shaukat Aziz told that 

Pakistan would discuss and push the issue of Iran-Pakistan-India gas pipeline 

during his meeting with Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh at the next 
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SAARC Summit. Pakistan Prime Minister said that US$ 4.0 billion pipeline 

project from Iran to India would be a priority during his talks with his Indian 

counterpart.316 

 The gas pipeline could benefit other SAARC Countries as well. India has 

already announced plans for a US$ 2 billion that would run from Mayanmar to 

Eastern India through Bangladesh.317In short India was pursuing to build up 

energy grid in the region comprising India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nepal and 

Bhutan to ensure a two way flow of power, natural gas and oil. Thus it appeared 

that energy has started to play another vital role in strengthening the regional 

cooperation in South Asia. This can serve as a special example of how SAARC 

can create regional cooperation.  

 The energy issue had been a slow mover in the SAARC negotiation. But in 

2006 India spearheaded to bring energy as an important lever in the 

normalization of relations with SAARC countries, especially with Pakistan. This 

would force policy makers to redefine the contours of new geo-political 

paradigm in SAARC.  

 The 12th SAARC Summit clearly indicated the need to consolidate in 

energy cooperation by creating an energy ring. What is required is a 

breakthrough project that can be set as an example for other regional energy 

ventures. In all these efforts the key element should be understanding, the 
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neighbours and making more concerted regional effort in consolidating a 

regional identity. An equally critical task is to build the capacities of the policy 

makers in energy sector across the region by reorienting them to the advantages 

of energy cooperation.  

 This chapter has highlighted the working and performance of SAARC in 

various development sectors. The working of SAARC under IPA has been 

described to give a complete picture of the development strategies which could 

make the general condition of the South Asian countries progress and achieve 

the goal of economic wellbeing of the people in general. The economic activity 

gives rise to mutual trade relations and it ultimately forces the countries to come 

under trade agreements. These trade agreements further promote peace and 

harmony in the region. The chapter has given a snapshot of some trade 

agreements in evolving peace and friendship among the countries of the region. 

The supporters of trade theory argue that the regional trading blocs bring about 

political stability by increasing interdependence in the region. These trade blocs 

also prove helpful in providing channels for non-military resolution of disputes. 

In the same way SAFTA can provide an opportunity to develop peaceful and 

friendly relations between India and Pakistan. The chapter has also described the 

issue of membership of Afghanistan to the SAARC process as a source for the 

East and West connectivity. Peace in Afghanistan can open the door of 

prosperity for the whole region by opening the safe routes to Central Asia and 

beyond.  
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CONCLUSION 

 The success and achievements of states in today’s globalized world are not 

essentially measured in terms of having capacity to secure borders or creating 

dynamic institutions, but in terms of ability to acclimatize to regional and global 

trends, promote economic activity, attract investments and highly skilled labour, 

provide a friendly environment for transnational cooperation, build prestigious 

institutions for research and advanced learning and also brand the country in 

cultural field among international community. Owing to this reality, regional 

associations are becoming an important, effective and attractive new scene for 

socio-political and economic connectivity in the world. In this growing new 

environment the value of regional community and commercial groupings has 

been signified. Regional, political and social blocs of nations are playing 

extremely important role in providing a platform for various countries to use 

their potential in global affairs.  

 Regional economic integration, motivated by the achievement of 

European Union, has grown rapidly in different regions of the world. South Asia 

is one among those where SAARC has announced the objective of achieving the 

target of an economic union and a common currency. SAARC is fairly a recent 

organization, formally appeared on the scene in 1985. Although, economic 

cooperation among South Asian nations was not considered as a new trend yet 

the quest for this phenomenon remained restricted due to imperial heritage of 
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the South Asian states. SAARC has evolved continuously but with a slow pace 

and it is also true in a way that most of its programmes and achievements exist 

on paper. Most importantly SAARC suffers from shortage of funds and 

resources. Most of its projects are frozen due to the absence of mobilization of 

resources. The SAARC Secretariat is at Kathmandu and it is responsible of 

monitoring the activities of different constituent bodies of the organization. The 

existence and functioning of the organization, however, has enabled the leaders 

of South Asian nation to meet regularly and hold mutual discussions to address 

a multitude of problems. The informal negotiations among the leaders during the 

SAARC summits have often led them to reconciliation over various sensitive 

issues.  

South Asian countries differ on foreign policy issues and goals, but these 

differences seem no longer destructive as in the past. On broader international 

issues of economic and geostrategic significance, all of them have similar 

opinions. The substantial differences appear on regional security and economic 

issues. Unlike their counterparts in ASEAN and EU, South Asian states differ 

markedly from one another in terms of size, economic resources and overall 

growth potential. India is a dominant economic and political force within the 

region and its policies could make or break the SAARC. India seems to realize 

that integration of South Asian economy offers tremendous opportunities to its 

industry, commerce and banking. On the other hand, India fears the possibility 

of internationalization of bilateral issues and disputes with its neighbours. Apart 

from the conflicts between member states there is also disagreement among them 
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on the need for a South Asian conflict resolution mechanism to deal with 

bilateral disputes. India, Nepal and Sri Lanka are not in favour of conflict 

resolution as a domain of SAARC. While Pakistan feels that SAARC charter 

should be amended to institute a conflict resolution mechanisms so as to make 

SAARC more effective and useful.  

 Beyond official linkages, the Association also facilitates and encourages 

cooperation in private sector under the umbrella of SAARC Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry (SCCI), which is an Apex body of the organization. 

Other important bodies are SAARC Law and South Asian Federation of 

Accountants (SAFA). In addition to this, SAARC has also given recognition to 

various professional groups in the region like management institutions, 

architects, cardiologists, dermatologists, town planners, teachers, writers, 

surgical care societies and insurance organizations. Their activities serve the 

SAARC in conflict management through the process of Track II diplomacy 

between India and Pakistan.  

It is evident that in the past two decades, there has been unprecedented 

rise in interaction and networking among various institutions, agencies and civil 

society organizations in South Asia. This unofficial cooperation exists on various 

issues, especially for the promotion of human rights, conflict resolution, health, 

business and performing arts. This is some sort of ‘new regionalism’ that is in 

fact engulfing the entire South Asia region. According to this concept of new 

regionalism, civil society has a big stake in promoting regional cooperation. An 
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analysis of concrete outcomes of the SAARC process is essential in assessing its 

efficiency in promoting a regional identity. The most significant example of this 

is the pressure by the civil society on their respective governments to evolve 

legal provisions to curb the menace of trafficking of minor girls and women in 

South Asia. It was this networking among civil society organizations and 

activists which resulted in pressurizing SAARC leaders to sign a Convention to 

fight this critical problem at the 11th SAARC summit held in Kathmandu in early 

2002. 

 Despite ups and downs in political relations among South Asian 

countries, the civil society organizations have been continuously making efforts 

to improve relations and create spaces for government to develop agendas for 

the upcoming meetings. It was estimated that in 1998-99 alone, there were over 

38 track-II channels working in South Asia, which is indicative of the 

involvement of civil society actors. Thus, unofficial SAARC is fast emerging at 

domestic and regional peace constituencies.  

 The practice of unofficial SAARC has particularly affected the relationship 

between India and Pakistan. A landmark was the January 2004  Islamabad 

SAARC summit meeting where, for the first time since the 1999 Lahore 

Declaration, the two countries’ leaders, India’s Prime Minister Atal Bihari 

Vajpayee and Pakistan’s President Pervez Musharraf, adopted a positive posture 

towards each other. They also issued a joint statement in which they pledged to 

resume state-level talks on Kashmir.  
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Not surprisingly, SAARC has become an important entity to engage big 

players on the world stage and this could potentially accelerate competition in 

the region and result in greater economic activity. At the same time, smaller 

SAARC nations that look towards balancing India’s predominant position in the 

region are also reassured by the presence of outside powers who could balance 

the asymmetry in the region. India, although initially reluctant to allow China to 

be an observer, agreed after the inclusion of Japan, US and EU, who could 

effectively prevent any moves by China to dominate SAARC at India’s expense. 

Its relations with China have improved in recent years and India would not like 

to upset the present equilibrium in Sino-Indian ties.  

In this age of globalisation and interdependence, SAARC cannot afford to 

remain isolated. Most issues that countries in South Asia face, be it in the realm 

of terrorism, health, environment or economic growth, are transnational in 

nature and require a coordinated response. Cooperation between SAARC and its 

neighbours is therefore both desirable and necessary. Observer countries could 

play a useful role in terms of toning down political differences between member 

countries in SAARC, as well as reinvigorating the economic equations between 

them. Many believe that if SAARC is not making much progress with its present 

outreach, why not expand it and see what happens? Breaking out of the prison of 

an Indo-Pak deadlock might release new energies.  

 The functioning of the organization shows that the political and security 

issues have hampered the regional cooperation under SAARC. The major 
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weaknesses of the Association may be mentioned as its restrictive agenda, 

ineffective implementation mechanism, weak secretariat and lack of dispute 

settlement authority. The conflict relationship between India and Pakistan is the 

major cause for slow pace of the SAARC process. India always feared that the 

SAARC might have been used against its interests by the rest of South Asian 

Countries in a “gang up” formation to get their objectives of isolating India in the 

region. While Pakistan felt that there were very few chances of achieving success 

in the field of cooperation. So the process of regional cooperation was initiated 

under the dark clouds of conflicts, mistrust and mutual jealousies but it was 

hoped that this cooperation arrangement would guide the member countries 

eventually towards confidence building, conflict management and conflict 

resolution.  

 The SAARC members adopted a “functional approach” for cooperation in 

non-controversial areas like socio-cultural fields and hoped that cooperation in 

such areas would pave the way for cooperation in more sensitive and critical 

areas. The SAARC charter stipulated that increased cooperation and contacts 

among the SAARC countries would contribute in promoting friendship and 

mutual understanding and the welfare of the South Asian people. To avoid 

tussle and frictions at the forum, bilateral and contentious issues were kept out of 

the agenda of the Association. Particularly, India was deeply concerned that the 

political exchange of view and discussions on bilateral disputes would isolate it 

because India was involved in a variety of disputes with its neighbours. In 
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addition, the unanimity in decision making was also important for the same 

reason. The South Asian leaders hoped that the regional cooperation would go a 

long way in generating dynamisms in the process and in building confidence 

among the members which will help in the resolution of conflicts and disputes or 

properly manage or minimize their damaging impact. It is to be noted that 

ASEAN was created also guided by the same logic in the presence of mistrusts 

and longstanding conflicts among the member countries.  

 Although the political and contentious issues are not discussed formally 

on the SAARC forum, yet optimistically, SAARC showed its latent potential of a 

platform for negotiations, dialogue, preventive diplomacy and building mutual 

confidence. SAARC meetings provide a precious opportunity to the South Asian 

leaders to engage themselves in bilateral negotiations. There were numerous 

occasions when private talks between the South Asian heads on the sidelines of 

SAARC helped them reach fruitful outcomes.  

 So, it may well be observed that the SAARC process have been playing 

and still going on to play an important role in managing conflicts in the South 

Asian region. The sideline diplomacy of the SAARC Summits helped the South 

Asian leaders in discussing their grievances and mitigating the feelings of anger 

and to avoid any armed conflict which could have been triggered by even a 

fraction of suspicion and mistrust. The sideline discussions on bilateral issues 

was given a constitutional protection when the South Asian leaders unanimously 

decided, at the Ninth SAARC Summit at Male, that the process of informal 
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consultations on political issues would prove helpful in promoting peace, amity 

and stability in the region.  

 A variety of examples can be mentioned when the SAARC Summits 

played a vital role in the process of conflict management among the South Asian 

countries, especially between India and Pakistan. Bilateral discussions at the 

Bangalore Summit of 1986 led to the agreement between Pakistan and India not 

to attack the nuclear installations. Discussions at the Dhaka Summit of 1985 

expedited the formation of working groups to study the issue of narcotics and 

terrorism which resulted in the adoption of the SAARC Regional Convention on 

suppression of terrorisms and the convention on narcotic drugs. In Male Summit 

of 1997, during the informal meeting, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Prime 

Minister I.K. Gujral agreed to resolve the outstanding issues according to the 

Shimla agreement. The Islamabad Summit of 2004 provided diplomatic support 

to the leadership of both the countries to resume their frozen composite dialogue 

process. Similarly, the 16th Summit at Thimphu (Bhutan) provided an 

opportunity to the Pakistani and Indian Prime Ministers to talk to mitigate 

misunderstandings and feelings of hatred against each other. The Prime Minister 

Gilani and the Prime Minister Manmohan Singh underlined the problems which 

could hinder the resumption of composite dialogue process frozen since Mumbai 

attacks of November, 2008.  

 Truthfully, the sideline diplomacy under the SAARC Summits has proved 

so useful and become regular that it compelled the SAARC member countries to 
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raise repeatedly the demand that the practice of informal talks on bilateral issues 

and disputes must be institutionalized. During the last twenty nine years of 

SAARC, most of the progress has been achieved in social, economic and cultural 

fields. Progress in the political field has been massed by the presence of political 

and strategic discord between the SAARC Countries especially between India 

and Pakistan. The least developed countries of South Asia such as Bangladesh, 

Nepal, Maldives, Bhutan and Afghanistan are wary of contentions between the 

two nuclear powers of the region. They, time and again, urged both the countries 

to narrow down the differences for smooth sailing of the SAARC process. 

 The faults in SAARC process can be removed and repaired through 

revisiting its charter, reordering its priorities and plans of action and redefining 

its objectives and goals. But these fault lines cannot be smoothened unless the 

member countries exhibit larger political will and declining narrow national 

interests. They should embark on the campaign for joint ownership of the 

regional effort for larger benefits. Foremost to this is the need for producing an 

enabling environment, free of hostility and mistrust. An institutionalized 

approach is required by giving SAARC an explicit political role to enable it for 

efforts towards peaceful settlement of contentious issues and disputes between 

the member states.  

No other region in the world is today in greater need to redirect its 

energies and resources to eradicate poverty and to improve the quality of life of 

its people. There is no need to establish or run after foreign-funded "funds" or 
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"aid mechanisms" that always tend to cripple nations' initiative and drive and 

retard their urge for self-reliance. SAARC must find ways to work together 

towards the agreed common vision. This would require an attitudinal change 

both at the national and regional levels to move from "declaratory stance" to an 

"implementation mode" equipped with necessary means and resources.  

SAARC's regional approach must move from the realm of ideas to goal-

based actionable plans with focus more on implementation of the pledges 

already made rather than proliferating new pledges and non-implementable 

commitments. Collaboration must be built between regional plans and national 

endeavors by accepting 'country ownership" for implementation of all regional 

action plans, and their over-all coordination and follow-up.  

SAARC's capacity to deliver on its ambitious agenda has been seriously 

conditioned by its systemic limitations and operational handicaps. It must be re-

oriented both structurally and operationally in order to enhance its effectiveness 

as a dynamic vehicle of regional cooperation. The focus must shift from 

meetings-oriented approach to result-based pragmatic cooperation. It is time 

SAARC reviewed its practice of having unproductive meetings and inflating its 

archives with voluminous documents. Instead of being keen on signing too many 

agreements, a more focused attention is needed for serious result-based follow-

up and implementation on the decisions already made.  

 SAARC has seen certain efforts by the member states towards finding a 

mechanism for the settlement and resolution of the disputes. Apart from Male 
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SAARC Summit of 1997, where informal meetings were given a place in the 

Charter, the 2005 SAARC Summit of Dhaka has taken a step forwards to this 

end.  At this conference, the member states agreed to constitute a SAARC 

Arbitration Council in Pakistan. The Council is supposed to create favourable 

conditions which will support greater investment by the investors of one 

member country in the territory of another South Asian state. The council is 

unanimously agreed to create a forum for commercial dispute resolution among 

the member SAARC Countries. However, the same steps can be taken towards 

forming a regional forum under SAARC with a mechanism of settling the 

political disputes in the SAARC region.  
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